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Welcome to SUURJ
Molly Clark Hillard, PhD
Emma Foster
Jane Kidder
Hannah Rips
We are so pleased to welcome you to the inaugural issue of the Seattle
University Undergraduate Research Journal (SUURJ). What you are reading is
the result of over a year of dreaming, planning, and hard work. SUURJ is the
joint effort of collaborators and friends—students, faculty, and administration—
across the university. For this reason, it has many origin stories, many points of
embarkation. One such moment occurred when English major and Writing Center
consultant Hannah Rips was standing in line for coffee, and overheard a fellow
student say, “I wish Seattle University had an undergraduate research journal!”
She returned to the Writing Center with this colleague’s brainwave and pitched
the idea to her fellow consultants. A team of students latched on to the idea, and
spent six months creating and circulating a proposal for the university’s administration.
Another crystallizing moment came when the proposal found a home.
Writing Studies director Dr. June Johnson, English department chair Dr. Maria
Bullón-Fernandez and interim chair Dr. Charles Tung, and Office of Research
and Sponsored Programs Director Dr. Nalini Iyer recognized the proposal’s
potential, and recommended it as a joint venture of the Office of the Provost, the
College of Arts and Sciences, and the English department. The journal emerged
as a co-curricular experience, where student editors would gain course credit in
the Writing Studies minor for learning the principles of editing and publishing,
and student authors would gain professional experience by having their essays
undergo a peer review and editorial process. English faculty Dr. Molly Clark
Hillard was named as the journal’s Chief Faculty Editor. In the spring of 2016,
Dr. Hillard worked with the journal’s original student proposers to develop a
strategic action plan for the journal’s first year. She assembled a faculty advisory
board, planned the curriculum for the 2016-2017 courses, and, with the help of
her student assistants, recruited student editors and contributors for the fall of
2016.
In the fall quarter class, one of the first duties awaiting the student editors
was to write a Mission and Values statement, in order to help them reach
consensus on what they wanted the journal to represent. For editor Emma Foster,
this was one of the most powerful moments in her work on SUURJ. In that
conversation, she thought about what an undergraduate research paper could
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mean to SU’s campus, and worked to write a mission statement that would set a
precedent for a journal that could provide space for voices across campus. From
t he begin n in g, Emma felt, th e re w a s a focu s on th e w a y s th e jo u rn a l w a s
i nt erdisci p l i n a r y and cross-disciplinary, as well as conversations about how
to make the journal a voice for the entire student population, not simply one
subsection. This mission was carried into the rest of the quarter, and helped us to
think about how we would approach the selection of applicants and the editing
process. This journal contains the pieces that we believed best fit our mission, not
simply because they are well written, but because they take on important conversations
that the community of SU strives to engage with.
Throughout the fall, student editors learned about the differences between
publications in the sciences, social sciences, and humanities, and practiced the
principles of copyediting for each discipline. Late in the quarter, the editing team
received our first batch of submissions. We were thrilled to get 30 submissions—a
very healthy pool for our first issue—and excited to dig in. Students created a
rubric for assessment, spent time reading and ranking, and then came together
for deliberation. Dr. Hillard remembers it vividly, as it was the day after the
presidential election. For her, it was a crystalizing moment, watching students
came together to do work that felt purposeful, positive, and hopeful. One student
stopped afterward to say, “This felt right to do today.” The students made a set of
recommendations to the Faculty Advisory Board, who deliberated, and made a final
set of recommendations for publication. These are the articles you have before you.
In the winter quarter, we began our actual editorial work. Each essay was
assigned a faculty content editor (a professor in the student’s field of investigation)
and a student editor. Faculty editors, student editors, and authors worked together
over the quarter to shape and polish the essay. Faculty focused on accuracy and
conveyance of ideas, while students focused on accuracy, clarity, and style of
prose. Student mentor Dr. Serena Cosgrove reflects that Emily Kawahigashi’s
essay is the product of a couple of years of dedication to her topic: Dr. Cosgrove
reflects glowingly on the peer editorial process, and feels proud that Emily will have
this publication on her resume as she applies for fellowships and graduate school.
In spring quarter, student editors dedicated their efforts to the production
and publication of the premier edition, which launched May 12, 2017 at SUURA
(the Seattle University Undergraduate Research Association), thanks to event
organizers Dr. Iyer and Dr. Mina Rishi, student committees worked in collaboration
with Dr. Hillard to design, market, and unveil the first issue in order to create
a lasting identity for SUURJ. A special moment for editor Jane Kidder was
seeing a draft of the SUURJ cover, created by talented designer Julie Hamp, for
the first time and deliberating with her colleagues to envision the finished product.
The cover was something concrete following a period of intensive editing work,
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which can often feel abstract, and the inaugural issue and our key role in its realization
as student editors became tangible for her then. In that moment, she could see
the product of our theorizing, debating, and collaborating over the past year
finally come to fruition.
The journal comprises 10 essays from eight varied majors and the University
Core and represents the year-long endeavors of countless collaborators. Dr.
Hillard is especially proud of how hard the editorial team worked to ensure that
the student essays selected were simultaneously very diverse but also reflective
of the mission and values statement the editors created. Disciplines represented
include biology, history, English, media studies, microbiology, philosophy, and
psychology. Essay topics cover matters like ecology, dental health, gender identity
and bias, refugee mental heath, disability studies, spirituality and stress,
and reparations for Black slavery. As editors involved in the process from the
journal’s initiation to its inaugural launch, we aim to inspire Seattle University
students to contribute to the journal’s longevity, by submitting their exemplary
work or by taking on a role as student editors in years to come.

5
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Core Writing
With its emphasis on seminar-style classes, focus on research-based inquiry,
and practice of writing in revision, our liberal arts core curriculum—the University
Core, or UCOR—sets Seattle University apart from other institutions of higher
learning. We felt strongly that to capture the spirit of Seattle University, and
to convey that spirit to a national audience, SUURJ should include writing
from the Core. Any research-based writing assignment from a Core class is
eligible for consideration in this section. We decided to offer Core writing as
a separate section rather than to integrate the essays into the other full-length articles
in the journal. We made this choice for several reasons. First, we wanted to introduce
the Core to an audience outside the campus community. Second, because
students in the Core are not necessarily majors in the field for which they are
writing, and because they are often first-and second-year students, we did not
want assess their writing in the same way we did essays by upper-division
majors. Finally, Core courses are often interdisciplinary, or they engage in
assignments that are less-traditionally contoured than research projects in the
majors, so again, we chose a different mode of evaluation. We offer the Core
Writing section as part of our celebration of writing at all stages of students’
undergraduate careers.
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Status Quo Bias in the Mainstream American
Media Coverage of Senator Bernie Sanders
Jesse Goncalves, Mathematics
Faculty Mentor: Hannah Tracy, PhD
Faculty Content Editor: June Johnson Bube, PhD
Student Editor: Julia Borello
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Did the mainstream American media exhibit bias in their coverage
of Senator Bernie Sanders, the first self-proclaimed socialist candidate for president
since Eugene V. Debs in the early 1900s? The Sanders campaign and his
supporters believed so, as is often the case with underdog candidates, but in
this instance the concerns may carry some weight. In early September of 2015,
Margaret Sullivan, the public editor of the New York Times, said, “Here’s my
take: The Times has not ignored Mr. Sanders’s campaign, but it hasn’t always
taken it very seriously. The tone of some stories is regrettably dismissive,
even mocking at times.” With these claims of bias coming from both Sanders
supporters and higher-ups in the mainstream media, I decided to analyze the
media coverage of Bernie Sanders following the first Democratic presidential
debate, which took place on October 13, 2015, fully expecting to uncover a
common theme of bias. I looked specifically for status quo bias, or an irrational
“preference to maintain the status quo” (Eidelman and Crandall 271).
The power of the press in elections cannot be understated, as the
media provides the foremost medium for communication between candidates
and voters. Political advertising and media coverage provide campaigns the
opportunity to broadcast their message to a national audience. Citizens are in
turn given a platform to respond to these messages through polls, letters to
the editor, and many other formats. The media’s power to influence elections
in this role of “electoral forum,” as Shanto Iyengar refers to it in Media Politics
(21), was evidenced in the 1988 presidential campaign. In the lead-up to the
election between George H.W. Bush and Michael Dukakis, “journalists elevated
the importance of crime as a campaign issue, thus handing Bush (who was
more widely seen as tough on crime) a significant edge” (Iyengar 73). Despite
the resulting shift towards journalism in which candidates’ statements are not
merely echoed but critiqued, the media has retained its power as the primary
“elec tora l forum” (Iyen g ar 2 1 ). T h e re fore , it is cru cia l to s cru tin iz e the
covera g e of elections, as John Sides, an associate professor of political science
at George Washington University, has done in his Washington Post blog piece
titled "Is the Media Biased against Bernie Sanders? Not Really."
After reading Margaret Sullivan’s findings of bias in the New York Times,
John Sides examined the media coverage of Bernie Sanders from thousands of
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outlets and concluded that the reporting has not been biased in either extent
or tone. Sides asserts that, although Hillary Clinton did get more coverage
t h a n Sa nder s u nt i l m id-S eptemb er, t h i s do e s not i nd ic ate a med ia bia s
b e c au s e “news coverage will always focus on front-running candidates more
than underdogs.” Sides also provides data on the tone of coverage, showing
that Clinton is generally portrayed more negatively in the media than Sanders.
Wh i le I do not contest Sides’ a rg u ment rega rd i ng t he a mou nt of coverage
a f forded to each candidate, his data and conclusions on the tone of coverage
fail to discredit the findings of Sullivan, since she discovered that the reporting
on Sanders was dismissive, not outright negative. Media bias, particularly in
the coverage of revolutionary candidates such as Sanders, can often take on a
much more a subtle form than outright negativity.
I n "Fra m i ng The News: S o c ia l i sm a s Dev ia nc e,” publ i shed i n t he
Jour n al of Mass Media Ethics, Patrick Daley and Beverley James reveal the subtle
way objective reporting is often biased against “independent think ing” (38)
by investigating coverage on the appointment of a socialist commissioner of
environ mental conservat ion in Alaska. They found that adherence to the
principle of objectivity leads to journalism “biased towards the status quo”
(Daley and James 37), which, in the case of the appointed commissioner,
reinforced negative stereotypes of socialism. Daley and James argue that the
ne ed to “r epr e s e nt bot h side s of t he stor y ” (41) i n ob j e c t ive jou r n a l i sm
r ei n forc e s power structures by relying on official sources. Objective news
stories on Bernie Sanders that are “biased towards the status quo” (Daley
and James 37) would not be characterized in John Sides’ research as negative
coverage, yet would still signify media bias against Sanders. Indeed, many of
the articles I examined on Sanders exhibited a status quo bias because of the
objective nature of the reporting.
My study included 29 articles published in four major newspapers throughout
the week following the first Democratic primary debate of the 2015-16 election cycle.
I chose to analyze articles from the Washington Post, because it is thought to represent
the political center, while the New York Times was chosen to represent the left and the
Wall Street Journal the right. The Los Angeles Times is also known as left of center, but
was chosen to represent the West Coast, as the other three newspapers are based on
the East Coast. The date range for the coverage was set from October 14, 2015, the
day after the debate, to October 20, 2015, to obtain a representative but manageable
sample size. Within those dates and publications, I searched for articles
containing the words “Bernie Sanders” and “socialism” or “socialist.” These
keywords were used in the hope that they would return all articles on Sanders and
his socialist politics regardless of their bias, or lack thereof, so that the study would
be as representative of the mainstream American media as possible.
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In order to analyze the articles included in this study, I drew on psychologists
Scott Eidelman and Christian Crandall’s article “Bias in Favor of the Status
Quo,” published in Social & Personality Psychology Compass, which explores
the psychological causes and political implications of status quo bias. They
note that, while there is rationale behind maintaining the status quo in many
cases, people often exhibit a preference for the status quo in instances where it
does not make sense. In these cases, Eidelman and Crandall argue that people
display a status quo bias based on irrationalities such as “loss aversion” (271),
“mere exposure effects” (272), “existence bias” (272), and “longer is better”
(273). People exhibit “loss aversion,” and thereby a bias against change, when
they “give more weight to losses than to equal gains” (Eidelman and Crandall
271). The tendency to prefer stimuli they have exposure to, or the “mere
exposure effect” identified by Eidelman and Crandall, also biases people
toward the existing states they most frequently encounter.
In fact, people favor existing states merely because of their existence,
as in “existence bias,” and further prefer states the longer they have existed,
believing that “longer is better” (Eidelman and Crandall 272). To illustrate the
influence these biases toward the status quo can have on politics, Eidelman and
Crandall “randomly assign[ed] participants to imagine vividly that Obama
[or] Clinton won the nomination” (273) during the 2008 Democratic primary
and found that “imaging Obama (or Clinton) winning made it seem more likely,
and this in turn increased people’s sense that Obama (or Clinton) winning
the nomination was a good thing” (273). They “conceptualized likelihood as
a future status quo” (Eidelman and Crandall 273), so their findings show that
people exhibit a status quo bias towards the candidate they think is most likely
to win. Finally, Eidelman and Crandall discuss how status quo bias “plays a
role—under certain conditions—in promoting political conservatism” (276).
Status quo bias towards the candidate perceived as more likely to win and
bias towards political conservatism both constituted bias against Bernie
Sanders in his presidential campaign.
Draw i ng on Da ley a nd Ja me s’s "Fra m i ng The News: S o c ia l i sm a s
Dev ia nc e” and Eidelman and Crandall’s “Bias in Favor of the Status Quo,”
I examined the 29 articles included in this study for status quo bias in the
forms of “objectivity” (Daley and James 38), “loss avers[ion]” (Eidelman and
Crandall 271), “mere exposure” bias (272), “existence bias” (272), and “longer
is better” bias (273). The results are compiled in Table 1 below, with the number of
articles exhibiting status quo bias (in any form) being the first figure in each
cell and the second figure being the total number of articles in that category.
For example, five out of the 12 news articles published in the Washington Post
exhibited some form of status quo bias.
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The mainstream American print media exhibited a status quo bias in
13 of the 29 articles included in the study. This bias was generally displayed
more overtly in the right-leaning Wall Street Journal as well as in editorial
and commentary pieces, whereas it was more subliminal in the centrist and
left-lean ing publicat ions and news art icles. More t han half of t he art icles
included in the study (17/29) were from the Washington Post, which in itself
is not problematic because it is the most moderate of the three newspapers.
However, the very small sample sizes for the Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, and Los Angeles Times are problematic. For this reason, as well as the
fact that bias is not precisely quantifiable, the following examples of the status
quo bias found in the study are more informative than the numerical results.
Table 1 Results of status quo bias investigation in mainstream American newspapers

Washington

Wall Street

New York

Los Angeles

Post

Journal

Times

Times

News

5/12

2/2

0/1

1/5

8/20

Commentary

0/0

1/1

1/2

0/0

2/3

Editorial

2/5

1/1

0/0

0/0

3/6

Totals

7/17

4/4

1/3

1/5

13/29

Totals

Patrick Healey provides a subtle example of stat us quo bias in h is
commentar y piece “After Months of Difficulties, a Night that Turned Clinton’s
Way,” published in the New York Times, in which he analyzes Hillary Clinton’s
performance in the Democratic debate and concludes that she dominated the
stage. When Hea ley add resses Ber n ie Sa nders’s def i n it ion of democ rat ic
soc ia l ism, he writes that Clinton “chid[ed] Mr. Sanders over his distaste for
the excesses of capitalism and his embrace of democratic socialism and political
systems like the government of Denmark,” and then quotes Clinton’s response
to Sanders. Healey’s failure to quote Sanders on the issue, instead paraphrasing and
q u o t i n g C l i n t o n w i t h o u t p ro v i d i n g c o m m e n t a r y o n t h e v e r a c i t y o f h e r
s t a t e m e n t s , leaves the reader with a skewed view of Sanders’s political ideology,
which constitutes status quo bias. Healey’s bias is very subtle, most likely
because of his left-leaning audience.
An underlying bias in favor of the status quo is also apparent in David
Lauter’s review of the Democratic debate, “After a Wobbly Summer, Clinton
Seizes the Stage,” a news article published in the Los Angeles Times. When
talking about Sanders’s performance, Lauter writes, “While his repeated calls
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for political ‘revolution’ and suggestions that the U.S. should look to Denmark
for answers to social policy problems may have thrilled his followers on the
party’s left, they seemed unlikely to expand his support.”
His decision to put “revolution” in quotation marks could be construed
as status quo bias, as he seems to be mocking the idea of drastic change.
Moreover, Lauter ’s characterization of Sanders’s platform as “unlikely to
expand his support” echoes the dismissiveness identified by Margaret Sullivan.
Lauter adds that “for many viewers, Tuesday night was probably their first
su st ai ned ex p os ure to th e in d e p e n d e n t Ve rmon t s e n a to r, ” w h ich , w h i l e
not b i a sed in itself, may appeal to readers’ “mere exposure” bias (Daley and
James 272), or to the preference for ideas and people to which one has had
more exposure. Lauter ’s status quo bias is very subtle, which makes sense
based on the genre of his article and his left-leaning audience.
“Trump Whips Up Va. Crowd with Critique of Democrats’ Debate,” a
Washington Post news article in which Jenna Portnoy details a speech made
by Donald Trump the day after the Democratic debate, provides an example
of status quo bias masquerading as objective reporting. Although Portnoy
adheres to the journalistic principle of objectivity by quoting and paraphrasing
Trump for the majority of the article, her writing still exhibits status quo
bias against Bernie Sanders. Journalists’ reliance on official sources without
addressing the claims made by those sources is the basis for Patrick Daley
and Beverley James’ argument that objectivity leads to journalism “biased
towards the status quo” (37), and Portnoy’s article is no exception. She quotes
Trump saying “‘I call [Sanders] a socialist-slash-communist, okay? Because
that’s what he is.’” Trump’s allegation goes unchallenged despite its inaccuracy,
so because Port noy does not examine the truth behind Trump’s claim, her
article is biased against Sanders and towards the status quo. Portnoy’s status
quo bias is fairly subliminal in her article, presumably because it is a news
story written for a moderate audience.
Kathleen Parker exhibits more noticeable status quo bias when she
explores w h y B e r n i e S a n d e r s a n d D o n a l d Tr u m p a re s o p o p u l a r i n h e r
e d i t o r i a l piece “The Sanders-Trump Magical Mystery Tour,” published in The
Washington Post. She discusses an interview with Bernie Sanders in which he
stated he is not a capitalist, saying this was “shocking” because “surely no one
hoping to become president would dare admit wanting to fundamentally change
the nation’s economic system” (Parker). Parker is either overtly displaying
her own status quo bias or believes voters are biased towards the status quo
and therefore would never vote for so revolutionary a candidate. A recurrence of
status quo bias in the article suggests the bias lies with the author. Parker goes
on to say that “a few regulations here and there” would not be as shocking
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as “wholesale socialism, albeit alongside a political democracy, however that
works,” and points out that “Thus far, there’s no such model in the world,
according to Sanders himself.” Her rhetoric inverts Eidelman and Crandall’s
idea of “existence bias” (272), the belief that existence is proof of positive qualities,
b ec au s e she i mpl ie s t h at, si nc e “whole s a le s o c ia l i sm, a lb eit a long side a
p ol i t i ca l democracy” (Parker) has never before existed, it must not have positive
qualities. Parker’s status quo bias is moderately conspicuous in her editorial,
most likely because it is an editorial written for the moderate audience of the
Washington Post.
Finally, for an example of blatant status quo bias, we turn to “Bernie
Loves Hillary,” a commentary piece published in the Wall Street Journal, in
which Daniel Henninger argues that Hillary Clinton secured the Democratic
nom i nat ion when Ber n ie Sa nders d ism issed her ema i l sca nda l du r i ng t he
debate. Henninger goes on to assert that “an American politician preaching
‘revolution’ won’t win a presidential nomination.” His declaration is reminiscent of one
made by Kathleen Parker in “The Sanders-Trump Magical Mystery Tour,” both
either plainly revealing the author ’s status quo bias or suggesting voters are
the ones who are biased. Again, there is a repetition of status quo bias that
implicates the author, as Henninger refers to Sanders’s proposal to make public
colleges tuition-free as “wishful thinking” without supporting his claim. His
rhetoric implies that mak ing public colleges tuition-free is bad because it is
implausible, inversely exhibiting the status quo bias Eidelman and Crandall
found when manipulating the likelihood of Obama or Clinton winning the
2008 Democratic nomination. Lastly, Henninger displays bias in his contention
that “Bernie Sanders may not become the nominee, but the Vermont socialist
represents the logical ending point of the modern Democratic Party’s belief
system: It’s all free!” Although Henninger ’s usage of the slippery-slope fallacy
may or may not constitute status quo bias, it certainly constitutes bias against
Sanders. Of the five examples, Henninger most prominently demonstrates status
quo bias, doubtlessly due to the genre of his article and because it is written
for the right-leaning audience of the Wall Street Journal.
The status quo bias uncovered in this study may have played a major
role in the 2016 Democratic primary. Since voters already harbor their own
biases in favor of the status quo, seeing their irrational preferences echoed
in the media only further discourages radical change. I expect a more
c o m p r e h e n s i v e study on status quo bias in the mainstream American media—
and the effects of that bias on voters—would reveal that it exerts a vast influence in our
everyday lives. With the pervasiveness of status quo bias, it may be a while before we
see another revolutionary candidate like Bernie Sanders competing for the nomination
of a major party. Hopefully, by then, the media will give that person a fair chance.
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Introduction
What is Collective Love? It is the contentedness of the human soul,
experienced when a person has the full and unqualified embrace of society.
It is an idealistic concept whereby the constitutional promise of human rights
is realized through the offering of unconditional love, human validity, and
incorporation of culture without the demand for assimilation. It is essential
for us to understand white America’s increasing denial of Collective Love and
what pervasive and eroding effect this denial has on Black American communities.
Humanity’s feeling of worthiness rests upon this contentedness; yet in the
United States, wh ite people i n power have w it h held soc ieta l accepta nce
by deny i ng Collective Love. This has effectively situated Black Americans
as Other. Numerous individuals and marginalized groups around the world
experience social and cultural exclusion and alienation. However, I use the
terms “Other” and “Othering” in the context of Black Americans and their
specific American experience. Others find themselves reaching for but not
quite grasping opportunities they keep hearing about, and rights they keep
reading about. Obstacles and barriers to democracy and freedom are routine
for the Other. I will argue that the American political machine continues to
evolve its methods of denying Collective Love to restrict the societal progress
of the Other.
In the context of our current socio-political crisis, it is my contention
that: (a) Black Americans have not only been denied the basic rights of citizenship,
but also, since slavery, have been afflicted with a sense of battered identity, a
sense of nothingness; (b) This condition of erasure has been preyed upon and
manipulated by the white political power structure to situate Black Americans forever in
opposition to the status quo of t he nat ion t hey call home; (c) The elect ion of
America’s first Black president tapped an overflowing reservoir of white supremacy,
unleashing a flood of inhumanity toward Black Americans; (d) Our current
state of divisiveness demands a response that will ultimately serve to provide
equit y in its most f in ite form: reparat ions for slaver y in t he form of a free
educat ion. Our perceived American exceptionalism has shamefully hindered
our ability to actualize the hard-won battles for justice fought by countless
Black Americans. I conclude by advocating for a shared narrative of accountability a nd forg iveness: t hat t he state dut i f u l ly cont r ibutes to t hat na r rat ive
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by providing free college for Black Americans. This move would work to
balance the scales of inequality, heal the hopelessness, and recognize the
greatness within Black American individuals and communities.

Love Withheld
Th e in s titution of s lav e ry la id a tox ic a n d la s tin g fou n d a tion o f
hop el essn e ss in the minds and hearts of many Black Americans. The loss of
self that slavery imposed upon Black Americans manifested in a crisis of identity
that has transcended time and affected the fate of generations. The philosophy of
WEB DuBois seeks to understand the magnitude of Black American identity. His
seminal text, The Souls of Black Folk, recognized the structures aligned against
Black Americans while also addressing the critical question, “How does it
feel to be a problem?” (DuBois, 1903 [1994]) DuBois describes the alienating
sensation of “double-consciousness” which refers to the challenge of “always
looking at one’s self through the eyes” of a racist white society. DuBois states,
“In those somber forests of his striving his own soul rose before him, and he
saw himself, —darkly as through a veil; and yet he saw in himself some faint
revelation of his power, of his mission” (DuBois, 1903 [1994]). The framework
of this conflicting identity stripped Black Americans of their culture, while
also resulting in a new kind of power which motivated Black Americans to
live within the strength of their own hearts and souls while seeking justice.
This psychological warfare is the birth of Othering. DuBois’ argument
situates the history of Black Americans in the context of slavery and oppression;
yet his critical question of perception and his eloquent description of life as
a Black American is largely ignored in American political discourse. In the
opening of his book, Faces at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism,
critical race scholar Derek Bell makes the following prophetic statement about
the fixed characteristic of domination in American society, “Slavery is, as an
example of what white America has done, a constant reminder of what white
America might do” (Bell, 2002). The extension of Collective Love addresses
this pervasive injustice head on. The continued dismissal of the history of the
Black American struggle questions the legitimacy of our American democracy.

Love Leveraged
From a n ea rly age, A mer ica n c h i ld ren lea r n democ rat ic pr i nc iples
emphasi zi ng that all people are equal; Americans have equal rights of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. However, these rights have been kept
inaccessible to Black Americans. Our Founding Fathers lit the beacon of hope,
yet the beacon remains on the horizon. Because white Americans control the
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phenomenon I refer to as Collective Love, Black Americans are subject to
structural marginalization through the disproportionate enforcement of laws
and political exclusionary tactics. A pattern of political give and take, counter
measures and pushback, can be seen throughout American history, illuminating
the systemic Othering of Black Americans.
First, the tragic failure of Reconstruction in the post-Civil War era (1865 –
1877) p rovides eviden ce of th e re s is ta n ce to in co rp ora te B la ck A me rica ns
emerging from slavery, and demonstrates how far white Americans in power
would go when faced with giving up what they believed was their God-given
right—ruling over Black people. As Eric Foner notes:
...the advent of African-Americans in positions of political power aroused bit-

ter hostility from Reconstruction’s opponents. They spread another myth—

that the new officials were propertyless, illiterate and incompetent. As late
as 1947, the Southern historian E. Merton Coulter wrote that of the various

aspects of Reconstruction, black officeholding was “longest to be remembered,
shuddered at, and execrated.” The era reminds us that the liberation of four

million people from bondage did not suddenly erase the deep racial prejudices

born of slavery, nor assure lasting political or economic equality for the former
slaves (Foner, 2015).

Thus began an evolution of systems devised to diminish the personhood
of Black Americans, regardless of fact, and regardless of law, wh ile also
establish ing the intellectual validation for societal Othering (Reed, 2015). School
curricula carried the message nationwide of purported horrible things that had
been done to “in nocent ” white people of t he Sout h during Reconstruction.
Eurocentric literature and history books were written to frame Black people a s
unfit for American citizenship (Wong, 2015). This faux scholarly indoctrination
provided a false sense of American exceptionalism (Wong, 2015). Furthermore,
the selective editing of American history and the exclusion of strong Black
leaders such as Sojourner Truth1 and Ida B. Wells2 erased Black American culture, and
perpetuated the idea that Blacks were not Americans and therefore not
worthy of Collective Love (Morrison, 1992). The period between Reconstruction
and World War II (1877-1945) was fraught w it h u npu n ished v iolence a nd
ter ror ist ly nc h i ng tac t ics aga i n st Blac k A mer ica n s. Montgomer y, Alaba ma’s
Equa l Just ice I n it i at i ve c o n du c t e d a ye a r s - l o n g i nve s t i g at i o n i n t o t h i s
retaliatory period, stating:
Many African Americans who were never accused of any crime were tortured
and murdered in front of picnicking spectators (including elected officials
and prominent citizens) for bumping into a white person, or wearing their
military uniforms after World War I, or not using the appropriate title when
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a d d re s s i n g a w h i t e p e r s o n . P e o p l e w h o p a r t i c i p a t e d i n l y n c h i n g s w e re
c e l e b r a t e d and acted with impunity (Equal Justice Initiative, 2015)

Before t he establ ish ment of t he f i rst Ji m Crow laws, t he A mer ica n
gover n ment had successfully maintained total social and political power over
Black Americans through fear and race-based violence, police intimidation,
and lack of representation 3 in the political sphere (Janken, 2001). However, if
the status quo was to be maintained, new strategies needed to be devised to
ensure the continuation of social control by the racial caste system. Michelle
Alexander writes in her investigative book on the racial caste system in America,
The New Jim Crow, “The new racial order, known as Jim Crow…was regarded
as the ‘final settlement,’ the ‘return to sanity’ and the ‘permanent system’”
(Alexander, 2011).
The societal pendulum swung back during the Civil Rights Era (19541968) a s B l a c k A m e r i c a n s a c h i e v e d l e g a l s u c c e s s e s i n B ro w n v. B o a r d o f
E d u c a t i o n and Loving v. Virginia. The passage of the Civil Rights Act (1964)
and the Voting Rights Act (1965), ended racial segregation and legalized the
Black vote. However, this would turn out to be yet another false beacon of
hope. Martin Luther King Jr. expressed the daunting and dangerous nature
of men in power and the compliance of their American audience. According
to King, writing from his jail cell in Birmingham, 4 “We will have to repent
in this generation not merely for the vitriolic words and actions of the bad
people but for the appalling silence of the good people” (King, 1963). King
highlighted the divisiveness of mind, heart, and soul between white Americans and
Black Americans. This divisiveness was also reflected in the political structure
of elected officials. To this day, Congress has yet to reflect the appropriate
proportion of Black Americans; therefore, representation of Black interests
has not been fully actualized.
The most damaging white political pushback to the Civil Rights Era
was the implementation of social policy measures that enforced Othering. The
War on Drugs, implemented by president Richard Nixon in 1971, resulted
in strict sentencing policies, exacerbating racial disparities in incarceration
rates (Alexander 2011). A convenient consequence of the War on Drugs was
the disenfranchisement of Black Americans who, once charged with felonies,
became shut out from Collective Love. Evidence does not support that Black
Americans use or sell illegal drugs more frequently than whites (Alexander,
2011). However, Black Americans were policed and sentenced more harshly
than their white counterparts. This disproportionate enforcement left 80%
of young Black American men with criminal records and their voting rights
stripped (Alexander, 2011). For this reason, de facto legalized discrimination
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ensures that the Other (those targeted by the enfranchised power structure),
are kept from enjoying the rights and privileges of mainstream society. The
goal of Collective Love is destroyed once more by the white political machine.

Forced Love
For some, the 2008 election of Barack Obama signaled a powerful,
post-racial shift in our nation. Surely, we had reached readiness for inclusion.
Obama’s mantra of “hope and change” resonated with a nation fatigued from
Bush-era lies, war and the worst economic recession since the Great Depression. Yet to
think that this election could change the hearts and minds of a nation and fully
restore Black hope was naïve. For those on the Left, with young people voting
i n droves , th e imp lemen tation o f A me rica ’ s firs t B la ck p re s id e n t w a s a
resou n di n g declaration of progress. Could this down-to-earth, eloquent man
of truth help us heal and lift our nation up, finally realizing our American potential by
achieving unity in our society? Unfortunately, the Left mistakenly believed
that their structuralist policies 5 were providing adequate prospects for all
Blac k A mer ica n s (West, 1993). Th is bl i nd spot proh ibit s a nd u nder m i nes
genuine progressive thought and actual inclusion.
For those on the Right, the election caused panic, as the people they had
Othered grabbed the ultimate seat of national power. On the night of Obama’s
inauguration, ranking GOP members of Congress met privately and conspired
to stonewall the new president (Khan, 2013). Very soon, the white power structure,
rooted in racism, demonstrated once again its control and domination of Black
America through a very public Othering of President Obama. This noisy and
distracting articulation struck a nerve in certain Americans who felt their
voices had been hushed by political correctness, and gave them unabashed
permission to take the gloves of civility off. A grotesque cyclone of racism
was unleashed. The comments section of the broadly read conservative
website, New Republic, in response to Obama’s eleven-year-old daughter
Malia appearing in public wearing summer shorts and a peace symbol t-shirt,
described her as “Ghetto street trash,” and “a typical street whore”, and asked, “Wonder
when she will get her first abortion?” The thread was accompanied by a photo of Michelle
Obama speaking to Malia that featured the caption, “To entertain her daughter, Michelle
Obama loves to make monkey sounds” (Goodison, 2009). Thus, we entered into a new era
of politics, one which embraced blatant racism and denied any attempt at bipartisanship.
Both responses, Left and Right, remain unequivocally inadequate. The
Left soothes itself with altruistic narratives of racial and societal progress. In
this false understanding of Black American alienation, leftists miss the point.
T h e i g n o r a n c e s u r ro u n d i n g t h e i m p o r t a n c e o f B l a c k A m e r i c a n c u l t u re
re i n f o rc e s postmodern political thinker and cultural critic bell hooks’ preference
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for the term “white supremacy” over “racism” as a descriptor for modern liberal
ideology (hooks, 1995). In her landmark book, Talking Back: Thinking Feminist,
Thinking Black, hooks explains the critical necessity of this position:
… “white supremacy” is a much more useful term for understanding the complicity
of people of color in upholding and maintaining racial hierarchies that do not
involve force (i.e slavery, apartheid) than the term “internalized racism”—a
term most often used to suggest that black people have absorbed negative

feelings and attitudes about blackness. The term “white supremacy” enables
us to recognize not only that black people are socialized to embody the values

and attitudes of white supremacy, but we can exercise “white supremacist
control” over other black people (hooks, 2015).

Cor nel l West a lso demon st rates t he shor tcom i ng of t h is l ibera l ideolog y
stat i ng , “their focus on structural constraints relates almost exclusively to the
economy and politics,” while it also fails to acknowledge that “…structure and
behavior are inseparable, that institutions and values go hand in hand” (West,
1993). The liberal focus on structural remedies such as housing, welfare, and
Affirmative Action, cloud the more important dilemma: the Othering of Black
Americans. This is especially problematic since the success of social progress
relies so heavily on the racial education of the Left. Conservative responses rely
on bootstrap ideologies, the notion that opportunity is readily available. This
purposefully repudiates Black American culture and the messaging serves to
push a false agenda: one that proclaims that we are now living in a post-racial
soci et y. A p olls ter with s p ec ia l e x p e rtis e o n ra ce op in e d ju s t be fo re th e
el ect i on that “a Black man [cannot] be president of the United States of America.
However, I think an exceptional individual who also happens to be Black can
be president of the United States of America. Perhaps then, race had not been
overcome, so much as temporarily succeeded” (Lopez 2010).
As race-related c r i mes i n t he Un ited States su rged, Oba ma made

hea r t felt assertions aimed to shed light on the sameness of Black American
victims. In his recent exposé for Atlantic Monthly, “My President Was Black,”

Ta-Nehisi Coates spoke about the inability of white Americans to accept
Obama as their leader, stating that “Obama’s comments after the killing of

Trayvon Martin—‘If I had a son, he’d look like Trayvon’—helped make that
tragedy a rallying point for people who did not care about Martin’s killer
as much as they cared about finding ways to oppose the president” (Coates,
2017). I assert that this political stance was not a result based on the quality of
ideas, but on the color of Obama’s sk in. Coates goes on to explain “the badge”
of white political power and the endless attempts to de-legitimize Obama:
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For the preservation of the badge, insidious rumors were concocted to denigrate
the first black White House. Obama gave free cellphones to disheveled welfare
recipients. Obama went to Europe and complained t hat “ordinar y men and

women are too small-minded to govern their own affairs.” Obama had inscribed

a n Arabic sayi ng on h is weddi ng ri ng, t hen stopped weari ng t he ri ng, i n
obser va nce of Ramadan. He canceled the National Day of Prayer; refused to
sign certificates for Eagle Scouts; faked his attendance at Columbia University; and

used a teleprompter to address a group of elementary-school students. The
badge-holders fumed. They wanted their country back (Coates, 2017).

I argue that the orgy of Obama Othering, which had been translated to
Americans through nonstop media messaging, pushed us into a societal race
war. As Americans witnessed the political tactic of Othering Obama in their
living rooms, they also began to bear witness to police brutality against Black
Americans. Video testimonials of gross acts of injustice, and the subsequent
lack of legal ramification, serve as confirmation that we are not a community
rooted in love. The establishment of the Black Lives Matter movement and the
All Lives Matter response points to a nation in crisis, trying to cope with the
fallout of electing our first Black American president. There is no need to look
further than the rise of the outspoken and unapologetic bigotry associated
with the thunderous rise of Donald Trump to prove that the white political
machine feels threatened. 6 We have reached a watershed moment, which begs
the question, what now?

Love Realized
Has this commitment to political Othering functionally eliminated our
ability to heal? Can Americans give up traditional sources of identity in order
to shape a nation whose “exceptional” nature should rest only on the authentic
extension of the phenomenon I define as Collective Love? Bridging the gap
of trust will require an understanding of white privilege, as well as the implementation
of structural remedies to reform important social institutions. It will be
necessary to extend restitution that acknowledges the ill-gotten gains of the
political white power structure, and attempts to balance the scales of opportunity
for Black Americans. The debate over reparations is an ugly and outdated
one. The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word “reparation” three ways:
(a) The action of making amends for a wrong one has done, by providing
payment or other assistance to those who have been wronged; (b) The
c o m p e n s a t i o n for war damage paid by a defeated state; (c) The action of
repairing something. While all three definitions are appropriate, (b) is especially
salient to conversations relating to reparations for slavery in America.
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However, opponents to reparations argue that any extension of financial
goodwill are wasted on a population not affected by slavery or the Jim Crow
laws of past cent uries. They often view remediat ion as an un fair penalt y
to in nocent individuals and an undeserved benefit to potential recipients
(Hutc h i n son 20 07). The fa i lu re here, as I have a rg ued, has to do w it h ou r
i nabi l it y to see reparations as a remedy for gross civil rights violations and
the psychological damage each generation of white political power has perpetrated.
Through this lens, reparations then become a compelling, even necessary,
benefit for an ailing contemporary society.
There are substantial and legitimate global examples of the power of
restorative justice. A groundbreaking example is the way in which South Africa
rectified its history of apartheid. The Truth and Reconciliation Committee,
established by Archbishop Desmond Tutu and former political prisoner (and
first Black president of South Africa) Nelson Mandela, is an example of the
monu menta l hu ma n potential for healing. In his book No Future Without
Forgiveness, Archbishop Tutu explains the pragmatic understanding demonstrated
by Judge Mahomed as he delivered his Constitutional Court 7 judgment:
The families of those whose fundamental human rights were invaded by torture
and abuse are not the only victims who have endured “untold suffering and
injustice” in consequence of the crass inhumanity of apartheid which so many

have had to endure for so long. Generations of children born and yet to be born
will suffer the consequences of p over t y…of homele s s ne s s, of i l l it erac y a nd

d i s e mp ower me nt ge nerat e d a nd s u st a i ne d by t he i n st it ut ion s of apa r t he id

a nd it s m a n i f e st ef f e c t s on l i f e a nd l iv i ng for so many. It will take many
years of strong commitment…and sensitivity to “reconstruct our society” so as
to fulfill the legitimate dreams of new generations exposed to real opportunities for

advancement den ied to preceding generat ions…developing for t he benefit of

t he e nt i r e n at ion t he lat e nt hu m a n p ot e nt i a l a nd r e s ou rc e s of ever y person
who has direct ly or i ndirect ly been burdened wit h t he heritage or the shame
and pain of our racist past (Tutu 1997).

Money is not enough. We need to work toward Collective Love through
the power and opportunity of a college education for all Black Americans. This
opportunity guarantees a start to healing the hopelessness and celebrating the
pride of individuals and communities in Black American culture. This solution
would also address Black detachment from American society by eliminating political,
economic, and societal roadblocks. Black Americans born into a nation that
guarantees free college could, from an early age, safely set their sights on the
beacon of hope that is constitutionally promised to all (not just some) Americans.
This type of policy initiative marries Left and Right ideologies, providing
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structure and a guaranteed opportunity to achieve the American Dream. Reparations
enacted through college education for Black Americans has the power, I contend,
to actualize the American promise over time.

Love Collective
If a multicultural mindset becomes entrenched in the American psyche,
the discourse on what I name as Collective Love can authentically begin. In
1982, Black feminist and civil rights activist Audre Lorde spoke at the celebration
of Malcolm X at Harvard University. Here, I draw humble inspiration from
Lorde’s discourse on binary and the force of unity:
You do not have to be me in order for us to fight alongside each other. I do
not have to be you to recognize that our wars are the same. What we must do

is commit ourselves to some future that can include each other and to work
toward that future with the particular strengths of our individual identities.

And in order for us to do this, we mu st a l low eac h ot her ou r d i f f er e nc e s at
t he s a me t i me a s we r e c og n i z e ou r s a me ne s s (L orde, 198 4).

From a Socratic point of view, our American cultural understanding is
limited only by the questions we refuse to ask, and the answers we are unwilling to
listen to. This philosophical approach demonstrates the problematic power
emb edded i n ig nora nc e a nd t he r edempt ive n at u r e of t r ue k nowledge.
S o c rate s believed that people did not gain new knowledge per se, but could
be brought to a recognition or discovery of knowledge through questioning
(Nilson, 1998).
If we turn our mutual energy first towards disabling our ignorance, and
then (and only then) situate ourselves outside of the problem, we will be able
to look back with concrete knowledge of our shared humanity. Further, if we
are to fully engage in civility we need to recognize our common humanity, so
that we may honor and embrace Black American culture and heritage. In the
powerful opening chapter of The Souls of Black Folk, DuBois articulates the
cultural contributions that both white and Black Americans have to impart:
In t his merging he wishes neit her of t he older selves to be lost. He would not
African ize America, for America has too much to teach the world and Africa.
He would not bleach his Negro soul in a flood of white Americanism, for he
knows that Negro blood has a message for the world. He simply wishes to
make it possible for a man to be both a Negro and an American, without being
cursed and spit upon by his fellows, without having the doors of Opportunity closed
roughly in his face (DuBois 1903).
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The bona fide actualization of this idea of Collective Love has the power
to create lasting and multi-generational healing. There is an imperative to
construct an American narrative that is reflective of all its human souls—one
which understands and embraces the dynamic truth of its people, experienced
together, as one beloved nation.

Conclusion
The pervasive, multi-generational effects of slavery and the long-standing
political stalemate against progress for Black Americans has brought to light
questions about what it means to not only be an American, but what it means
to be a Black American. Americans, both Black and white, stand at a unique
c ro s sroad i n A mer ic a n p ol it ic a l h i stor y, one t h at dema nd s we exa m i ne
ade quate rehabilitat ion measures if we wish to reap t he fr uits of a tr uly
collect ive society. The withholding of what I have termed Collective Love,
that elusive promise of a fully-incorporated American people, has attempted
to drive a permanent wedge between our citizens at the cost of upending our
democracy. The elixir to our suffering is to love redemptively, collectively.
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Notes
African American abolitionist and women’s rights activist. Truth was born into slavery
but escaped with her infant daughter to freedom in 1826. In going to court to recover her son in
1828 she became the first Black woman to win such a case against a white man. In 2014, Truth was
included in Smithsonian magazine’s list, “The 100 Most Significant Americans of All Time.”
1

Wells was an African American journalist, newspaper editor, suffragist, sociologist, feminist,
and early leader in the Civil Rights Movement. She was one of the founders of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in 1909.
2

Gerrymandering, which has redrawn voting districts along color lines, has been an effective
strategy in suppressing Black votes. In 2013, the US Supreme Court, in a 5-4 ruling, said the Voting
Rights Act’s requirement, that (mainly) Southern states undergo special scrutiny before changing
their voting laws, was based on a 40-year-old formula no longer relevant to changing racial
circumstances
3

At the height of the Civil Rights Movement protests, Martin Luther King Jr. was arrested
in Birmingham, Alabama after violating an anti-protest injunction and was kept in solitary
confinement. During this time, King penned his famous letter in response to a statement published
in the Birmingham News by eight Birmingham clergymen condemning the protests.
4

Liberal ideologies have long embraced social policies that provide government aid and assistance
to minorities and the working poor. While assistance programs provide structural relief such as
housing, welfare, and a stripped-down version of healthcare, they often do not directly engage
the communities they aim to support. This “white savior” ideology further disenfranchises Black
Americans (West, 1993).
5

Census demographics are an important consideration in examining the political and social
swing of power in twenty-first century America. The US Census Bureau says that by the year 2044,
white European Americans will slip below majority (US Census Bureau, 2015). For the first time in
its history, the United States will be a majority nonwhite nation. This factual and non-negotiable
eclipse in demographics underscores the stakes of white and Black Americans situated in social
opposition to each other.
6

The Constitutional Court of South Africa is a supreme constitutional court established by the
Constitution of South Africa. It was originally the final appellate court for constitutional matters.
Since the enactment of the Superior Courts Act in 2013, the Constitutional Court has jurisdiction to
hear any matter if it is in the interests of justice for it to do so.
7
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Short Communications
This section of the journal was designed primarily, though not exclusively, for
the science disciplines. It consists of preliminary data, initial findings, and
other brief investigations into a field of inquiry. As an interdisciplinary journal,
we wanted to be mindful of the ways in which science and empirically-based
social science writing can differ from humanities and qualitative social science writing.
Because publications in the sciences are often multi-authored, in which case
student researchers might not be the first authors, we wanted to create a space
where our science students’ research could still be showcased. Science
journals in many disciplines have a section like ours (called variously “short
communications,” “conversations,” or “letters”) where authors can publish
independent work, or roll out individual findings within larger research projects
as they emerge. We have developed Short Communications on this model to
serve our students in the various science and social science disciplines.
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Introduction
Sexism has become a more complex phenomenon in recent yea rs.
Moder n sexism is perceived to be subtler t han previous generations of overt
sexism, to the extent that a man may be more hesitant to label certain beliefs
as sexist, motivated by the desire to avoid labeling himself as sexist (Swim,
Mallett, Russo-Devosa, & Stangor, 2005). The distancing of oneself from
negatively-stigmatized labels is found in women as well. It is of note t hat,
while feminist women are regarded positively compared to other women,
feminists are judged more than women in general (Anderson, 2009).
Alternatively, “benevolent sexism,” according to Guttentag and Secord
(1983), is characterized by protective attitudes, prescribed gender roles, and
objectification, all of which suggest that women are a step below men (as cited
by Glick & Fiske, 1996). Benevolent sexism arises from men idealizing women
as “pure” or “innocent” and in need of male protection (Glick & Fiske, 1999).
Benevolently sexist men view women as romanticized, dyadic beings
and may, for example, offer unsolicited help to a woman, assuming he is
more competent than she (Glick & Fiske, 1997). Benevolent sexism is so called
because t hese attit udes are subjectively positive to t he perceiver and may
e l i c i t p ro s o c i a l b e h a v i o r. T h i s i s n o t t o s a y t h at b e n e vole nt s e x i s m i s
p e r c e ive d positively by t he receiver (Glick & Fiske, 1996). The idealization
of women creates an excuse for men to relegate women to subservient roles,
furt her perpet uating t he gender gap. Benevolent sexism, like modern sexism,
is usually considered to be a form of traditional manners or chivalry, i.e. a
“ladies first” mentality or t he urge to assist women wit h strenuous, physical
activities (Swim et al., 2005).
Despite its societal significance and the plethora of research on the
subject, sexist attitudes have been shown to be incredibly resistant to change,
even when people are presented wit h evidence revealing sexist struct ures in
societ y (Moss-Racusin, Molenda, & Cramer, 2015). Such findings have only
increased the need to find effective inroads into the junction of gender and
sexism, both in attitudes and behaviors.
Using a traditional resume example (Wright, Domagalski, & Collins
2011) for an anonymous review experiment, this study seeks to examine
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self-reported attitudes toward gender and implicit behavioral gender biases.
Few studies comprehensively examine behavioral and attitudinal interactions
between, and within, men and women (Roets et al., 2011). The current study
seeks to contribute to that gap in the literature by examining the intersections
of gender and sexist attitudes and behaviors.

Methods
Participants: A Qualtrics survey distributed through Facebook garnered
117 participants, 85 of whom finished the survey. Of these respondents, 37
self ident i f ied as ma le (31.6%), 77 sel f ident i f ied as fema le (65.8%), a nd 3
respondent s did not identify as male or female (2.6%).
Procedure: Participants were asked to fill out an online survey. The given
purpose of the survey was to examine current gender trends and opportunities
for advancement; the wording was left vague so as to hide the true purpose of
t he experiment.The participants were randomly assigned to assess t he competency and hireabilit y of an applicant, to recommend a salary for one of
t wo identical resumes, and t hen to complete a set of questions using a Likert
scale. The resumes differed only in that one was for “John Smithfield” and
the other for “Shannon Smithfield.” The online survey was open to participants for a period of two weeks, after which data were coded for analysis.
Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (ASI): This measure assesses negative attitudes
and overall ambivalence toward women (Glick & Fiske, 1996). Benevolent sexism
towa rds women was operat iona l i zed as subjec t ively posit ive at t it udes or
behav iors grounded in feminine stereot ypes. Participants rated the degree
to which they agreed with the given statements on a scale of zero (disagree
strongly) to five (agree strongly).
Ambivalence towards Men Inventory (A MI): This scale measures negative
at t it udes and overall ambivalence toward men (Glick & Fiske, 1999). Th is
series of questions pertains to benevolent prejudices and stereot ypes of men
(e.g. “Women ought to take care of t heir man at home, because men would
fall part if t hey had to fend for t hemselves”; Glick & Fiske). Participants rated
t he degree to which t hey agreed wit h t he given statements on a scale of zero
(disagree strongly) to five (agree strongly).
Modern Sexism Scale: This measure assesses modern sexism in the participants
(Swim, Aikin, Hall, & Hunter, 1995). The modern sexism scale assesses
skepticism about the prevalence of modern discrimination against women
( e.g. “it is rare to s ee wome n t r eated i n a s ex i st ma n ner on telev i sion”);
a nt agon i sm towards women’s collective organization (“it is easy to understand
the anger of women’s groups in America”); and policies that attempt to
address gender bias (“the government and news media have been showing
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more concern about the treatment of women than is warranted”; Swim et.
al. 1995). Participants rated the degree to which they agreed wit h t he given
statements on a scale of one (agree strongly) to five (disagree strongly).

Results

Average Score

Th ree 2x3 ANOVAs were conduc ted usi ng t he gender of t he ta rget
appl ica nt, t he s el f-ide nt i f ied ge nder of t he pa r t ic ipa nt, a nd one of t he
dependent variables: competency, hireability, and recommended salary, respectively. The
ANOVA regarding hireability showed a main effect for applicant gender, F(1, 83)=8.516,
p=.005, showing that both women (M=7.4286, SEM=0.489) and men (M=
7.4286, SEM= 0.414) scored Shan non more favorably in hireabilit y in comparison to t heir scores of John.
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

*
MSS

AMI

Attidudinal Sexism Scale
Men

Woman

Figure 1 * denotes males scored higher MSS and AMI scores than females (p<.05)

Two independent samples t-tests were conducted to determine differences
between participant gender, MSS, and AMI. Statistically significant differences
were found bet ween males’ average scores and females’ average scores (see
Fig ure 3). Two sets of independent groups’ t-tests wit h select cases for men
a nd for women were perfor med rega rd i ng h i reabi l it y a nd recom mended
sa la r y of eac h appl ica nt (see Fig u re 1 a nd Fig u re 2).
A series of nine multi-linear regressions were performed for each dependent variable

(competency, hireability, and suggested salary), each sexism scale (MSS, ASI, and AMI),
and each target applicant gender and self-identified participant gender constant

across all regressions. The first set of regressions performed pertained to competency.

AMI scores and self-identified gender were correlated, r(85)=-0.232, R2 = 0.054, p=0.016,
as were MSS scores and self-identified gender r(87)=-.287, R2 = .082, p=0.004.
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9

*

Competency Scores

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Men

Gender
John
Shannon

Women

Figure 2 * denotes females rated Shannon more favorably than John (p<.01)

The second set of regressions examined hireability. Hireabilit y scores
and MSS were correlated r(85)= 0.185, p= 0.044 as were hireabilit y scores wit h
applicant gender r(85)= 0.312, p= 0.002. However, applicant hireabilit y scores
were strongly correlated wit h applicant gender r(95)=0.312, p=0.002. Modern
sexism scores significantly predicted hireabilit y, R2 = 0.142, F(3, 83)= 4.582,
p= 0.005.
G e nder of t he appl ic a nt sig n i f ic a nt ly moderated t he r eg r e s sion
equat ion β = 0. 330, t(86) = 3.231 p= 0.002. Ambivalence towards women had
significantly predicted hireabilit y of t he applicant R2 = 0.112 F(3, 84)=3.418,
p=0.021. The gender of the applicant also significantly moderated the regression
equat ion, β= 0.323, t(84) = 3.072, p= 0.0 03. A mbiva lence towa rds men a lso
sig n i f ica nt ly predicted hireabilit y R2 = 0.124, F(3, 81)=3.835, p= 0.013. Aga i n,
gender of t he appl ica nt sig n i f ica nt ly moderated t he reg ression equat ion,
β= 0.320, t(84) = 3.070, p = 0.0 03.

Discussion
Women viewed the female applicant as more competent and deserving
of a higher salary than the male applicant. Men did not exhibit any differences in
rating male and female applicants. Analysis revealed that attitudinal sexism
did not significantly indicate behavioral sexism for either gender; instead,
the applicant gender moderated t he one statistically significant regression
relat i ng at t it ud i na l sexism and hireability. Secondary independent t-tests
revealed that male participants scored statistically significantly higher on
MSS and AMI scores than female participants.
The magnitude of women’s gender bias in this experiment suggests
that the difference in gender privilege in America is of more salience to women
than it is to men. Rating other women as more competent and deserving of
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Average Score
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Attidudinal Sexism Scale
Men

Woman

Figure 3 * denotes males scored higher MSS and AMI scores than females (p<.05)

higher salary may be reflective of a gender-biased reality in which women
must work to get ahead at all costs in order to succeed in male-dominated
power systems in the workplace (Ridgeway, 1997).
In other words, women may have attempted to reconcile their marginalized
gender status by expressing solidarity with this other, imaginary, woman,
and raising her up to a position that possibly reflects participants’ aspirational
appra isa ls of t hem selves when perceiv i ng ot hers i n a si m i la r workplace
sit uat ion. This may also have been seen as a step to help overhaul an unequal
system. Thoug h some pr ior l iterat u re has hy pot hesi zed t hat women may
subsc r ibe to disparaging sexual models (Connelly, 2012; Roets, 2011), the
current findings suggest a resistance to total gender-role capitulation.
No significant correlations were found bet ween t he behavioral sexism
constructs and attitudinal sexist scales within the regression equation for
either men or women. The present analysis suggests that attitudinal sexism may
have minimal to no relationship to behavioral sexism. Our finding showed
men to be more ambivalent towards other men than women are to men. This
finding possibly suggests that men view gender bias differently than women do.
Due, perhaps, to these male respondents’ awareness of their gender
privilege, men demonstrated greater awareness of gender inequalit y t han
expected, despite not having experienced the negative effects of gender inequality.
This may be due to a lac k of u ndersta nd i ng of t he mag n it ude of gender
i nequa l it y. On one hand, because men are not exposed to the same sexist
stressors as women, t hey may k now t hat gender discrimination is a problem,
but not understand to what extent. On t he ot her hand, women may have a
more realist ic view of modern sexism and be bet ter equipped t han men to
acc urately rate modern sexism. This study’s findings could suggest that this
group of men is more aware of t heir gender privilege and t hus does not share
t he belief system of stereot ypical men or adhere to traditional masculinity.
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This may also reflect the converse of the findings of Glick et al. (2015) in
that highly masculine men were viewed more negatively than average men.
The men in this sample, based on their high ambivalence towards men (AMI) scores,
viewed the traditional in-group of men as incompetent and somewhat helpless
without the aid of women. Through these results, it can be inferred that
non-traditionally-masculine m a le s a r e t r y i n g t o d i s t i n g u i s h t h e m s e lve s
a s s e pa rat e f r om t h e m a le stereotype. Male respondents may have distanced
themselves from traditional male stereotypes in an effort to compensate for
their male privilege or past gender discrimination trends (Heman et al., 2014;
Moss-Racusin et al., 2012).

Future Directions
Considering t he gender demographics of t he sample, fut ure research
is needed to better evaluate the intersection of gender bias in attitudes and
behaviors. Within-subjects experiments (in this case, where each participant
viewed both resumes) may prove to be an effective way to compare participants’
assessment of both genders at the same time. Additionally, because students
tend to have little experience wit h resume evaluation, fut ure research should
consider evaluating what measures best ref lect young adults’ assessment of
males and females.
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Introduction
An Australian study found that while suburban residential habitats
have some of the most diverse bird communities, larger parks contain the
greatest diversity of native birds (Taylor et al. 2013). In his book, Welcome to
Subirdia, John Marzluff introduces the idea that avian biodiversity trends similar
to those found in the Australian study can be found in bird populations in
Seattle (Marzluff 2015), and in a recent study did in fact find similar trends in
Seattle (Clucas and Marzluff 2015).
Urbanization affects resource availability for birds—especially in terms of
food, nesting sites, and roosting sites—in addition to causing an increase in
disturbance from constant human presence in urban areas (Parrish et al. 2011).
Areas with commercial development and transportation corridors show a
decrease in avian species richness (Latta et al. 2012). As noted above, finding
a middle ground—such as a suburban habitat—may prove to be a viable solution
to mitigating decreased biodiversity caused by completely urbanized habitats.
In these suburban habitats, people often place a variety of plants, shrubs, and
trees in their backyards, as well as birdfeeders, all of which provide food or
shelter to suburban birds.
I set out to answer three questions. Does urbanization have an impact
on avian species richness? Does urbanization have an impact on avian species
composition? Does urbanization have an impact on avian species occupancy
as measured by selected focal species? To do so, I studied species composition
and tracked three focal species—including invasive species and species sensitive
to development—to see the effects of u rba n i zat ion on av ia n occ upa nc y.
Nat ive forest species often avoid t he suburbs, alt hough some have adapted,
while urban (often invasive) species mostly avoid the forests (Schneider et al. 2015).
I hypothesized that heavily developed commercial areas would have the
fewest number of species, and would only support the more common species,
due to t he lac k of va r ie t y i n h abit at s (Lat t a e t a l. 2012). I a l s o pr ed ic ted
t h at r e side nt ia l areas would have about the same number of species, if not
more, than parkland areas, but would have different species due to differences
in habitat type (Taylor et al. 2013). Because suburban residential areas have a
wide variety of micro-habitats, as well as plentiful food sources, I expected to
find many species in these areas during my study (Marzluff and Rodewald
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2008). My study is unique in its use of occupancy modeling for evaluating
avian diversity in the city of Seattle. O ver t i me, t he s e m ic ro -h abit at s may
ac t ua l ly b ecome a for m of a novel e co s ystem (Ru sh e t a l. 2013).

Methods
Study Area: Wit h a n ice blend of com merc ia l, subu rba n resident ia l,

a nd pa rk la nd a reas, and a population of around 662,400 and growing (City

of Seattle, 2016), Seattle provided the perfect study site to examine the effect
of urbanization on songbird richness and occupancy. I chose 21 sites within

and just outside t he cit y limits of Seat tle, Wash ington (Fig ure 1) based on
populat ion density data provided by the 2010 US census (U.S. Census Bureau,

2010) and viewed from the free ArcGIS Explorer application (ArcGIS Explorer
Desktop, build 3400). Human population size in an area can be used as a proxy
for urbanization and is an important parameter when look ing at bird diversity
(Latta et al. 2012).

Using this census data, I classified commercial sites as areas with a

population den sit y of 25,0 0 0 or more people per squa re m i le. I c lassi f ied

resident ia l (suburban) sites as areas with a population density of 1,000 to
25,000 people per square mile. Finally, I classified large established parks

within residential areas as parkland sites in order to keep natural sites close
enough to the city to make repeated site visits. I used Google Maps (Google)
to identify potential sites and parks based on whether they were in the city

center, the suburbs, or larger parks within the suburbs. I then cross referenced those
sites with Arc GIS, p lus or min u s a block , to e n s u re s a mp lin g s ite s w e re

wi t hi n a p ub l i c park. I chose sites that were open to the public, spread out

across the northern and central areas in and around Seattle, and all at least
200 meters away from each other.

Study Species: My study focused on songbirds found in the Seattle

area, including passerines, corvids, woodpeckers, and hummingbirds. Most
native songbirds require native trees and plants both as sources of food

and as nesting habitat (Mississippi State 2017). Raptors were not included in

the study because their habitat requirements—larger trees and wooded areas,

and larger prey, such as smaller birds and mammals (Georgia DNR 2017)—are
different from those of songbirds, and their appearance can be incidental and
require more site visits to study effectively. Likewise, gulls, shorebirds, and

waterfowl were not included because their habitat requirements typically
include water features.
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Figure 1 Map of study area, with US Census data (population density per
square mile, 2010). Darker areas have a higher population density. Source:
ArcGIS Explorer Desktop, esri.

Research Protocol: I visited each of the 21 study sites three times, for a

total of 63 data points. During each visit, I conducted a five-minute point

count at a specific location, and I visited the same location within each site
on subsequent visits. As suggested by Taylor et al., I visited each site no more

than once per day. In my point counts, I recorded every songbird observed or
heard within a 50-meter radius for presence or absence. Upon arriving at each
site, I took a one-minute break before the five-minute count duration to allow
the birds to settle after my arrival. During this time I collected data on percent canopy

cover, percent understory cover, and the outside air temperature, which was
recorded via the nearest weather station. Canopy cover was measured using a

concave spherical densitometer, while understory cover was a rough estimate
of how much of the 50-meter radius was covered with low plants, shrubs, and

ferns. Canopy cover and understory cover are two ecological variables that
h a v e b e e n s h o w n t o b e i m p o r t a n t i n a s s e s s i n g h a b i t a t q u a l i t y f o r b i rd
diversity (Rush et al. 2013).
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Data Analysis: Species composition and alpha richness (total number of
sp eci es) were analyzed using avian presence and absence data. I first looked at
the alpha richness by urbanization category—all urban species were grouped
t oget her, all s uburban s p ec ie s w e re g rou p e d tog e th e r, a n d a ll p a rk la n d
sp eci es were grouped together. I used the R package Vegan (Oksanen 2016)
to create rarefaction curves for each of the habitat types to ensure that I had
sufficient samples. Rarefaction curves were based on the mean species
r i c h n e s s (exact) and 100 permutations. Then I used the Jaccard Index to compare
species composition b e t w e e n e a c h o f t h e s i t e s . I n t h i s c a s e , I r a n t e s t s f o r
c o m m e rc i a l - re s i d e n t i a l , residential-parkland, and commercial-parkland to
see if the species composition was different for varying levels of urbanization.
Real’s tables of significance for Jaccard index values were used to determine
which Jaccard values were statistically significant (Real 1999).

Jaccard Index
Jaccard Index = C / ( A + B – C )
Where C = # species in common, A = # species in group 1, B = # species in group 2
Equation 1 Jaccard Index of Similarity

Occupancy modeling is good for studying a species’ range and distribution,

and is concerned with estimating areas where a species should be based on
actual observations (MacKenzie et al. 2005). It is a statistical technique that

allows us to estimate whether a species is present but not counted or simply
not present in a given area (USGS 2017). In this case, I looked at what might

cause a species to be present or absent based on measured covariates and on

my presence and absence data for that species. I selected three focal species
for which to run occupancy models: the American Robin (Turdus migratorius),
Spotted Towhee (Pipilo maculatus), and European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris).

T he Spotted Towh ee is a n a tiv e fore s t bird , th e E u rop e a n S ta rlin g is an
i n vasi ve species and primarily an urban generalist, and the American Robin

is a suburban generalist. Previous studies have shown that most native forest
species often avoid the suburbs, while urban and invasive species often avoid
the forests (Schneider et al. 2015). I used the program PRESENCE (Hines 2016)
to run occupancy models for the three species to determine which covariates

(including site classification, ground cover, canopy cover, weather, and time
of day) had an impact on their presence.
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Results
Alpha Richness:

8

Mean alpha richness across habitat types

Mean number of species

7
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Parkland

Residential

Commercial

Figure 2 Alpha Richness, mean total number of species observed for each habitat type.
More species were observed in the parkland habitats than in urban habitats. In total, 26
species were observed in parkland habitats, 19 in residential habitats, and 11 in
commercial and urban habitats.

Overall, species richness was the highest in the parkland habitat
(Figure 2, alpha = 26) and the lowest in the commercial habitat (Figure 2,
alpha = 11). My species accumulation curves (Figure 3) for all the sites begin
to level off and get flatter as the number of sites visited increases, especially
in the commercial and residential habitats, indicating that I have sufficient
sampling for my study.
Th e p ark lan d an d resid e n tia l h a bita ts s h a re d a bo u t h a lf of th e i r
sp eci es in common (Table 1, 55.2%) while the parkland and commercial
habitats only shared about a quarter of their species in common (Table 1,
27.6%). This means that not only do urbanized commercial habitats have fewer
species than either the parkland or residential habitats, the fewer species that
they do have are different from the other two types of habitats studied.
Occupancy Modeling: I ran occupancy models for three selected focal
species, producing AIC scores for these species. AIC scores allow us to fit
different covariate models to species occupancy data. Lower relative AIC scores
indicate a better fit, and any score within a delta AIC of two from the best fit are
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Figure 3 Number of species encountered as a function of the number of sites visited. As
the number of sites visited increased, the number of new species encountered decreased
and started to level off, especially in the commercial and residential areas.

considered to have “substantial support,” while any score less than four delta

AIC from the best fit are considered to be more weakly supported (Burnham
and An der son 2 0 0 4 ). For the American Robin and European Starling, a model

incorporating site classification (parkland, residential, or commercial) resulted in some

of the lowest AIC scores (i.e., the best models) among the models run (Tables 2, 3, and
4). With the Spotted Towhee, ground cover resulted in the best-fitting model (Table 4).
Table 1 Jaccard Index of similarity between habitat types. Parkland and suburban
residential sites showed the most similarity, parkland and commercial the least.

Habitat Types

Percent Similarity

Statistically
Significant?

parkland and residential

55.2%

Statistically similar

parkland and commercial

27.6%

No

residential and commercial

36.4%

No
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Table 2 Occupancy models for American Robin using the program PRESENCE,
simple single season analysis. Site classification was the best model, while
canopy cover and ground cover had little impact on occupancy. Models
highlighted in grey have a Delta AIC of less than two and are considered to have
substantial support.
Model

K

AIC

Delta AIC Weight

Ψ(site classification)p(.)

3

57.61

0.00

1.0000

Ψ(site classification)p(visit)

5

57.78

0.17

0.9185

Ψ(site classification)p(time)

6

59.41

1.80

0.4066

Ψ(site classification)p(weather)

6

59.77

2.16

0.3396

Ψ(.)p(.)

2

70.15

12.54

0.0019

Ψ(ground cover)p(.)

3

75.47

17.86

0.0001

Ψ(canopy cover)p(.)

3

88.69

31.08

0.0000

Discussion
My data does not support my hypothesis that suburban residential habitats

would have about the same number of species as parkland areas, but it does

support my hypothesis that urban commercial areas would have fewer species
than both the suburban residential areas and parkland areas (Table 1). The

increase in parkland area birds and decrease in residential area birds that I
observed could be due to the types of species I studied, as I would have more
or fewer species by including or excluding certain groups of birds from my
study. This could also be due to the time period of my sampling—about three

weeks in May. Clucas and Marzluff ’s study involved monthly observations
between April and June. Many migratory songbirds might use suburban
habitats, and that data may not have been captured by my study, as most of
my species observed were year-long or spring and summer residents.
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Table 3 Occupancy models for European Starling using the program PRESENCE, simple
single season analysis. Site classification was the best model, while ground cover,
weather, and time had little impact on occupancy detection. Models highlighted in grey
have a Delta AIC of less than two and are considered to have substantial support.

Model

K

AIC

Delta AIC Weight

Ψ(site classification)p(.)

3

76.69

0.00

0.2979

Ψ(canopy cover)p(.)

3

77.94

1.25

0.1594

Ψ(.)p(.)

2

78.19

1.50

0.1407

Ψ(site classification)p(visit)

5

80.16

3.47

0.1764

Ψ(ground cover)p(.)

3

81.22

4.53

0.1038

Ψ(site classification)p(weather)

6

82.12

5.43

0.0662

Ψ(site classification)p(time)

6

83.48

6.79

0.0335

I used the Jaccard index to compare species composition among my
study sites, and I found that the parkland and residential habitats shared 55%
of their species in common, a number which is statistically significant, suggesting
that the species compositions between the two habitat types are fairly similar.
I also found that parkland and commercial areas overlap in just 27%
of their observed species, which, while not statistically significant, is an
interesting result in itself. It could be that these urban, and often invasive,
speci es are makin g th eir wa y in to th e s u bu rbs a n d p a rk la n d a re a s a nd
aff ect i n g the species composition in these places. Because my parkland areas
were near or within the city limits of Seattle, it is possible that these areas
were really more suburban in terms of their species composition, thereby
affecting my results.
M y o c c u p a n c y m o d e l s f o r t h e S p o t t e d To w h e e — a s p e c i e s w h i c h
p re f e r s to forage on the ground and needs shrubs for cover—suggest that for
this species, site classification is not as important as ground cover when
determining occupancy, since the delta AIC for site classification was 10.89
(Table 4), more than six units away from the AIC for ground cover. It is interesting
to note that the best model for predicting Spotted Towhee occupancy was the
model incorporating ground cover and visit, with ground cover and weather
being a close second. This is especially of interest given the species’ need for
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Table 4 Occupancy models for Spotted Towhee using the program PRESENCE, simple
single season analysis. Ground cover was the best model, while time had little impact on
occupancy detection. Models highlighted in grey have a Delta AIC of less than two and
are considered to have substantial support.

Model

K

AIC

Delta

Weight

AIC
Ψ(ground cover)p(visit)

5

29.91

0.00

1.0000

Ψ(ground cover)p(weather)

6

30.77

0.86

0.6505

Ψ(ground cover)p(.)

3

33.91

4.00

0.1353

Ψ(site classification)p(.)

3

40.80

10.89

0.0043

Ψ(.)p(.)

2

46.37

16.46

0.0003

Ψ(canopy cover)p(.)

3

47.83

17.92

0.0001

Ψ(ground cover)p(time)

6

47.88

17.97

0.0001

shrubby habitat (Table 4); specifically, Towhee sightings increased as ground
cover increased. Once the percent ground cover dropped below 56%, there
were no more sightings for this species (Figure 4).
For other species, like the American Robin, site classification is an
important factor in determining this species’ occupancy (Table 2). Likewise,
for the European Starling—a generalist and an invasive species—site classification
was the best fitting model, with weather and time having little impact on this
species’ occupancy. Overall, I found that avian species abundance and composition
were affected by urbanization, and generally not affected as much by other
covariates such as weather, time, canopy cover, and ground cover—with the
exception of the Spotted Towhee. This suggests that native forest species are
not only affected by urbanization, but may have some other habitat needs as well.
My findings are not entirely consistent with the findings of Clucas and
Marzluff (2015), but similar conclusions can be made. Clucas and Marzluff
divided eight study sites in Berlin and eight study sites in Seattle across four
levels of urbanization based on the average number of residents per hectare.
Through my study it became apparent that urbanization does have an impact
on native songbird diversity, but the differences in species richness between
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Figure 4 Spotted Towhee sightings vs. ground cover. Squares represent Towhee
sightings, circles represent Towhee absence. Towhees were only observed when the
ground cover was greater than 56%.

residential and parkland habitats remains unclear. In my study, species
richness dropped in the more suburban residential areas whereas Clucas
and Marzluff (2015) saw an increase in species abundance.
My natural areas were larger parks in and around Seattle, and were
classified in a way similar to the classification used by Taylor et al., so it is
possible that m y n a t u r a l p a r k l a n d a re a s w e re re a l l y m o re s u b u r b a n t h a n
n a t u r a l , t h e re b y affecting my results. Future studies may want to consider
city and urban planning sectors as a different proxy for urbanization, in
addition to human population density, which would allow for capturing data
from heavily industrial areas with lots of human activity, but little housing,
and provide a better overall picture of the actual land use.
There are steps we can take to reduce our impact on avian diversity as
we become more urbanized. For instance, we can plan our cities and suburbs to
provide a variety of habitats to support a more diverse array of birds (Clucas
and Marzluff 2015). Suburban parks hold a wide variety of species, and are
important habitats for both native and migratory birds. We can protect our
existing natural, urban, and suburban green spaces, create new green spaces
as new developments are put in, and restore developed sites that are no longer
used (Marzluff et al. 2008). Magnuson Park was once a military airfield, and
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has since been restored to a park with an extensive network of wetlands. This
si t e con tain ed 15 s p ecies , h alf of th e tota l n u mbe r o f s p e cie s I fo u n d o v e r
t he cours e of my s tudy. Th is s h ow s th a t if w e p re s e rv e th e la n d s ca p e s , th e
bi rds will us e th em.
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Introduction
The most common infectious disease to affect humans is dental caries,
affecting 97% of the population at some point in a given lifespan (Berg 2006).
Streptococcus mutans are bacteria found in the mouth that are primarily responsible
for dental caries formation. These bacteria adhere to the surface of teeth and
synthesize extracellular polysaccharides from the enzyme glucosyltransferase
(Ren et al. 2016). Glucosyltransferases use sucrose to synthesize these polysaccharides,
creating a biofilm on the surface of teeth (Devulapalle and Mooser 2001). When
the concentration of a chemical signal produced by these primary colonizers
is of high enough concentration, other bacteria are signaled to colonize on the
biofilm and can thrive on the tooth surface as well (Loesche 1986). Eventually
the tooth demineralizes due to organic acids produced by these bacteria and
starts to decay, leading to dental caries (Ren et al. 2016).
Different cuisines around the world call for the use of different spices,
such as cumin and coriander. Some of these spices are believed to have
antibacterial effects as well. However, little research has been done on the effects of
spices and dental caries formation by S. mutans. Previous research has found
the essential oil of turmeric and cocoa polyphenols to inhibit the biofilm
formation and growth of S. mutans (Lee et al. 2011; Percival et al. 2006).
Researchers found that the essential oil of Curcuma longa, commonly known
as turmeric, inhibits the growth of S. mutans as well as their adherence to surfaces
(Lee et al. 2011). It was also found that turmeric and cocoa inhibited biofilm
formation of these bacteria by inhibiting their ability to produce organic acids
(Lee et al. 2011; Percival et al. 2006). This project investigates whether the turmeric
and cocoa data could be replicated with the use of store-bought spices rather
than extraction of these spices. In addition, I examine what effects other spices,
such as cinnamon and ginger, may have on the growth and biofilm formation of S. mutans.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Cells: A wild type strain of S. mutans was grown in tryptic

soy broth containing soybean-casein digest medium (TSB) fortified with a final

concentration of 2% sucrose. Agar was added to a final concentration of 1.5%
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for s ol id med ia plate s. Cu lt u r e s g row n on plate s wer e i nc ubated i n a n
ox yge n-deprived c a nd le j a r at 3 0 °C for f ive d ay s. A n i s ol at e d c olo ny of S.
mut a n s w a s t r a n s f e r re d t o a c o n i c a l t u b e c o n t a i n i n g 1 0 m L T S B w i t h 2 %

s u c ro s e , and placed in an oxygen-deprived candle jar at 30°C to grow overnight.

Spice Preparation: Several scoops of each spice were added to test tubes

a n d a u t o c l a v e d f o r 1 5 m i n u t e s . S p i c e s t o c k m i x t u re s w e re p re p a re d i n

E p p e n d o r f tubes with 0.02 g of spice mixed in 1 mL of sterile water. Two
stock mixtures were prepared for each spice.

Inhibition of Growth Detection: 200 μL of TSB with 2% sucrose were added

to each well of a 96 well plate. Serial dilutions of spices were prepared in the
wells by adding 200 μL of spice stock mixture to the first well in each row,
mixing by repeated pipetting, and pipetting 200ml into the subsequent well

creating dilutions from 1:2 to 1:4096, giving final spice concentrations between
10 and 0.005 mg/ml. No-spice controls were treated identically using water

in place of the spice stock.  10 μL of overnight S. mutans culture were added
to the wells diluted with water and with the spice mixture. Controls for the

spices did not contain any S. mutans culture. Plates were incubated for three

days in the candle jar at 30°C. Bacterial growth was detected by using a plate
reader detecting 490 nm (Figure 1.)

Inhibition of Biofilm Formation: Plates for biofilm formation were prepared

exac t ly as desc r ibed above for g rowt h detec t ion. Af ter t h ree days i n t he

ca ndle ja r, cel ls were removed f rom eac h wel l by aspi rat i ng t he g rowt h

med iu m. Leftover material in the wells was fixed with 100 μL of 10% formaldehyde
and incubated at room temperature overnight.

Formaldehyde was removed the next day and 100 μL of 1% crystal violet

was added to each well and incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. Excess
crystal violet was then removed and wells were rinsed with water three times.
Plates were left to dry overnight. 250 μL of isopropanol was added to each

well to solubilize the crystal violet and cell material. The amount of crystal violet

in each well was determined by using a plate reader detecting 490 nm (Figure 2.)
Data Analysis: Data was collected and processed in Microsoft Office

Excel. In order to remove interference, wells treated exactly as the experimental
but without cells were subtracted from the experimentals to record only cell

growth or biofilm formation. T-tests were conducted between the wells diluted
with water and the wells diluted with the spice mixtures to obtain p-values.
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Re s ul t s
Some Spices Inhibit Growth of S. Mutans: Ginger, cocoa, and cinnamon

all seemed to inhibit the growth of S. mutans, while turmeric and cardamom
seemed to have no effect. Ginger significantly inhibited growth at a

m i n i m u m in h ibitory c on cen tra tion (MI C ) o f 2 , 5 0 0 mg / mL (p = 0 . 0 3 ). C oco a

significantly inhibited growth with a MIC of 78.1 mg/mL (p<0.001). Cinnamon
sig n i f ica nt ly i n h ibited growth with a MIC of 5,000 mg/mL (p=0.01). Figure
1 su mmarizes th e growth in hibitio n of e a ch o f th e s p ice s te s te d .

S ome Spic e s Inhibit Biof ilm Fo r mat ion: Co coa a nd c i n n a mon i n h ibited

t he biof i l m formation of S. mu tan s w h ile g in g e r, tu rme ric, a n d ca rd a mo m

had no effec t. Cocoa s ig n ific a n tly in h ibite d biofilm fo rma tion a t a MI C o f
2,500 mg/mL (p<0.01). Cinnamon significantly inhibited biofilm formation

at a MIC of 5,000 mg /mL (p < 0 . 0 1 ). F i g u r e 2 s u m m a r i z e s t h e e f f e c t o n
biofilm formation by each of the spices.

Inhibition of Growth

Absorbance (at 490 nm)

1.4
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0.8

*

0.6

0.4
0.2
0

-0.2
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*

*
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Cinnamon
Turmeric
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312.5 156.3 78.1

39.1
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Cardamom

Spice Concentration (mg/mL)

Figure 1 Average absorbance readings at 490 nm of S. mutans at varying spice
concentrations. A t-test was conducted to determine significance. *Cocoa, cinnamon, and
ginger significantly inhibited growth of S. mutans at varying concentrations.

Discussion
Alth oug h p revious rese a rch h a s d is cov e re d th e u s e o f e s s e n tia l o i l s
of turmeric and cocoa polyphenols to have an inhibitory effect on the biofilm
f orm ation an d growth of S . m u tan s , it a p p e a rs th a t le s s -co n ce n tra te d ,
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Bio:ilm Inhibition
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Figure 2 Average absorbance readings at 490 nm of biofilm formation at varying spice
concentrations. A t-test was conducted for significance. *Cocoa and cinnamon
significantly inhibited biofilm formation of S. mutans at varying concentrations.

comm o n h ous eh old s p ices c a n h a v e th e s a me e ffe cts . U s in g p o w d e re d
f orm s of coc oa, g in g er, an d cin n a mo n from th e g ro ce ry s to re in h ibite d the
growt h an d biofilm formation o f th e s e org a n is ms a s w e ll.
Ginger seemed to inhibit only the growth of S. mutans at a minimum
inhibitory concentration of 2,500 mg/mL and have no effect on the biofilm
f orm ation of th es e org an is ms. C o coa a n d cin n a mo n bo th in h ibite d g row t h
at m i n imum in h ibitory c on ce n tra tion s of 7 8 . 1 mg / mL a n d 5 , 0 0 0 mg / m L
respectively. Coc oa an d c in n a mon a ls o in h ibite d bio film fo rma tion a t
m i ni m um c on cen tration s of 2 , 5 0 0 mg / mL a n d 5 , 0 0 0 mg / mL . T h is d e cre a se
i n bi ofilm formation of S. mu tan s by coco a a n d cin n a mon cou ld be d u e t o
i nhi bi tion of ac id p roduc tion a n d re d u ce d a d h e ra n ce .
Despite previous findings indicating inhibitory effects of turmeric,
t he cu rren t s tudy did n ot co n firm th e s e re s u lts . T h is co n tra d iction co u l d
be due to concentration differences between the studies as well as variation
i n st ar tin g materia s uch as ra w p o w d e re d form v e rs u s is ola te d e x tra ct s .
Cardamom als o s eemed to h av e n o e ffe ct on g row th o r biofilm fo rma tion .
On average, a typ ic al s ervin g s iz e in a re cip e con ta in in g g in g e r p o w d e r
has ab out 0.25 of a teas p oon of th e s p ice . T h is e qu a te s to a con ce n tra tio n
about 1,800 times smaller than the concentration we were studying.
S i m i l a r l y, a serving size containing cinnamon has between 0.25 of a teaspoon
and 0.04 of a teaspoon, which is 31,000 to 3,500 times less concentrated t h a n
ou r st udies . Th e con c en tration of co coa in ou r s tu d ie s is a little clos e r t o
t he averag e s ervin g s ize of c o coa p ow d e r, be in g s e v e n to 11 time s g re a te r.
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P revious s tudies h ad t e s te d co n ce n tra te d e x tra cts a n d oils o f a fe w
of these spices and found them to inhibit the growth and biofilm formation
of S. mu ta n s . However, it is s u rp ris in g to s e e a s imila r e ffe ct fro m th e u se
of common h ous eh old s p ice s on th e s e o rg a n is ms . De s p ite s e rv in g s iz e s
having a smaller concentration of these spices than our study concentrations,
our research was done in vitro. It is possible the presence of other ingredients in
recipes have an additive effect on the growth of S. mutans in vivo.
These findings suggest that an increase in the consumption of cocoa,
c i n n a m o n , an d g in g er p owd e r cou ld d e cre a s e d e n ta l ca rie s forma tio n.
Fu t u re an aly s is could rely on a n e s ta blis h e d mou s e ca rie s mod e l w it h
caref u lly mon itored con s um p tion of s p ice s to d e te rmin e th e v a lid ity o f
t hi s argumen t. Cookin g with th e s e s p ice s mo re o fte n co u ld p o te n tia ll y
su ppl emen t den tal care in p re v e n tin g d e n ta l ca rie s forma tio n .
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Introduction
“But I don’t want to go among mad people,” Alice remarked.
“Oh, you can’t help that,” said the Cat: “we’re all mad here. I’m
mad. You’re mad.”
“How do you know I’m mad?” said Alice.
“You must be,” said the Cat, “or you wouldn’t have come here.”
A l i c e d i d n ’ t t h i n k t h a t p ro v e d i t a t a l l ; h o w e v e r, s h e w e n t o n “ A n d h o w
do you know that you’re mad?” “To begin with,” said the Cat, “a dog’s not
mad. You grant that?”
“I suppose so,” said Alice.
“ We l l , t h e n , ” t h e C a t w e n t o n , “ y o u s e e , a d o g g r o w l s w h e n i t ’ s
angry, and wags its tail when it’s pleased. Now I growl when I’m pleased,
and wag my tail when I’m angry. Therefore I’m mad.” (Carroll 57)

Wh en readin g Alice’s Ad v e n tu re s i n Won d e r l an d , th e re a d e r mus t
con si der the effects of how Carroll’s portrayal of beloved and famous— or
infamous— characters like the Mad Hatter or the Cheshire Cat hinges on those
characters’ explicit and labeled madness. By naming and including this playful
idea of madness, Carroll entered a vibrant discourse during his era, when defining
mental illness and disabilit y was troublesome, and when people wit h mental
illnesses were visible in both the public imagination and in the eyes of the state
in ways they had rarely been before, due to the increase of asylums, diagnoses
of mental illnesses and disabilities, and the attempt to legally categorize the
main types of mental illness. As the episode with the Cheshire Cat briefly
dem ons trates , Won derlan d m a d n e s s d e fie d ma n y o f th e co n ce p tio n s o f
madn ess that Victorian doctors formed; first because it could be applied to
any and all characters and not only the characters labeled as mad, but also
because it could be a positive and liberating, rather than a negative, force.
Ca r rol l’s depic t ion of mad ne s s a s def i ned by s e em i ng ly cont ra r y
ac t ion s, rather than inherent medical or hereditary conditions, also speaks to
the nuanced consequences of breaking from rationality and order, proposing
that madness evokes either impotent danger or liberated imagination. In the
novel, Carroll contrasts violent madness as a rebellion against enforced order
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and social norms with peaceful—and essentially harmless—madness as a result
of f reedom from th os e n orm s . I n d o in g s o , h e critiqu e s th e s trict o rd e r
i n Vi ct or i a n society and its rejection of liminality and fluidity. The idea of
madness that Carroll presents in his story is defined by playfulness, rebellion
against norms, and linguistic creativity that defies social order. Ultimately,
he uses madness as a means to critique the strict binaries and rigid social
structures and hierarchies in Victorian society, including the delineation of
“sane” and “insane.”

The Context of Wonderland:
Asylum Spaces, Regulated Bodies, and Imagination
Carroll wrote his novel in an era where questions surrounding the care,
diagnosis, and treatment of mentally disabled individuals defined legislation,
economic problems, and social codes. In his time, the discourse on the mentally
ill stretched beyond those of psychology and medicine into the writings of authors
like Dickens and Brontë. Part of what created this interest in mental health
and disability that spanned disciplines was the newly prominent political
problem of caring for disabled people who could not function in a capitalist
s o c i e t y. W h i l e c a re w i t h i n t h e f a m i l y a n d c o m m u n i t y h a d e x i s t e d f o r
c e n t u r i e s , and hospitals such as Bethlehem, familiarly known as “Bedlam,”
were established for mentally disabled people as early as the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the Victorian period saw an increase in the creation of
asylums. Living standards for mentally disabled or mentally ill people rose
within the spheres that either could afford to pay for this institutional care,
or who were helped by wealthy and charitable donors, allowing mentally ill,
mentally disabled, and physically disabled people treatment, if not increased
liberties or rights. People could be and were forcibly committed to asylums,
as the officials who examined them for mental illness had the final say as to their
commitment, and once in the asylum could be imprisoned as securely as inmates in a
prison—or even more so (Wright 268).
The asylum, then, was a place of treatment, not of freedom or care. But
this increase in institutional treatment for people with mental disabilities also
correlated with greater fears of the existence of potential disability in children.
It is significant that before the creation of county asylums and private asylums,
the most accessible care available to mentally ill or disabled people was care
within the family, which often meant the mentally ill person was shutaway,
whether literally or metaphorically, and kept out of the public eye (Wright
114). The asylum, on the other hand, brought mentally ill and physically disabled
individuals into the public eye in terms of community surveillance for mental
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illness and disability, as county officials and doctors were then required to
evaluate people for symptoms of mental illness or disability, and neighbors
and community members were interviewed as a part of the evaluation (Wright
117). As the asylum became an ever-more visible symbol of insanity present
in the society, the debate over what caused mental illness and what could be
defined as mental illness expanded past already existing disorders to certain
socialdeviances, illegal behaviors, and habits that seemed illogical or fantastical.
As a perhaps surprising result, t here was a prominent disc ussion among
psycholog ists as to whether children’s daydreaming and imagination could
result in psychological disorders later in life.

Asylum Structure and Castle Building:
The Effects on Children’s Play of Categorizing Insanity
The issue of categorizing mental disabilities and mental illness was also a
major concern and emphasis of the Victorian-era discourse surrounding mental illness.
The rigid categories and definitions that arose from these concerns again reveal
a rejection of fluidity and permeable boundaries, as legally these categories
were used as labels that affected a person’s rights and employment, often
ensuring a separation of “sane” and “insane” people. In the Lunatics Act of
1845, t h ree major subgroups of mental illness and mental disabilit y were
established: lunatics, idiots, and persons of unsound mind (Wright 16). An
idiot was someone who, from birth, lacked the ability to reason. A lunatic was
someone who sometimes could reason and sometimes could not. A person of
unsound mind, however, was simply anyone who was “incapable of managing
himself and his affairs” but was not a lunatic nor an idiot (Wright 16). These
definitions clearly lack specificity. Although the three categories were defined
as separate under the law, in practice there was little distinction made when
asylums and other authorities decided who needed to be institutionalized.
The biggest factors for committing someone to an institution were
whether that person was “dangerous,” often meaning violent, and whether that
person was “curable,” meaning able to conform to societal norms. The idea of “castle
bu i l di ng ,” defin ed by Step h a n ie S ch a tz a s a ch ild ’ s ima g in a tio n bu ild in g
worlds or characters that do not exist, was considered a disorder by several prominent
psychologists. “Castle building” is a lovely term that in many ways describes
Alice’s journey to a fantastical land ruled by a monarchy, but also speak s to
t he fears of Victorian societ y surrounding imag inat ive play t hat superseded
productive work. Victorian psychologists believed that if a child—any child,
even one who had no prior mental condition—spent too much time daydreaming,
mental impairments and an inability to distinguish reality from fantasy would
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follow (Schatz 104). To prevent this, parents and other authorities like
teachers were encouraged to ensure that children stayed too busy with work
to daydream.
In the emphasis on productivity and the ability to function in a very specific
way to fulfill gendered work roles, the specter of industrialized capitalist society
rears its head. In lunatic asylums, mentally ill people might undergo some
training for vocational work, but near the end of the nineteenth century, the
assumption regarding mental illness was that mentally ill people could not be
expected to work and instead had to be cared for by the society. Therefore, in the
case of “castle building,” imagination and creativity in children t h r eate ned the
development of a sane, neurotypical capitalist society in which members were
expected to function in roles that were accepted as productive; the inability
to function suggested by this pathological distraction was seen to destabilize
and undermine the desired social order.
This concern explicitly reveals the fear of unexpected madness, as well
as the fear of how prevalent and yet undetected mental illness could be. The
asylum, whether designed for children or adults, was a tightly-regulated and
often harsh space. The Earlswood Asylum, a facility for mentally disabled
children in England, embodied the ideology of “moral architecture” common
in asylum construction, where the very design of the space had to be as orderly
and as coherent as possible so that the space in turn created order within the
minds of the children inhabiting the asylum. In Earlswood, children attended lessons
that included reading and writing skills, basic life skills, and social-behavioral skills.
A great deal of emphasis was also placed on controlling children’s physical
bodies by “drilling” them, which involved repetitive physical routines meant
to eliminate their physical tics and gestures (Wright 82). The theories that
were common in creating the routines of these asylums viewed the mind as
initially perfect and the body as the cause of the disorder, with both parts
intrinsically linked; if the children’s physical tics could be cured, theorists
believed, the mind would be cured as well. Vocational training, including
teaching female patients to complete house keeping tasks and teaching male
patients to do basic labor, was a major goal in order to both sustain the institution
itself and to lessen the care the patients would need from their family once
they were discharged.
The instit ution was meant to be an isolated, orderly, restrictive space,
allowing for bot h t he control and t he surveillance of t he pat ients wit h in;
pat ients’ creat ive expressions, whet her writ ten, verbal, or physical, were
f irmly limited. But soon after the establishment of the Earlswood asylum, the
purpose of asylums and the types of patients they admitted would once again
change, as the conception of mental illness and disability expanded beyond
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that of idiocy and lunacy. Hereditarianism, the idea that a family’s traits or

background would determine the traits of their offspring, came to the forefront
of psychological discussions. From the prominence of hereditarianism, conditions

like alcoholism began to be considered mental disorders. As David Wright
argues, “By placing social problems like alcoholism, prostitution, criminality,

and pauperism on an equal footing with more recognized diseases, such as
epilepsy and consumption, socially unacceptable behavior was legitimized as
a medical category” (190).

Because of this conflation of social behavior with disability, asylums

became, to some extent, moralizing tools against the continuation of these sorts

of social behaviors. The asylum heads’ goal became not to prepare mentally
disabled children to function in abled societ y, but to ensure full control over

“feebleminded” c h i ld r e n a nd adu lt s who c a me f rom fa m i l ie s su sp e c ted of
t he s e s or t s of u n acc ept able behaviors or who participated in these behaviors.
Mental disability at this point was then inescapably linked with defying

standards of social acceptability, providing the basis for treating individuals
who acted against social norms as having intrinsic “disorders.”

The places where Carroll’s historical context and his characters and

locations of Wonderland overlap are many and varied. The architectural features
of Wonderland often echo asylum features, while the outdoors of Wonderland
represent a wilder space free from societal constraints. The “castle building”
t hat Victorian ch ild psycholog ists feared is literally encoded in Carroll’s
monarchy, with the mad Queen and the Duchess revealing critiques of the

pol it ica l system a nd of t he gendered h iera rc h ies i mpl ic it i n bot h genera l
Vic tor ia n society and Victorian mental health practices. Alice’s body exemplifies
the experience of both physical disability and mental disability in its refusal to
con form to societal norms and expectat ions in a variet y of sit uat ions.

Finally, t he temporal schema of Wonderland bot h mirrors t he asylum

experience of controlled and stalled t ime and crit iques Victorian t ime as a

means of reg ulat ion of people’s bodies and minds. Ultimately, the presence
of mental illness in Carroll’s text is not merely a comic relief in t he midst

of Alice’s fr ustrat ions, nor is it meant to be a thrilling hint of danger in the

wild world of Wonderland. Rather, the idea of madness that Carroll presents
in his story is defined by imagination, creative freedom, and agency within
seemingly deviant bodies that defy social order, ultimately using madness to
critique the unyielding binaries and structures of much of Victorian society,
starting with the delineation of “sane” and “insane.”
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Freeing and Impeding Environments:
Wonderland’s Relationship to Alice’s Physical Transformations
The organization of Wonderland itself contains a mixture of restrictive,
hard-to-navigate spaces for which Alice must fit some standard size or body
shape to explore as well as open, outside spaces in which Alice can wander freely.
Alice’s ability or inability to enter or leave spaces such as the tiny doors or the
suddenly too-big hallway speaks to an inability to cross borders and to transition
between social and class spheres with ease. But it also reveals a contrast between the
spaces that appear dictated by rules or norms—those of the houses, the hallways,
and the doors in Wonderland—and the spaces that allow free-flowing movement
in physical action, in language, and in social behaviors.
Carroll’s use of the human-made architecture as a means of confinement
anticipates disability theory’s focus on the idea of society as a space intentionally
exclusive to or disabling for an impaired individual. That is, modern disability
theory uses the term “impairment” to describe the physical or mental condition
that affects the individual. The term “disability” refers to the ways in which the
person’s society causes the person’s impairment to impede their abilities, whether
physical or mental, to function in the able-bodied society.
A disabled or impaired person’s limitations, then, are understood to come from
the ways in which their society fails to accommodate their impairment, rather than the
limitations stemming from some intrinsic flaw in the disabled person. In the areas that
are dictated by social and bodily norms, Carroll’s phrasing and chosen emphasis of
Alice’s thoughts on her body and her situation reveal an important perspective on
monstrous and disabled bodies. Although her body grows and shrinks impossibly, and
although at one point her neck becomes monstrously serpentine, when she does despair
over her transformation, her despair is always focused on the ways in which the design
of her surroundings impair or disable her ability to navigate her environment. This is
a perspective that directly echoes modern disability theory, as articulated by theorists
like David Mitchell, Sharon Snyder, and Tobin Siebers. This is not to suggest Carroll’s
anachronistic knowledge of modern theories of disability and impairment, but rather to
show an awareness of those distinctions long before those laws took effect.
Alice’s impairment caused by her physical size becomes evident with
her entrance into Wonderland, when her initial navigation of the structures of
Wonderland is dependent on having a body correctly sized and abled. The first
space that Alice enters in Wonder land after falling down the furnished hole is
the “long, low hall, which was lit up by a row of lamps hanging from the roof”
(Carroll 16). The hall contains a series of doors, all of which are locked, leaving
Alice trapped in the hallway. Although she finally finds a key that will fit in the
smallest door, she can only open the door, not exit through it, because she herself
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is physically too large. This hall way that Carroll uses as both Alice’s and the
reader ’s introduction to Wonderland signifies the sort of rational, architectural
order and architectural security that would have been familiar to Alice and the
reader. The locked doors secure the space of the hallway by preventing anyone
without a key to pass.
There is a correct process that Alice must follow if she wants to leave the
hallway, which is to unlock the door and become the right size; the idea of
changing one’s body to fit or pass into a space speaks to concerns about unwanted
people entering restricted spheres. In this hallway, the locked doors prevent fluidity
and create strict boundaries and clear thresholds, defining what is within the
space of the hallway and what is not. It appears as a civilized, rational, ordered
space. In Wonderland, then, this hallway is arguably the closest representation
of the architecture of Alice’s world; it is also perhaps the closest representation
of the structure of an asylum. Many asylums had wards separated by doors that
could be locked from the outside to prevent the movement of patients. The movement in
the hallway was restricted by the control of the doctors and nurses. This hallway
that Alice first encounters echoes the architectural organization of an asylum.
However, here in this hallway, Alice is not yet in the “madhouse,” but rather is
in a liminal space that bars her from the unstructured, illogical world of Wonderland.
The hallway, then, along with other examples of human architecture, like the
White Rabbit’s house, operates as one of the clearest architectural symbols of
social order and control within Wonderland.
The symbol of human-made structures as methods of physical and emotional
confinement continues when Alice enters the White Rabbit’s house, as Carroll links
Alice’s discomfort with the design of the house itself and not with Alice’s growing body.
In the White Rabbit’s house, Alice’s transformation is cause for alarm, as her body
outgrows the space of the home: “She put one arm out of the window, and one foot up
the chimney . . . it was very uncomfortable, and, as there seemed to be no sort of chance
of her ever getting out of the room again, no wonder she felt unhappy” (Carroll
44). Alice’s growth works as a metaphor of social transgression, as her body physically
exceeds the threshold of the room, with her arm out the window and her foot in the
chimney. However, the significant aspect of this passage is that Alice’s unhappiness is
caused by the tightness of the room and her inability to leave the room, not by her
enlarged body. Carroll locates Alice’s discomfort within the space itself, so the blame for
Alice’s physical impairment is placed on the space and that which the space represents:
the society that designed it.
In clear contrast to the controlled space of the hallway is the open and free space
of the outdoors in Wonderland. When Alice enters the wood for the first time, meeting
in quick succession the Caterpillar and the Pigeon, she is able to move about the wood
freely, without the physical restriction that both the hallway and the White Rabbit’s
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house placed on her. Part of the liberation that the wood offers is its few clear boundaries;
the grass around the houses turns into the wood quickly, and the wood is left behind
just as quickly when Alice finds a new house. Her body’s changes are also far easier
in the wood in the sense that although Alice’s suddenly huge height alarms her, she is
not trapped as she was in the White Rabbit’s house, nor is she seeking an exact size or
shape as she was when she sought to go out the tiny door. This new freedom
is exemplified through Alice’s transformation and reaction: “As there seemed to be no
chance of getting her hands up to her head, she tried to get her head down to them, and
was delighted to find that her neck would bend about easily in any direction, like a
serpent” (Carroll 62). In contrast to Alice’s fear of growing too large while in the confines
of the Rabbit’s home, in the wood her transformation is cause for delight, because she
has no physical barriers that would entrap her body and cause her physical discomfort.
We see again that in the wood, her fear about her body’s changes came
more from the structures around her impeding and imprisoning her movement
rather than any fear of her body itself. Where her enlarged body was a problem,
her serpent neck is a wonder; she plays with it, making it “bend about easily in
any direction” (Carroll 62). Here Alice is not trying to conceal or cure her serpent
neck, but instead finds enjoyment in what could be considered physical deviancy.
Alice becomes further deviant here in playing with her own body, an act that
goes beyond Victorian ideals of girlhood that portrayed the girl-child as angelic,
almost beyond physicality (Leach 59).
The interaction between Alice and her own body constitutes an exploration
of physicality beyond what would be socially acceptable. The wood, a place of
far more freedom and far more fluidity than the hallway or the house thus becomes
part of the “madhouse,” a place where monstrous and disabled bodies are considered
delightful rather than fearsome, a place where bodily norms are ignored, which the
hallway, with all its locked doors and controlling of movement, appears to guard
against. Where the asylum controls bodies and regulates movement, the madhouse
frees its inhabitants from such impediments.
However, this is not to say that Carroll creates a binary in Wonderland between
“sane” spaces like the White Rabbit’s house and “insane” spaces like the Hatter and
March Hare’s tea table. Throughout the novel, Carroll strives to avoid creating clear-cut
separation between any potentially binary ideas. Instead, there is deliberate, obvious
slippage between the physically and architecturally “sane” spaces and the “insane”
spaces. When Alice finds a door in a tree upon leaving the Hatter and the March
Hare’s tea party, she finds herself led directly back into the hallways of locked doors.
In this transition between two spaces that seem in direct opposition to each other, the
placement of this door in the middle of the tree is remarkable because it demonstrates
a breaking down of what should be rigid barriers between the mad house of the tea
party space and the rationality of the hallway.
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The tea party space she has come from contains a house where “chimneys
were shaped like ears, and the roof was thatched with fur” (Carroll 76); a table
whose occupants seems to exist out of time and who employ deliberately illogical
linguistic tricks; and the deliberate destabilization of symbols of order, like that
of table etiquette. But the hallway of locked doors that she enters is arguably
one of the spaces most restricted and contained by social order, as it represents the
restriction of fluidity and of liminality; there can be no threshold because most of
the doors cannot be opened. Carroll emphasizes this by showing that once Alice
is back in this hall, away from the free space of the Hatter ’s house, the first
action she has to undertake is “taking the little golden key, and unlocking the
door that led into the garden” (Carroll 77). As a result, the hall appears tightly controlled
and logically shaped, with defined rules and patterns for moving in and out of
the space, in contrast to the creative architecture of the animalistic home of the
Hatter. The door between these places is not in an expected or rational setting,
like at the entrance to a house, but instead is in a tree.
Carroll demonstrates to the reader that the door ’s location is meant to be
odd through Alice’s remark of “That’s very curious!” (Carroll 87).Thus Carroll
reveals his linkage of things or ideas that seem in opposition to one another, in
order to break binaries like “sane” and “insane” that appear impermeable. Because
Alice is able to move easily between the supposed binaries of “sane” and “insane,”
Carroll ultimately challenges these supposed oppositions. Finally, Carroll’s
complication of the relationship between the “sane” and “insane” spaces as not
in opposition, but in connection, to each other, offers a clear rebuttal to the norms
of Victorian mental health in restricting and regulating displays of emotion when
Alice’s tears become the vehicle through which she is able to leave the hallway.
In the scene in which Alice, too large to fit comfortably in the hallway, begins to
cry, the discussion Alice has with herself exemplifies for the reader the socially
acceptable Victorian response and attitude towards displays of emotion: “‘You
ought to be ashamed of yourself,’ said Alice, ‘a great girl like you . . . to go on crying
in this way! Stop this moment, I tell you!’” (Carroll 23).
In shaming herself for crying, Alice takes on the role of an adult or a doctor
as well as the role of the patient. As Victorian women could be diagnosed as mentally ill
with the condition of hysteria, a condition where the woman was believed to be
too outwardly emotional, Alice’s reaction to tell herself to stop shows that she
recognizes her display of emotion as unacceptable, either socially or medically, just
as a Vic tor ia n doc tor wou ld (Shut t lewor t h 27). She has i nter na l i zed t he
gendered norms of her societ y regarding emotion, believing t hat a woman’s
tears are evidence of something shameful. Emphasizing this internalization of
gendered norms, Carroll again makes Alice’s negative view of her emotional
outburst clear when she says, “‘I shall be punished for [crying] now, I suppose,
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by being drowned in my own tears!” (Carroll 28). Alice’s expectation of capital
punishment for crying reveals her extremely of the negative view of excessive
emotion that she holds. In what she understands about the consequences of displays
of emotions, crying can be punished with death, thereby revealing her society’s
absolute and brutal consequences for failing to conform to societal norms.
Carroll quickly refutes the perspective that excessive emotions deserve
punishment; although Alice expects to be “drowned in [her] own tears,” the consequence
of her crying is in fact the opposite of what she expected, as her tears float her to her
liberation from the hallway. Implicit in this escape is a subversion of Victorian social
and emotional norms, as Alice’s freedom, when it comes, is not gained through using
the correct procedure that the placement of the key and the locked doors imply is
needed. To leave the hallway while following the acceptable social procedure for
both regular Victorian society and Victorian asylums would have required Alice to
stifle her emotions, control her body so that it fit the door, and use the key.
In asylums especially, exit from the asylum was granted only when a patient
had either recovered or been ”cured” enough to function according to social
norms and etiquette (Wright 163). A “cured” patient would not cry and create a
pool of tears. By employing Alice’s tears as the means for her to free herself from
the space controlled by social norms, Carroll refutes Alice’s belief that emotions
should be restrained and instead presents a perspective of excessive emotions—
which could be and were considered symptoms of mental illness, especially in
women and girls—as a liberating force.

Carroll Interrogates Social Insanity:
The Rebellious Women of Wonderland
The majority of the people and creatures that Alice encounters are male, but
her encounters with other females are telling. One such interaction is with the Duchess,
a bad-tempered member of the King and Queen of Hearts’ court. Although the Duchess’
first appearance makes her seem inexplicably and incurably violent, her final scene
demonstrates how liberation from societal norms ends the seemingly insane violence
against the society that enforces the norms, thereby defying the hereditarian ideals of
Victorian medicine that would have named the Duchess’ mind and body as the source
of her violence. In the scene in which the Duchess is introduced, Carroll focuses on
creating a dysfunctional and violent burlesque of a domestic setting, parodying the
traditional role of a woman in the household and subverting the trope of a woman
as mother to depict how enforced social norms lead to her rebellion, enacted through
violent madness.
The Duchess in the private sphere of her home mirrors the violence of the
Queen of Hearts; she is the only character besides the Queen herself to order Alice’s
head chopped off. When Alice first meets the Duchess, the Duchess is defined as a
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woman who cannot control her own household; the cooking has gone wrong, the
cook is violently throwing pots and pans at the Duchess and the baby, and the entire
house is in chaos. Furthermore, the Duchess’ violence is depicted in this private
setting of the home, where a Victorian woman should be gentle and nurturing: the
ideal of a good mother. But in the scene, the Duchess, as she sings a song about beating
the baby, keeps “tossing the baby violently up and down” (Carroll 71). In this setting,
the Duchess’ violence towards her own child is contrasted with Alice’s concern for
the baby, as Alice’s reaction to the baby being put in danger reveals. “‘Oh, please
mind what you’re doing!’ cried Alice, jumping up and down in an agony of terror.
‘Oh, there goes his precious nose’” (Carroll 70). The irony in this situation is that the
child is deeply concerned about her fellow child, while the adult cares nothing for the
safety of the baby; the child Alice becomes the figure of responsibility in this scene,
inverting the normal schema for rationality that would have an adult as the rational
figure, rather than a child. In demonstrating Alice’s care towards the child, Carroll
matures Alice and simultaneously reduces the Duchess to a child-like, self-centered
state through depicting her carelessness.
This has serious implications for the state of the Duchess’ presumed sanity;

if she is functioning as more of a child than the literal children in the scene, Victorian

psychology would consider her mentally ill. The Duchess also lacks compassion for
the baby throughout this scene, ignoring its crying and in fact likely spurring on

the baby’s misery; the Duchess is essentially a caricature of a motherly figure. She

seems to have no knowledge of how to either care for her child or run her household,

designating her as unfit for those adult responsibilities. She becomes even more of a
mockery of a mother when Alice takes the baby, and the baby turns out to be a pig.

Carroll thus uses this discovery of the supposed baby’s real form to reveal that the
domestic structure as it stands corrupts both the mother and the children.

It is when the Duchess is freed from the space in which she must exercise

the most responsibility and obedience to duty—her home—that she becomes a far
gentler person and loses the violent form of madness that had defined her in Alice’s

first meeting with her. In fact, once she leaves her home and meets Alice out on the
croquet lawn, the form her madness takes most closely echoes that of the Mad Hatter

and the March Hare, in which the madness is displayed by confusing and illogical
statements rather than extreme passions or violence. When Alice meets the Duchess

once more, the very first thing the Duchess says to her is, “You can’t think how glad I
am to see you again, you dear old thing” (Carroll 103). Considering her actions in the

first scene with Alice were to order Alice’s head chopped off, abuse the pig-baby, and
brusquely abandon her child with Alice, this opening line of their reunion initially
seems deeply out of character for the Duchess.
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But in this location, the Duchess appears to have found a greater amount
of freedom. There is no pig-baby to be nursed, no furious cook throwing pots and
pans, and no pepper infesting the air—essentially, there are no symbols of domesticity or
motherhood surrounding the Duchess at this point. Her violence seems to be directly
linked with the domestic sphere, a fact Alice considers as she muses about pepper as
the cause of the Duchess’ original rage. So the madness both the Duchess and the
cook display through wild violence towards symbols of domestic responsibility—a
baby and cooking pots, respectively—can be read as rage directed towards the
gendered social responsibilities that both are trapped by. It is the social structure that
has created their madness, not any inherent qualities within either individual.
To judge from the Duchess’ cessation of violence, then, Carroll’s suggestion for

calming such wild passions that operate as a rejection of and reaction to social roles
appears to be the opposite of what Victorian physicians would have recommended

for violent, mentally ill people. The Victorian treatment, exemplified in the rituals
of the Earlswood Asylum and in the general textbooks for treating violent hysteria,

would include some form of control and ritual over the patient’s actions and body,
with the ultimate goal to be to train the mentally ill person to function in society. But

in Carroll’s text, the Duchess seems far more functional—and far less dangerous—

when she leaves the sphere of routine and responsibility symbolized in her home in
favor of playing croquet outside on the lawn. Outside, she lacks the power and the

expectations that come with the power of the home, but is ultimately happier and far

less destructive as a result. The outside world appears to be governed by far fewer
domestic rules or social norms than the house; the Duchess is still defined by her

class, but is otherwise allowed to exist outside of her responsibilities. She tells Alice
a series of morals—all of which may be illogical and nonsensical, but not nearly as
harmful as beating a baby or threatening to chop off a child’s head.

But this explication of environment as the cause of the Duchess’s madness

actually attacks the Victorian notion of hereditarianism, which defined mental or
physical conditions as inherent to the person and often tied to that person’s family

history and social status, or lack thereof. Carroll sets up the Duchess to appear as the
product of hereditary factors from his description of her body as less than perfect:
“the Duchess was very ugly” and “she was exactly the right height to rest her chin

upon Alice’s shoulder, and it was an uncomfortably sharp chin” (Carroll

103). However, he ultimately refutes hereditarianism as the cause of the Duchess’
mad behavior because he shows her behavior to be linked to her environment and

not her body. That the Duchess is far less dangerous when allowed to escape her
constrictive responsibilities reveals Carroll’s argument against the strict regulations
that Victorian society favored for both mentally ill and neurotypical individuals.
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Conclusion
Although the madness present in Wonderland appears at first only a humorous
device meant to shock and amuse the reader, Carroll’s parallels between his mad
world and his real world of Victorian England critiques the political and social constructs
of his society and defends the creative nonsense and breaking of binaries and
hierarchies that his characters and structures create. Under the veneer of humorous
madness lies the critiques of asylum culture, of social norms that exclude disabled
bodies and minds, and of gendered class and social structures, themes that appear
both in Carroll’s text and in the psychological and medical discourses of Carroll’s
time. The idea of castle building connects to Carroll’s fantastic monarchy; the idea
of asylum discipline and control connects to Carroll’s portrayals of Alice’s body;
and the conception of mental illness and disability as socially created connects
to Alice’s mental and physical struggles to navigate socially constructed situations
and spaces. Brought together, these deliberate connections shape Carroll’s critique of
Victorian institutions for and concepts of mental illness. Carroll’s story, although meant
for Victorian readers, resonates with many of the struggles that disability activists face
today, in fighting for disability benefits, in fighting for the inclusion of disabled
people in political and social spheres, and in critiquing a society built for able-bodied
and able-minded people. Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is thus a text that resonates
across eras, and speaks to both the progress and stagnation of attitudes towards
disability and mental illness.
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Introduction
Rasha, a resettled refugee, found that she “had no idea how to raise
money, and depressed as she was—way beyond tears—she was too immobilized
to try” (Jones 220). She now lives in a small apartment with her two children,
sister, and sister ’s two children, and they all continue to suffer emotionally. 1
Rasha’s sister is “very nervous” while Rasha’s nephew often becomes “violent
and vicious,” beating up his sister and young cousins; he is only seven years
old (Jones 218). Her niece no longer speaks, while Rasha’s own children cling
to their mother ’s legs in constant fear (Jones 219). The majority of refugees
in Jordan are originally from Palestine or Syria, having been displaced due
to conflict, mass violence, and war. 2 Refugee populations have a high risk of
mental health issues due to the traumatic situations they flee; these health issues
inhibit their ability to recover, and contribute to social and economic dysfunction
(Pumariega 590). The large refugee community is at risk, and my purpose in
this essay is to explore refugee needs in order to ascertain how aid can more
effectively promote sustainable social and economic growth in Jordan.
The experiences of refugees in Jordan vary widely. The Jordanian government’s
integration of Palestinian refugees into dominant society has proven inconsistent
in terms of granting citizenship, employment, property ownership, public
education and mental health care access (Al-Makhamreh 1076). These restrictions
limit integration of Palestinian refugees into the Jordanian society and
economy. Similarly, Syrian refugees do not qualify for Jordanian passports and
thus cannot reside and work in the region unless they are able to pay upfront
to do so (Ansari). Lack of full citizenship restricts refugee movement and
labor capacity, causing increased economic hardship. This integration failure
could exacerbate feelings of vulnerability, which contributes to mental health
disorders, among all refugee populations in Jordan.
Some subgroups of refugees are affected by mental health disorders at
higher rates. Refugees resettled in permanent, private housing tend to have
better mental health conditions than those resettled in t e m p o r a r y r e s i d e n c e s
( P o r t e r 6 0 8 ) . F o r m a n y S y r i a n r e f u g e e s i n J o r d a n , t e m p o r a r y residences
are the norm. Gender also plays a factor in mental health, with higher rates of
mental health disorders in females (Porter 608); for example, Rasha and her
sister are both women with poor mental health (Jones 219). Education level
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and socio-economic status both correlate, with higher levels of both connecting
wi t h h igh er ris k of men tal h e a lth d is o rd e rs (Po rte r 6 0 9 ). Ma n y re fu g e e
su b g roup s can be analyzed in connection with mental health, but for the scope
of this paper I will provide a more general analysis.
In order for healthcare professionals to properly diagnose a mental
health disorder in patients, there must be inhibited social functioning and high
levels of suffering from symptoms (Hassan 15). Such symptoms are difficult
to identify, and large numbers of refugees remain undiagnosed because they
lack both in formation about, a n d a cce s s to, tre a tme n t. Ra s h a , fo r in s ta n c e ,
i s u nab l e to work because of her mental health, and others like her may not
know to seek help at all. The most common mental health conditions among
refugees are “post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), major depression,
generalized anxiety, panic attacks, adjustment disorder, and somatization”
(Refugee Health Technical Assistance). Without treatment, these mental health
conditions can lead to social and behavioral problems, such as aggression, interpersonal
difficulties, and an inability to function in everyday life (Hassan).
Children are especially vulnerable; their PTSD rates range from 50–90%
(Refugee Health Technical Assistance). The violent outbursts from Rasha’s
nephew are most likely a manifestation of PTSD (Jones 218), since PTSD can
manifest as harmful practices or behavior. The rates of mental health disorders
in Syrian refugees are estimated to have increased significantly because of the
ongoing nature of the violent Syrian civil war (Hassan 15). The lack of data speaks to
the low level of awareness around mental health conditions in refugees (Derr 271).
Mental health issues that occur in refugee populations due to previous
traumas can continue long after resettlement, thus hindering social function
and participation in their new community (Hassan). A refugee interviewed in
Jordan four months after his resettlement stated he “was unable to leave his
apartment . . . unable to sleep. At times he was filled with rage and became
‘ a g g re s s i v e ’ t o w a rd s h i s w i f e . . . h e w a s s t i l l s t u n n e d b y f l a s h b a c k s ,
c o n f u s e d by memory lap s es ” (Jo n e s 2 1 4 ). T h e p s y ch olo g ica l a n d s o cia l
di st ress because of his resettlement “manifests in a wide range of emotional,
cognitive, physical, and behavioral and social problems” (Hassan). Ahmed,
a refugee living in Amman “loved [his wife] desperately, yet at times he
couldn’t stop himself from beating her” (Jones 238). Rage and acts of
a g g r e s s i o n are manifestations of untreated mental trauma, as seen with Rasha’s
young nephew. Ahmed needs treatment in order to manage his anger that
originated from his experiences during the pre- and post-settlement stages.
Persistent and untreated mental health conditions specifically hinder the ability
to acquire and manage a job. A 2002 study found that, three years after settling,
roughly 55% of refugees remain unemployed as a direct consequence of their
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mental health conditions (Lie 418). Furthermore, 61% of refugees experience
hindered social functioning, with many unable to leave their houses or form
social connections—all because of persistent mental illness symptoms (Lie
419). Clearly, long-term trauma keeps refugees in a cycle of poverty, and
excludes them from participating in society (Lie 421).
Adolescent Syrian refugees in Jordan, those 18 years and younger, reported
“withdrawal” as a coping mechanism; symptoms include pulling away from
families and communities and becoming increasingly isolated (Hassan 17),
and also “doing nothing,” which means that the refugee simply cannot
function in any sort of social setting (Hassan 17). Due to lack of treatment,
half of displaced Syrian children and adolescents discontinue their educations
(Hassan 17). The inability for children to continue their education expresses
j u st how un treated men tal h e a lth con d ition s ca n n e g a tiv e ly imp a ct th e
l ong - t er m economic growth of a country through lowering education levels.
The context in which people become refugees increases the need for
mental health services (Derr 267). Refugees go through multiple stages of
trauma an d “ex p erien c e dive rs e s tre s s o rs . . . ov e r th e p re flig h t, flig h t ,
ex i l e, and resettlement/repatriation periods” (Porter 603). Upon entering a
new country, many refugees face “marginalization, socioeconomic disadvantage,
loss of social support[,] and cultural bereavement,” all of which can exacerbate
existing mental health conditions (Porter 603). Additionally, rates of mental
health disorders in refugees were higher for those whose countries of origin
were still experiencing conflict (Porter 603). Mental conditions are a persistent
factor in refugee populations, but must be understood in a multifaceted
context to be properly addressed (Porter 611).
Refugees with access to mental health treatment facilities are better
able to productively deal with their trauma. Though data is unavailable for
Syrian refugees it can be assumed that their responses to mental health treatment
facilities would be similar. A., a West African refugee now living in the US, was
“completely lost” emotionally when he arrived. He was provided assistance to
deal with his losses through individual and group counseling, and A. is now
a b l e t o f u n c t i o n s o c i a l l y a t a m u c h h i g h e r l e v e l ( Vo i c e s o f S u r v i v o r s ) .
R e s e t t l e d re f u g e e s in many countries have greatly benefitted from access to
mental health care. 3 Despite data indicating positive responses to mental health
treatment facilities, Jordan, specifically, has barriers between refugees and access to
adequate mental health care.
Structural and cultural barriers both prevent refugees from seeking
m ent al h ealth s ervic es ; s tru ctu ra l ba rrie rs in clu d e co s t, tra n s p orta tion ,
di scr i min at ion , and accessibility of mental health services. Cultural barriers
include stigma, cultural norms, and learned attitudes towards mental illness (Derr
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268). Often, it is a combination of these two barriers that prevents refugees from obtaining
the help they need. In both Jordanian and Syrian culture, the concept of mental
illness is misunderstood, and often stigmatized (Hassan 22). Mental health
facilities in Jordan are limited; service cost is prohibitive, and transportation to
facilities is difficult or costly. Therefore, cultural biases, in combination with
structural barriers, make access to care an arduous process for Syrian refugees
in Jordan.
Mental health care needs to be a priority in Jordan. In 2008 Jordan
was “identified as a country in need of intense support for strengthening
the m e n t a l h e a l t h s y s t e m ” b y t h e Wo r l d H e a l t h O rg a n i z a t i o n w o r k i n g
in partnership with Jordan’s Ministry of Health (“Jordan: Mental Health
in Jordan”); additionally, refugees’ stories are providing further evidence of
a need for mental health care. While awareness of the importance of mental
health care is rising, the United States still has not prioritized this form of aid
in its packages. The lack of prioritization could be because the United States
sees more benefit in its own geopolitical strategies for keeping Jordan’s
military strong and the country as a stable ally. 4 Analyzing the history of US
aid to Jordan, in the context of Jordan’s unique record of refugee absorption,
illustrates the lack of attention paid to mental illness in aid packages and
highlights the need for mental health treatment for refugee populations in Jordan.

US Aid to Jordan: 1951
After World War I and the fall of the Ottoman Empire, the British Mandate
for Transjordan was created by the League of Nations (Shaw). The League
awarded Transjordan, Palestine, and Iraq to Britain, while Syria and Lebanon were
awarded to France (Robinson). I argue that the League formed the Mandate
as a system of foreign development aid. The United Nations recognized Jordan as
an independent sovereign nation in 1946 (“Jordan Profile”). Shortly after Jordan’s
independence, the 1948 declaration of the state of Israel caused onet h i rd o f the 700,000 displaced Palestinians to flee the Arab-Israeli fighting
and take refuge in Jordan (“Palestinian Refugees”). The influx of refugees
strained Jordan’s already weak social, economic, and political systems. Because
Jordan has few natural resources and a small industrial base, its economy
depends on external aid from abroad, tourism, remittances, and the service
sector (Sharp 11). Jordan faces longstanding problems of poverty, corruption, slow
economic growth, and high unemployment, and all of these factors are exacerbated
during large refugee migration periods.
Refugees chose Jordan for its geographic proximity, similar historical
culture and language, and Jordan’s promise to assist in protecting the Palestinian
state. To help absorb this influx and protect Palestinian land, Jordan annexed
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the West Bank in 1950 (“Jordan Profile”). With Palestinian refugees comprising
over 50% of Jordan’s population, Jordan struggled to maintain social and
economic stability (“History: The tragedy of Palestine”). In 1951, under the
terms of the Eisenhower Doctrine, and in an attempt to stabilize Jordan, the
United States gave Jordan $1.4 million in annual aid on a strictly macro level
(Sayigh 104). In sum, then, the large refugee influx caused the United States to
begin giving aid to Jordan—and aid has followed the refugee flows ever since
as a means of maintaining political and economic stability. Over 50 years later,
Jordan is receiving more aid than ever before, so what went wrong?
Due to different cultural understandings of mental health in the 1950s,
both in the US and Jordan, no research or analysis of mental health issues
occurred. Data for US foreign aid allocations to health services in Jordan is
not available before 2000. In fa ct, th e re is a la ck o f d a ta o n fore ig n a i d
al l ocation en tirely before 196 5 (“ U . S . Ov e rs e a s L oa n s ” ). The United States
provided aid to assist with the goal of stabilizing Jordan, but with high rates of
mental health disorders going untreated, many refugees failed to participate
in this new society (Lie 421). The social and economic dysfunction—due to high
rates of unemployment—contributed to the continuation of economic and political
instability (Al-Habees 673-680). The United States did nothing to combat the
structural and cultural barriers preventing refugees f r o m s e e k i n g m e n t a l
h e a l t h s e r v i c e s ( D e r r 2 6 8 ) . T h i s c r i t i c a l n e e d o f t h e p o p u l a t i o n was not
understood or addressed in US aid packages. Left untreated, the needs of the
people did not dissipate, but rather continued to hinder refugee resettlement
for the years to come.

US Aid to Jordan: 1967
In 1967, “the second shift” in US foreign aid to Jordan occurred (Sayigh
104). Israel invaded the West Bank during the Six-Day War, 5 which formally
began when the Egyptian President, Gamal Nasser, mobilized forces against
Israel and instituted a blockade of the Straits of Tiran (“Six-Day War”). In response,
Israel staged a preemptive attack and weakened Egypt’s forces. Jordan entered
the fight in support of Egypt and its Arab neighbors. Israel then crushed Jordan’s
forces, driving them out of East Jerusalem and the West Bank, claiming the
land for Israel (“Six-Day War”). Following the war, Israel annexed the West
Bank, which resulted in another influx of refugees to Jordan (“Jordan Profile”).
The war itself had already caused an estimated 250,000 more Palestinians to
enter Jordan seeking refuge from advancing Israeli forces (“Palestinian Refugees”).
The loss of the West Bank is estimated to have cost Jordan roughly “40%
of its Gross National Product” on top of the economic and social impact of the
fighting. At this time, the international community recognized those fleeing as
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internally displaced persons, not refugees (“Palestinian Refugees”). Jordan,
with less land but increased population, was again at a point of requiring foreign
assistance to remain socially, politically, and economically stable. Thus, in
1967, the United States gave Jordan $251 million in economic aid and $79.5
million in military aid (“U.S. Overseas Loans”). Data on health aid could not
be found, which presumably means either there was none, it was not a
significant amount, or it was not yet considered an aid category worthy of
separate consideration. 6
As with US foreign aid to Jordan in 1951, there was a lack of allocations
to health or mental health in the United States’ aid in 1967. Large portions of
the refugees became twice-displaced as they moved from Palestine into the
West Bank and then from the West Bank into Jordan. It should be noted, however, that
not all internally displaced persons were refugees from the conflict in 1948.
For those who were twice displaced, the impact of such traumatic events—
now happening twice in a lifetime—furthered the risk for mental health conditions to intensify towards extremes of dysfunction (Porter 610). The need
for aid towards mental health diagnosis and treatment was even higher in
these refugee populations after the events of the Six-Day War. Yet this issue
remained unnamed and marginalized in the United States’ aid, just as in
Palestinian and Jordanian society.

Mental Health Funding Data
Obtaining mental health funding data has proved difficult. The emphasis
on data to justify aid delivery impedes actual aid delivery. It narrows the
United States’ focus to more measurable results, such as reproductive health,
while excluding the less measurable but, I argue, more impactful area of mental
health care. It has been challenging to locate factsheets and allocations of US
aid to Jordan prior to 2000. Non-governmental websites offer some information 7
and allocation breakdowns, but their data sources are unclear. Though several
government agencies were contacted, none have responded with any information:
ei t her bec aus e th ey do n ot h a v e th e fo re ig n a id in fo rma tion re qu ire d o r
b ecau se they are unable to release that information. Perhaps the amount of
foreign aid the United States gave was not deemed important enough to
publish at the time, or maybe the government did not want the specifics of
foreign aid to Jordan to be general knowledge due to the large amounts of
military aid the United States gave to Jordan. This information gap has caused
some difficulties, but I argue that it further illustrates the importance of the
issues covered in this paper. Inability to locate funding data has rendered a
wholly comparative analysis of US foreign aid to Jordan impossible at present.
However, from historical context and post-2000 foreign aid patterns, I can
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draw several conclusions. F irs t, th o u g h th e U n ite d S ta te s h a s g iv e n la rge
amou n t s of foreig n aid to Jordan, there has never been a substantial section
of that aid specifically devoted to the treatment of mental health conditions.
Second, since 1948, Palestinian refugees have not had easy access to mental
health care or treatment facilities in Jordan, in part due to the lack of direct US
foreign aid fun din g an d awaren ess. Sy ria n refugees have also faced barriers
in their attempts to access treatment facilities in Jordan due to lack of funding,
but the awareness around mental health has been increasing with many NGOs
and media outlets discussing the “Syrian mental health crisis (Leigh).”

US Aid to Jordan and Syrian Refugees Now
Since 1951, the United States has expanded aid systems in Jordan to

address macro-, meso-, and micro-levels. Refugees arriving from different
places, or entering the country at different times, were given different types

of aid from Jordan and the United States due to cultural climate, geopolitical

strategies of donor and receiving countries, and trial and error. Currently, the

United States is one of the largest contributors of aid to Jordan. The United States
pledged $1 billion in foreign aid to Jordan for the fiscal year 2016 (“Jordan

Foreign Assistance”); of this, 5% is dedicated towards health care assistance
(“Jordan Foreign Assistance”). The United States Foreign Assistance website

has sorted healthcare aid into three categories; “Family Planning and Reproductive
Health,” “Water Supply and Sanitation,” and “Maternal and Child Health

(“Jordan Foreign Assistance”).” Mental health care is notably absent; yet the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), a non-direct

channel through which the United States gives aid to Jordan, posted a report
stating “the effects of conflict on Syrian mental health and psychosocial
wellbeing are profound” (Hassan 14).

US foreign aid policy has failed to identify the growing importance

of mental health care in refugee populations, and by ignoring mental health

care funding, the United States has, perhaps unintentionally, deemed mental
health care unimportant. Jordan’s calls for international donor support

continue to be underfunded by the United States and other governments
and organizations. Analysts suggest that the implications for this unheard
plea are that “without additional aid and a sustainable response . . . Jordan

will continue to restrict the protection space for Syrians . . . [increasing]

t h e l o n g - t e r m r i s k s o f i n s t a b i l i t y i n J o rd a n a n d t h e re g i o n ” ( F r a n c i s ) .
A n e s t i m a t e d 630,000 registered Syrian refugees currently live in Jordan,

though the actual number is probably much higher (McNeely 13). In February
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of 2016, King Abdullah stated that Jordan could no longer take in Syrian

refugees (“Jordan Profile”). With the Syrian refugee crisis expanding, now
is the time to adjust foreign aid policy to better fit the needs of the populations

it is meant to serve.
In the midst of Jordan’s Arab Spring uprising in 2011 (“Jordan Profile”),
the Syrian civil war began, and as a result, Jordan began absorbing great numbers
of Syr ian refug ees , c aus in g th e cou n try ’ s cu rre n t s tru g g le to ma in ta i n
stability. 8 At that time, the United States gave Jordan $678.18 million in foreign
assistance; health-related aid comprised 7% of the allotted funds. Unlike in
2015, foreign aid the US provided had four categories in health: the three
stated above and one, the smallest, titled “Health – General” (“Jordan Foreign
Assistance”). The description of “Health – General” states that the category is
“used when Health sectors are unknown or foreign assistance is allocated to
multiple sectors within this category” (“Jordan Foreign Assistance”). However,
0% of foreign aid was allocated to the “Health – General” category. This was
the case for fiscal years 2012-2015. Years 2013 and 2014 included categories for
“Other Public Health Threats” and “HIV/AIDS,” yet all of those received 0%
of the funding as well.
		
The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) in Jordan fails to discuss mental health care. USAID is a government
agency that uses U S f o re i g n p o l i c y t o “ e n d e x t re m e g l o b a l p o v e r t y a n d
enable resilient, democratic societies to realize their potential.” Operating in over
100 countries, USAID tackles poverty through nine difference approaches,
one of which is health services (“Who We Are”). In examining health services,
USAID states that the pressure on health services has increased due to the
refugee crisis (“Essential Public Services”). However, the only health concerns
mentioned are the increased “demand for family planning and reproductive
health services” (“Essential Public Services”). The wording of USAID’s
statement shows disconnect between the needs of the people and the allocations
of healthcare aid; if USAID was more aware of the people’s needs, mental
health would be included in the mentioned health concerns. The Unites States
is more focused on family planning because of the high amount of data and
measurability of results. This reliance on data alone has led to mental health
care being ignored because it is harder to quantify. Although family planning
and reproductive health services are important, so is mental health care,
particularly in regards to long-term economic growth.
		
As a global superpower, the United States also provides funding
for Jordan through United Nations agencies. The United Nations Relief and
Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) operates
health clinic programs in Jordan that serve more than 1.1 million people—
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over half of registered Palestinians in Jordan (“Health in Jordan”). The United
S t a t e s h a s c o n t r i b u t e d o v e r $ 4 . 9 b i l l i o n s i n c e U N RWA’ s i n c e p t i o n i n 1 9 5 0
( “ I s r a e l - P a l e s t i n e Conflict”). Since 2007, the United States’ contributions have
averaged over $200 million annually to UNRWA (“Israel-Palestine Conflict”). In fact,
in 2014 the United States was the largest contributor to UNRWA, giving roughly
$408,751,396 in funding, with the next largest donation being $139,402,221
from the European Commission (“Israel-Palestine Conflict”). Not all funding
goes to Jordan; however, UNRWA’s purpose for this funding is humanitarian
assistance for Palestinian refugees, of which a large number remain in Jordan.
Even in the UNRWA, there is an absence of investment in, or resources
for, mental health care. There is no mention of mental health care assistance
on UNRWA’s “Health in Jordan” webpage, nor are mental health statistics or
data included (“Health in Jordan”). However, mental health care is mentioned
in the description of their Family Health Teams (FHT) program, implemented
in 2011 (“Heath: Family Health Teams”). In outlining the health services FHT
offers, UNRWA only listed “community mental health and psychosocial support
(in the occupied Palestinian territory)” (“Health: Family Health Teams”). This
qualification means that mental health care through UNRWA is confined to
those in the occupied territories, excluding Jordan. Under their “Life Cycle
Approach” description, mental health is not mentioned at all, nor is “psychosocial
support” (“Health: Life-Cycle Approach”). The absence of mental health
discussion speaks to the lack of awareness in those determining funding
allocation. The lack of discussion then perpetuates the gap in mental health
care, leaving many, like Rasha and her family, in need.
A c c o rd i n g t o U N H C R ’ s “ S y r i a n S i t u a t i o n 2 0 1 6 : R e g i o n a l R e f u g e e
a n d R e s i l i e n c e Plan (3RP) and Humanitarian Response Plan (HRP),” as of
April 26, 2016, the US has given $34,387,069 in funding to Jordan to assist with
the Syrian refugee crisis—the largest amount of any one donor, both governmental
and nongovernmental (“Syrian Situation 2016”). US aid to Jordan through the
UNHCR is considerably less than US aid to Jordan through the UNRWA. The
difference between the two funding channels has the UNHCR money focused
solely on assisting Syrian refugees while UNRWA’s funding goes towards
Palestinians in the Middle East.
Under UNHCR’s health plan is the sub-sector, Task Force on Mental
Health and Psychosocial Support (MHPSS), which was established in 2005 9 to
address the need for concrete guidance on how to organize mental health
and psychosocial support in emergencies” (“Who is Doing What” 2). MHPSS
analyzed “target beneficiaries for MHPSS activities” found that refugees in
Jordan represented the second largest group of beneficiaries, and Syrian
refugees in Jordan represent most of the targeted beneficiaries (“Who is Doing
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What” 37). The Task Force is currently deployed to assist with the Syrian
refugee crisis. In 2015, the Task Force found that “the most under-represented
services were ‘clinical management of mental disorders by non-specialized
health care providers’ … and ‘psychological support in education’” (“Who
is Doing What” 11). This is corroborated by the finding that refugee children
are disproportionately affected by mental health disorders, with roughly half
of displaced Syrian children unable to continue their educations (Hassan 17).
The Task Force mapped 46 organizations in Jordan that deliver MHPSS programs,
services, and community activities (“Who is Doing What” 5). Overall, their
f indings “revealed a limited management of mental disorders…as well as
limited psychosocial work in education” (“Who is Doing What” 41). These
findings are consistent with the argument of this paper: mental health funding
does not meet the needs of refugee populations, specifically those in Jordan.

Policy Recommendations
The United States needs to promote more awareness of mental health

conditions in refugee populations by allocating funding specifically for

mental health education. This is crucial for Jordan because refugees constitute

over half of its population. The absence of mental health services leaves many
refugees in Jordan, like Ahmed (with uncontrollable aggression), Rasha (too

depressed to work), and her family, suffering from mental health conditions that are
undiagnosed, untreated, and even undetected. In 2010, just prior to the beginning
of the Syrian refugee crisis, a mere 12% of Jordanian schools offered counseling services

(“Jordan: Mental Health in Jordan”). It would seem that mental health access
is important for the non-refugees in Jordan as well; all citizens deserve easy,
affordable access to this form of healthcare. The United States’ direct and
non-direct government assistance through UN agencies vary in their treatment

of mental health care. At best, these agencies, task forces, or sub-sectors only

request more funding and assistance for treating mental health disorders. At
worst, they ignore mental health completely.

A f t e r a n a ly z i n g a nd r e f le c t i n g o n a id s y s t e m s i n t h e Jor d a n i a n

s o c io - e c o nom ic context, it is c lea r t he Un ited States ca n ma ke foreig n a id
to Jorda n more ef fec t ive and sustainable by focusing specifically on mental
health treatment in aid programs. Cutting the amount of aid given for military

sp e nd i ng a nd d iver t i ng t h at a id to me nt a l hea lt h cou ld b e a me t ho d of
r ea l lo c at i ng resources to explicitly address mental health needs. Mental health aid
is a comparative bargain, and it will pay off exponentially in the long term, especially

for individuals like Rasha. Policies regarding aid should include funding positions for
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“cultural brokers,” locals who can assist refugees “access medical services, locate a
pharmacy, understand dosages, and reconnect to medical care as needed” (McNeely

15). Cultural brokers would help break down both structural and cultural barriers to
seek ing mental health care, creating easier access to resources for refugees
like Rasha. There also needs to be applied research funding for improving
mental health services for refugees, as well as more integration of studies on refugees’
mental health and their connection to aid policies. By applying these practices, investing
more in researching and evaluating mental health care in refugee populations,
the economic, social, and cultural potential of refugees will increase. Because
of increased investment and economic potential, the need for foreign aid will decrease
over time. And this, after all, should be the ultimate goal of developmental aid.
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Notes
This book is a compilation of different refugees experiences worldwide. For the sake of this paper
I used it to illustrate the refugee experience in general, even though some of these stories aren’t
necessarily about refugees settling in Jordan.
1

1951 United Nations Refugee Convention defines refugees as “someone who is unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin owing to a well-founded fear or being persecuted for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion” (Convention and Protocol Relation to the Status of Refugees 2010).
2

For specific stories, please see “Voices of Survivors.” The Refuge Media Project. 2016. http://
refugemediaproject.org/blog/voices-of-survivors/
3

Geopolitical strategies are tactics used by the nation state, which inform influence of geography
and economics on power relationships in international relations (Deudney 2016).
4

5

Also known as the June War or Third Arab Israeli War.

Interestingly enough, the United States had given roughly $13 million to Israel that year as well
(Elizabeth Stephens 14). Roughly 30% of US aid to Israel between 1960 and 1969 was military aid
(Wenger). So the United States was funding both sides of the conflict, especially in terms of military aid.
6

I contacted the Congressional Research Service, and attempted to reach of Jeremy Sharp, the
Specialist in Middle Eastern Affairs. Mr. Sharp was away and no one else responded to my
questions. I also contacted USAID and was unable to obtain any information that was not already
on their website.
7

Due to the constraints of this essay I have omitted much of the history of Jordan. Please see
Bibliography for sources to learn more about Jordan’s history.
8

There is a lack of research on the factors that caused the UN to concede the importance of mental
healthcare in 2005. Directions for future research could investigate what happened to make UNRWA focus on mental health care in 2005 while the United States did not?
9
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Introduction
In Latin America, a postcolonial reality of ethnic and cultural exclusion is

often exacerbated due to neoliberal policies, which focus on individual

market growth and promote export-oriented economies. These policies often
benefit only a select few while oppressing historically marginalized communities

(Stocks 89-90; Stavenhagen 1 7 -19). Lat in American countries, disadvantaged
due to their colonial history, often attempt to gain quick entry into the neoliberal
global economy by pursuing mega-development projects.

These projects, such as dams, bridges, and canals, may boost economic

growt h an d attrac t foreig n i n v e s tors ; h o w e v e r, th e y a ls o e x h a u s t n a tu r a l
resources, permanently damage the local environment, and reduce biodiversity

(Oliomogbe and Smith 617-618; Ishizawa 58-59). As a result of dominant
neoliberal ideologies in Eurocentric and postcolonial states, governments
tend to v i e w r e s o u r c e - r i c h i n d i g e n o u s l a n d a s u n t a p p e d p o t e n t i a l f o r

d e v e l o p m e n t a l goals, which often leads to appropriation of indigenous land.
Indigenous peoples must then defend themselves against government and
corporate–led development strategies that do not accommodate their values,

lifestyles, and identities (Stavenhagen 18-19). The usual result is unjust
exploitation and marginalization of indigenous peoples.

To examine these processes in depth, this paper analyzes the construction

of Chile’s Ralco Dam and the planned Nicaraguan Interoceanic Canal. The

actions that led to each of these mega-development projects violated national
and international law, resulting in the infringement of indigenous rights.
Applying a postcolonial framework, I argue that these mega-development
projects erode traditional and spiritual indigenous lifestyles and incorporate
indigenous peoples into a state they do not identify with. I will then propose

a bot t om-up emp owermen t s tra te g y ba s e d o n th e w e a lth o f in d ig e n o us
cu l t u re and knowledge to combat future marginalization of indigenous

communities. This strategy will be supported by the top-down role of international
multilateral institutions and civil society organizations.
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Conceptual Framework
Postcolonialism: Existing inequalities and conflicts in Latin America can
only be understood through a postcolonial framework that takes into account
the region’s history and current political, social, and cultural climate. Colonial
legacies have shaped how postcolonial policies center on the exploitation of
natural resources, and these legacies are perpetuated by neoliberal strategies
of export promotion (Cosgrove, “Who Will” 6). The colonial history and
“historical, economic, and political forces that shape a given society” have
constructed a reality for indigenous peoples that denies their human and
collective rights (Cosgrove, “Who Will” 8).
In Latin America during the 1970s and 1980s, neoliberal and
macroeconomic policies generally accompanied the transitions from repressive
authoritarian rule to democratic regimes (Richards 9). “[Neoliberal] reforms
entailed establishing an export-based economic strategy, opening the economy
t o i nt ern ation al in ves tmen t, e limin a tin g tra d e ba rrie rs , p riv a tiz in g s ta t e
i ndu st ri es, devaluing the currency, and replacing universal social services
with programs targeting particularly needy sectors” (Richards 9). Typically,
these reforms strove to enhance the market and individualism within a narrow
concept of development. States such as Nicaragua and Chile were caught
inside this “standard box of development solutions” (Richards 79).
Foreign direct investment (FDI), defined as the “private capital flows
in the form of multinational firms purchasing or opening…new subsidiaries
outside the home economy,” began to stream into Latin America to finance
neoliberal developmental projects (Montero 55). There is evidence that “countries
with poor human rights records tend to collect more FDI” (Montero 55). This
collection results from the stability that a strong government can provide
to foreign investors, which is sometimes accomplished through oppression or
corruption. The influx of foreign money was generally directed towards financing public
and private sector projects, which were then tailored to fit Eurocentric e c o n o m i c
regu l ation s , requiremen ts , an d p rioritie s . A s e x p o rt-ba s e d e con o mie s in
Latin America have generally focused on the exploitation of raw materials,
indigenous territory has become especially valuable to foreign and state interests.
Chile and Nicaragua both operate within this postcolonial framework
as bot h s tates h ave been s u bje ct to co lon iz a tion , e x p lo ita tio n , imp e ria l
i n t er ven t i on , and economic manipulation. The colonial history of direct exploitation,
and its resulting postcolonial economic dependency, limits Chile and Nicaragua
to achieve “contemporary development” only by accepting neoliberal development
policies. To implement such policies, the states adopt colonial priorities by
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capi t alizin g on in digen ous co mmu n itie s in ord e r to re a p th e re s ou rce s
necessar y for economic growth. Despite stark contrasts between Chile and
Nicaragua’s political structures, international relations, national incomes,
a n d t i m i n g f o r l a u n c h i n g t h e i r re s p e c t i v e m e g a - d e v e l o p m e n t p ro j e c t s ,
c o l o n i a l legacies have exhibited similar effects in both countries.
Mega-Development Projects: Foreign-funded mega-development projects
are often marketed by Eurocentric states to periphery states as methods of
entering the g l o b a l e c o n o m y b y s t re n g t h e n i n g i n t e r n a l i n f r a s t r u c t u re a n d
f o s t e r i n g i n t e r n a t i o n a l relationships with elite and affluent global actors. By
definition, mega-development projects take more than a decade to construct,
cost more than a million dollars, and utilize immense resources (Oliomogbe
and Smith 618). Mega-development projects must adhere to national and
international laws , wh ic h re qu ire n on a ffilia te d th ird p a rtie s to a p p ra is e
and address p ot en t i a l r i sk s of the project (Kumaraswamy 54-55).
However, mega-development projects are often seen as controversial
and are understood to be “realistically non-viable,” meaning that these projects
are marketed as feasible but may not come to fruition without significant environmental,
economic, and social costs. Additionally, due to their political nature, these
projects may not serve the “best interest of the public” (Oliomogbe and Smith
618-619). Too often these infrastructure projects are not properly assessed and
overseen, resulting in the violation of human and environmental laws and
rights. This violation leads to the hyper-marginalization of already marginalized
communities and the degradation of the environment within the host state
(Ishizawa 59-60). Therefore, the rise in foreign-funded mega-development
projects has a direct correlation to the economically-dependent positions of
postcolonial countries.

Historical and Cultural Context
Indigenous Peoples and their Rights: Indigenous peoples in Latin America
have a history of resistance to the exclusion they have faced, beginning with colonial
rule and continuing with postcolonial practices. Indigenous rights movements
have generally been “rooted in the struggle for identity, representation, and
cultural reproductions, as well as control over resources” (Larson 228). Until
recently, indigenous demands have been ignored or branded as obstacles to
“contemporary development,” but international advancements for indigenous
rights, headed by indigenous voices in the United Nations and other international
legal entities, have sparked conversations and studies on indigenous rights
(Stocks 89-91). These studies culminated in the United Nations’ adoption
of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in 2007. The United
Nations i d e n t i f i e s i n d i g e n o u s p e o p l e s a s h a v i n g “ h i s t o r i c a l c o n t i n u i t y
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w i t h p re - c o l o n i a l … s o c i e t i e s , ” maintaining a “strong link to territories and
surrounding natural resources,” having “distinct social, economic, or political systems…
[ a n d ] d i s t i n c t l a n g u a g e , c u l t u re , a n d b e l i e f s , ” “ f o r m [ i n g ] n o n - d o m i n a n t
groups of society,” and “resolv[ing] to maintain and reproduce their ancestral
environments and systems as distinctive peoples and communities” (“Who are
Indigenous Peoples?”).
However, indigenous rights are not consistently upheld as “it takes
more than paragraphs in a document to change 500 years of colonial and
postcolonial practice” (Stocks 86). Despite the binding ratification of the
Convention 169 of the International Labour Organization, which states that
indigenous peoples have the right to be consulted prior to any developmental
plans related to their land, the pursuit of neoliberal development routinely leads to
the appropriation of indigenous land in violation of the Convention.
History of Chile and the Mapuche: Chile’s development goals have excluded
the indigenous Mapuche populations (Carruthers and Rodriguez 2-5). Comprising
10% of Chile’s population, the Mapuche are the third largest indigenous group
in South America, numbering 1.2 million people (Nesti, “The Mapuche” 2). The
Mapuche were historically a nomadic people who migrated in accordance with the
seasons and the availability of resources; thus, many aspects of their culture
are based on their relationship with native forests, forest spirits, and communal
land rights (Cosgrove, “Who Will” 7-8). Their ecological knowledge is t herefore vast
but largely misunderstood outside of t heir commun it ies (Herrman n 392-394).
Indeed, the Mapuche have faced various forms of racial, political, and
economic discrimination since the formation of the Republic of Chile. Around
79% of the Mapuche population has been forced to leave the countryside and
abandon their traditional lifestyles for economic opportunity in the cities
( C o s g ro v e , “ L e a d e r s h i p ” 11 8 ) . T h e s e m i g r a t i o n s t o u r b a n c e n t e r s h a v e
d e c re a s e d the number of Mapuche maintaining traditional ways of life. Postcolonial
racial tensions and economic policies commonly result in the assimilation of Mapuche,
leaving the few Mapuche who do fight for indigenous rights buried in poverty.
The fact that the Mapuche were conquered by the Chilean nation rather
than the Spanish Empire has shaped the Mapuche view of the Chilean state as
a colonial power and subjugator of their people. In the early twentieth century,
C h i l e a n g o v e r n m e n t s d i s t r i b u t e d s t o l e n M a p u c h e l a n d t o f o re s t r y a n d
a g r i c u l t u r a l enterprises that pushed the Mapuche into less than 5% of their
original land. The presidencies of Eduardo Frei and Salvador Allende from
1964 to 1973 restored 172,000 acres of Mapuche land, but the military coup
and subsequent regime of General Pinochet halted this restoration.
In 1979, Pinochet enacted decree 2.568, which opened Mapuche lands
to privatization through subsidies, tax breaks, and land concessions in order
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t o break up tradition al com mu n itie s a n d a ttra ct in v e s tme n ts in C h ile ’ s
t i mb er industry. The regime tried to force Mapuche to identify as Chileans
and assimilate into Chilean culture. One effort in assimilation was the limiting
of indigenous landowners to no more than fifteen acres, which effectively
dismantled their traditional nomadic lifestyles (Carruthers and Rodriguez 5).
This discrimination and retraction of Maphuche rights continued until 1993,
when the return of democracy allowed the Aylwin administration to sign the
Indigenous Law, which gave the Mapuche the minimal right of legal recognition
as an indigenous group (Nesti, “The Mapuche” 13).
The Chilean Indigenous Law of 1993 also created an indigenous fund
for land redistribution and economic development. These funds were accompanied
by the establishment of the National Indigenous Development Corporation
(CONADI), a legal entity responsible for enforcing the Indigenous Law and
supporting indigenous development. The corporation board is made up of 17
members, eight of which are elected by indigenous communities (Tomaselli
158). The creation of CONADI appeared to be a politically responsible move
by the Aylwin administration, but it forced the Mapuche to adapt to a modern
democratic political system that did not align with their spiritual leadership
and traditional community hierarchical systems (Nesti, “Indigenous Peoples”
119). Additionally, CONADI has been forced to concede many cases related to
land, water, and political participation rights “if they adversely affect state
priorities and macro-economic plans” (Cosgrove, “Leadership” 119). These
unsuitable approaches to settling agreements with the Mapuche persisted and
climaxed with the controversial construction of the Hydroelectric Ralco Dam.
History of Nicaragua and the Rama: The state of Nicaragua was established
in 1838 following over 300 years of colonization by the Spanish and British
(Sánchez 10-11). However, the territory along the Atlantic Coast was not
conquered during the fifteenth century Spanish invasions and remained fairly
autonomous under British protectorate rule until 1893 when the Nicaraguan president
José Santos Zelaya annexed the Atlantic Coast under the central Nicaraguan
government (Rivera). D u r i n g t h i s t i m e , t h e N i c a r a g u a n g o v e r n m e n t f i r s t
allowed transnational corporations, backed by United States funding, to
exploit the Atlantic Coast’s natural resources (Rivera). In 1979, the Sandinista
g overn men t t ook power with a socialist vision of uniting all of Nicaragua
through assimilatory, nationalistic policies. This vision of ethnic unity caused
an indigenous counterrevolution, a separate counterrevolution from the United
States-backed, anti-socialist Contra militant groups. The combination of the
two counterrevolutions against the Sandinista government eventually ended
in negotiations for ceasefire with government recognition of ethnic diversity
in indigenous and Afro-descendant communities as one of the outcomes (Sánchez 11-12).
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The end of the counterrevolution and subsequent negotiations paved
the way for Nicaragua’s 1987 Constitution, which included the Autonomy
Law responsible for granting the Northern and Southern Caribbean regions
the right to self-administration and natural resources (Stocks 88; Sánchez 1112; Larson 230-232). Currently, the North Caribbean Coast Autonomous
Region (RACCN) and South Caribbean Coast Autonomous Region (RACCS)
remain v i r t u a l l y i n d e p e n d e n t o f t h e c e n t r a l g o v e r n m e n t w i t h l i t t l e t o n o
b a s i c i n f r a s t r u c t u re connecting the Western and Eastern Nicaraguan coasts.
The two autonomous regions make up more than 50% of Nicaragua; however,
only ten percent of the population lives in these regions (Sánchez 10).
These autonomous regions are also home to the majority of Nicaragua’s
indigenous an d Afro-des c end a n t p o p u la tio n s (L a rs o n 2 3 0 ). Nu mbe rin g
onl y a few hundred, the Rama people are one of the recognized and protected
indigenous g ro u p s on the Atlantic Coast who have a communal land title to
4,843 square kilometers (O rti z 4 8 ; L ie d e l). T h e e a s t a n d w e s t co a s ts o f th e
cou nt ry commun ic ate s o rare ly th a t th e Ra ma , a s w e ll a s o th e r in d ig e n ou s
and Afro-de scen da n t groups, still refer to those who live on the East Coast
as “the Spaniards” (Johnson). The Rama are considered the “Guardians of the
Forest” and remain strongly connected with the rainforest and their sacred
sites (Paija). The Rama maintain their livelihoods through traditional means
of subsistence and transportation (Liedel; Paija). Because of their historical
exposure to different languages, the Rama are able to communicate in Spanish,
English, and some of their native language 1 (Paija). Unfortunately, due to their
isolation and small population, there is little research has been conducted on
the Rama way of life.

Risks of Mega-Development
Free, p rior, an d in for me d con s u lta tion is re qu ire d by la w fo r a l l
act i on s involving indigenous territory in both Chile and Nicaragua; however,
both states have chosen to abuse state power to pursue foreign-funded
projects dependent on the relocation and assimilation of indigenous communities
and the exploitation of natural resources. Both the Ralco Hydroelectric Dam
and the Nicaraguan Interoceanic Canal demonstrate that rule of law is often
disregarded “when the interests of powerful domestic elites and transnational
corporations collude to achieve a particular development objective” (Orellana
10). Both mega-development projects were approved due to the prioritization
of state and foreign economic and political interests. As a result of the
prioritization, the presidential administrations of both Chile and Nicaragua
employed their control over state elites to circumvent national laws protecting
indigenous rights. This political technique is a recent manifestation of a
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long-term postcolonial practice: government-led internal colonization of the
Pehuenche in Chile and the Rama in Nicaragua. In this sense, postcolonialism
refers to the climate that encouraged the Chilean and Nicaraguan government
to adhere to Eurocentric methods of development.
Chile and The Ralco Dam: In 1994, Empresa Nacional de Electricidad
(ENDESA), a multinational electricity company announced a six-dam project
along the BíoBío River (Lindsey 75). Four of these dams were to be located
al ong th e up p er BíoBío on in d ig e n o u s la n d cla ime d a n d ow n e d by th e
Pehu ench e, a subgroup of the M a p u ch e (Ay lw in 5 ). T h e P a n g u e Da m, the
fi rst of t h e si x -da m p roject , began construction in 1990 and was completed in
1994. Pangue is said to have flooded 1,200 acres, which forced the relocation of
at least 100 Pehuenche. Because the approval for the dam was granted prior to
the ratification of the 1993 Indigenous Law, the Pehuenche had no say in the
construction of the dam, and little research exists about how its construction
impacted the environment and surrounding local communities. Additionally,
Pangue also preceded the passing of the Environmental Law in 1993, which
would have required the creation of an Environmental Impact Assessment as well as approval
from the National Commission on Environment prior to construction (Lindsey 76).
The Pangue dam was meant to function as part of a two-dam hydropeaking
system and could only become fully effective following the construction of its
sister dam, Ralco (Aylwin 6). The Ralco dam would retain water in a large reservoir
and release water into Pangue’s lower reservoir depending on electricity demands,
creating an artificial flow fluctuation, whereas Pangue would release water
at a consistent rate (Person 15-18). The linkage between the Pangue and Ralco
dams was kept from the Chilean public and stakeholders until after the
construction of Pangue (Lindsey 76). The Ralco Dam is situated 27 kilometers
north of the Pangue Dam and had an investment of $500 million with the
capacity to generate 570 megawatts of power. Additionally, the dam flooded
an area of 8,650 acres, seven times the size of Pangue (Aylwin 6). The two
sister dams produce some 12% of Chile’s national electricity. The Ralco dam
was built in the span of seven years from 1996 to 2003 (Lindsey 77-78).
		
The passing of the Indigenous Law and the Environmental Law
in 1993 meant that the process of approval for the Ralco Dam had to adhere to
new social a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l s t a n d a r d s . T h o u g h b o t h l a w s p a s s e d , t h e
central government rendered them ineffective. The Indigenous Law mandated
that indigenous lands could not be sold to non-indigenous owners without the
approval of CONADI who refused to allow the sale of indigenous Pehuenche
lands to ENDESA. As a result of this stance, two Mapuche CONADI directors
were f ired by th e Ch ilean p re s id e n t, a n d a n on -in d ig e n ou s d ire cto r w a s
appoi nted, an d s ubs equen tly a p p ro v e d th e s a le (L in d s e y 7 9 ).
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The 1993 Environmental Law required that ENDESA submit an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA), which would then be approved by an independent source.
Even though EIAs did not become legally mandatory until 1997, ENDESA did
agree to carry out an environmental assessment, which was then reject ed b y
m ore th an 20 p ublic ag en c ie s th a t a n a ly z e d th e p ro p o s a l’ s co mp lia n c e
with the law. The 20 rejections of the environmental assessment were overruled
by President Frei’s administration, and the mega-development project was
cleared for construction (Aylwin 8-9).
The Pehuenche were not notified of the plan to construct a second dam
until t he con c es s ion for th e me g a -d e v e lop me n t p ro je ct a n d th e s a le o f
Pehu en ch e l a n d h a d b e e n a p p r o v e d . E N D E S A , n o w f r e e t o b a r g a i n f o r
P e h u e n c h e l a n d , created the Pehuen Foundation as a bargaining chip. The
Pehuen Foundation aimed to work with Pehuenche communities to develop
social and economic programs that focused on tourism, artisan goods, and
community infrastructure. Additionally, ENDESA conducted individual consultations
that offered families new land, houses, employment, monetary compensation,
and alcohol (Aylwin 9). Many of the Pehuenche state that they were promised
compensation verbally, a culturally trusted method of communication. However,
these verbal promises were not reflected in the contracts they signed, which
went unnoticed by many Pehuenche who did not know how to read (Radwin). The
manipulation of information resulted in the majority of Pehuenche families signing
away their land. Of the 675 residents that had to be relocated, 500 were Pehuenche,
and seven families refused all negotiations with ENDESA. In April of 2002,
however, President Lagos approved the Commission of Good Men, which
assigned a value to the remaining Pehuenche land and gave ENDESA the right
to forcefully buy the land from the seven families (Lindsey 77-78). Shortly
after in 2003, the dam became operational.
The Nicaraguan Interoceanic Canal: In June of 2013, President Ortega
signed L a w 8 4 0 , t h e S p e c i a l L a w f o r t h e D e v e l o p m e n t o f I n f r a s t r u c t u r e
and Nicaraguan Tran s p ort in re la tion to th e C a n a l, F re e Tra d e Z o n e s , a nd
Associ at ed Infrastructure. Law 840 gave Hong Kong Nicaraguan Development
(HKND), a Chinese infrastructure development firm, the rights to finance,
construct, and operate an interoceanic canal for 50 years with an additional
renewable 50 years. The law allowed HKND to appropriate any land needed for the
canal, even if the land was not on the canal route, giving HKND the right to appropriate
indigenous and environmentally protected land (Acosta, “El Impacto” 1-2).
The Nicaraguan Canal is projected to cost $40 billion and will be the
largest earth-moving mega-development project to date (Condit 1). Stretching
278 kilometers long, the canal will be three times the length of the Panama
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Canal. The proposed depth and width of the canal would make the locks
10 met e r s deeper and 28 meters wider than the expansions being made in
P a n a m a ( C o n t i 7 0 ) . F u r t h e r m o re , t h e w a t e r w a y t h ro u g h L a k e N i c a r a g u a
needs to have a depth of 27.6 meters, but since Lake Nicaragua only has
a depth of 15 meters, excessive dredging will be required in order to accommodate
larger ships (Conti 70).
Almost the entire Atlantic coast of Nicaragua is comprised of legally recognized
and protected in dig en ous te rrito ry. I n 1 9 8 7 , Nica ra g u a re co g n iz e d the
Constitutional Articles 5, 89, and 180, which recognized indigenous communities
and guaranteed these communities the right to develop in ways that maintain
their culture, language, and any form of communal land ownership. Law 28, the
Statute of Autonomous Regions of the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua, recognized
regional autonomy, and Law 445, Law of Communal Ownership of Indigenous Peoples
and Ethnic Communities of the Autonomous Regions of the Atlantic Coast of
Nicaragua and of the Rivers Boca, Coco, Indio, and Maíz, gave indigenous
and ethnic communities the right to legal representation and participation (Acosta, “El
Impacto” 6-7). Additionally, these indigenous lands could not be legally sold or seized
under the concept of “pueblos originarios,” or original communities recognized by the
government in 2014 (Acosta, “El Impacto” 7). Though these laws supposedly protect
the rights of indigenous communities, the Nicaraguan government signed the
concession to HKND prior to consulting with environmental and indigenous
groups. Law 840 states that even the consent of previous laws such as Law
28 and 445 “no serán requeridos para El Proyecto o Sub-proyecto,” which
translates to “are not required for the canal project or its sub-projects,” thus
rendering the laws inert (Acosta, “El Impacto” 9).
International standards from the United Nations Declaration on Indigenous
Rights, Convention 169, and the American Convention on Human Rights, all
of which have been signed and ratified by Nicaragua, mandate that development
projects that impact indigenous lands must have free, prior, and informed
consultations before any concession is made (Acosta, “El Impacto” 9-11).
However, public consultations were only made after the passing of the law
i n m i d - 2 0 1 4 a f t e r t h e d e s i re d ro u t e f o r t h e c a n a l h a d b e e n e s t a b l i s h e d
( “ P u b l i c Consultations Overview” 1-2). HKND and the Nicaraguan government
argued that accurate consultations could not be made until the route was
decided (Acosta, “El Impacto” 10-11). Public consultations only occurred in
six public centers: San Miguelito, New Guinea, Bluefields, Polo de Desarrollo,
Rivas, Isla de Ometepe and Managua, and did not target the local populations
that lived along the canal route.
The consultations about the canal began on July 21, 2014 and lasted for nine
days (“Public Consultations Overview” iv). The Public Consultations Overview, released
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by HKND, states that stakeholders attending the consultations felt there was a lack
of detailed information especially in relation to construction procedures. One attendee
from Managua suggested that consultations should “expose the negative
impacts of the Project, not only the favorable points” (“Public Consultations
Overview” 20). Additionally, there were complaints that “[attendee] questions
were not answered clearly, and that the event should have taken place much earlier, not
when the concession had already been granted” (“Public Consultations Overview” 16).
Wi t h 5 2 % o f t h e c a n a l ro u t e e n c ro a c h i n g o n i n d i g e n o u s t e r r i t o r y,
many indigenous communities have taken legal action (“International Human
Rights Clinic joins fight”). More than 30 concerned groups, ranging from indigenous
communities to environmental groups, filed complaints immediately after the law was
passed to the Supreme Court of Nicaragua (Meyer 3). However, the Supreme
Court dismissed all the challenges on the basis that Law 840 was passed “with
a wide majority and because the major development project took precedence”
(Liedel). In June, 2014, Dr. María Luisa Acosta, an indigenous human rights
lawyer for the Rama, filed a complaint to the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights (IACHR) who then issued a request to the Nicaraguan government for
proof of adequate consultations with local and indigenous communities (Liedel). The
date by which the Nicaraguan government must respond has remained confidential.
T h e c a n a l ro u t e e x i t s i n t o t h e A t l a n t i c O c e a n , b i s e c t i n g t h e R a m a
t e r r i t o r y. The traditional Rama village of Bangkukuk Tai, home to the last
fifteen native Rama speakers, will be destroyed for the construction of a
deep-water port (Acosta, “Análisis” 7-8). The construction and operation of
t he can al will h ave wides p re a d a n d u n k n ow n imp a cts on th e re s t of th e
t erri t or y. With fewer than 1,500 Rama remaining, these potential impacts
could completely shatter their way of life. The canal would cut off northern
and southern Rama communities, who, with their traditional wooden canoes
and motorboats, would be unable to cross the port, severing communal ties
(Baldi 38). Despite HKND and government claims to break ground in late
2016, no information has been revealed about compensation and relocation
plans for the Rama or for other indigenous, Afro-descendent, and Nicaraguan
communities that will be affected by the canal.
Impact on Indigenous Peoples: Though Latin America is home to approximately 40
million indigenous peoples who belong to almost 600 indigenous groups, the region has a
history of indifference to, and oppression of, indigenous needs where states “deliberately
discouraged the formation of ethnic consciousness…as a part of the nation-building
process”; additionally, exclusionary practices and discriminatory social discourses have
deterred indigenous peoples from identifying as indigenous (“Indigenous Peoples in Latin
America“; Madrid 33). These mega-development projects pose a greater threat to indigenous communities due to a collective history of colonialism that indigenous communities share as they are repeatedly made invisible and oppressed by postcolonial practices.
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“La tierra no le pertenece a una persona, sino que las personas, como
conjunto, pertenecen a la tierra, que los acoje y alimenta” (“Ralco le cambio la
vida de los Pehuenches”). This translates to “the earth does not belong to one
person, but the people as a whole belong to the land that it hosts and feeds.”
The land taken from the Pehuenche and the land that could be taken from the
Rama signifies more than just property. Indigenous peoples’ identity and spirituality
hinges on their relationship with the land and resources; if removed from
their land, indigenous peoples lose the foundation of everything that makes
them who they are. In the case of both the Ralco Dam and the Interoceanic
Canal, the impacts on the indigenous communities cannot be assessed without
a comprehensive understanding of the environmental impacts on indigenous
land (Antkowiak). Because the environmental impact assessments for both
projects were deemed inadequate, either by review agencies or by national
and foreign environmentalists, the impacts on the land and, by extension, on
indigenous culture are impossible to measure.
		
In preparation for the construction of the Ralco Hydroelectric
Dam, the Pehuenche were given the choice of relocating to three different
communities by ENDESA: El Barco, El Huachi, and Santa Laura (“Ralco le
cambio la vida de los Pehuenches”). El Barco is situated 1,000 meters above
sea level and is covered with snow for the majority of the year; El Huachi has
no traditional forests and therefore impedes indigenous traditional lifestyles;
the last location, Santa Laura, is located 85 kilometers away from the other
communities and would further distance the Pehuenche families from each other
(Nesti, “Indigenous Peoples” 128-133). The Pehuenche were eventually relocated
to El Barco as a part of ENDESA’s relocation plan, which “included a new house
with electricity for each family on land appraised for more than the property
they had lost, farm animals and a corral to hold them, as well as a small, open-top
hut for keeping a continuous fire” (Radwin).
More than a decade later, many Pehuenche are still waiting for ENDESA
to compensate them for the loss of their land. Promises of free electricity, new
community infrastructure, and continued assistance on behalf of ENDESA
have not been fulfilled. Furthermore, the houses where the Pehuenche were
relocated are equipped with modern, Western amenities such as electricity and running
water, forcing indigenous families to abandon their traditional lifestyles (Radwin). The
community is witnessing a decrease in cultural practices due to the difficulty of pursuing
traditional ways of life. Even if the Pehuenche wished to travel down to the Ralco reservoir,
ENDESA and the Chilean government have made the area surrounding the dam and
reservoirs private, denying indigenous communities access to the land (Aylwin 12). The
Rama face a predicament similar to the Pehuenche. While no concrete information has
been released about relocation or compensation policies, the Rama can expect to be
subject to similar conditions of land dispossession and poor compensation.
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Policy Recommendations
International Multilateral Institutions and International Civil Society
Organizations: “Who’s going to do it? We have no money.” These are the words
of Dr. María Luisa Acosta, a renowned Nicaraguan attorney who represents
the Rama and other indigenous groups in the fight against the Nicaraguan
Interoceanic Canal. This was Acosta’s response when I asked her if she believed
that local resistance could stop the construction of the canal. Despite significant
dissent in the country to the construction of the canal, the protesters are unable
to influence Ortega’s government, and Acosta’s response highlights the gap
between indigenous peoples and the state government that international multilateral
institutions and civil society could fill.
This gap represents the top-down strategy for indigenous empowerment, a
strategy which calls on influential international actors and entities to open the
way for indigenous empowerment. While the push for indigenous rights must
ori gi nate from th e bottom, pow e rfu l in te rn a tio n a l bo d ie s s h o u ld s u p p o r t
advances and ally with indigenous movements. “In the future, governments
will be more accountable [for circumventing law] and can be exposed for
corruption” (Antkowiak and Carozza). Responsibility for defending human,
indigenous, and environmental rights can now fall to “international human rights
bodies, multilateral institutions…and even non-governmental organizations”
(Bryan 222) “as indigenous rights and agendas…are now incorporated within
development policies and projects of the World Bank, the Inter-American
Development Bank, t h e E u ro p e a n U n i o n , a n d n u m b e r s o f b i l a t e r a l a i d
a g e n c i e s ” ( A n d o l i n a 2 ) . In Chile, domestic and international attention on
the Ralco Dam brought about political and social tension and pressure, and
a friendly settlement courtesy of the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights mandated that the Chilean government adopt policies and promises to
protect indigenous peoples and their resources.
In Nicaragua, the canal project has been temporarily detained, in part by the
loss of funding, but also due to the protests occurring along the proposed canal route
and in the international arena. This dissent has triggered a reaction in the international
community, significant enough that the Inter-American Commission and Court have
begun to hold seminars about potential environmental and human rights violations.
In the future, international pressure can help to ensure that future projects do not go
unregulated. These forms of international pressure are known as the chief techniques
and resources of international civil society organizations and multilateral institutions.
In this unique space, multilateral international institutions and international civil society
organizations provide top-down support to secure indigenous rights while monitoring
government actions and ensuring that national and international laws are not broken.
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The rise of indigenous civil society organizations has been coupled
with an increased collaboration with international legal institutions. In 2001, for
example, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) ruled in favor
for the case of Awas Tinghi Mayagna, an indigenous group in Nicaragua. This
landmark decision internationally recognized the cultural and historical ties
indigenous communities have to their land as “a material and spiritual element
which they must fully enjoy, even to preserve their cultural legacy and transmit
it to future generations” (Hooker 304).
These international institutions and organizations have given indigenous
movements access to “material resources and media access of international
networks” (Fischer 3). This avenue has provided the indigenous movements
with a source of international media attention in support of their fight for
justice and recognition in international human rights courts. In February 2016,
another indigenous community won a human rights case through the IACHR.
Bauxite mining, undertaken by foreign corporations with state permission, had
invaded the Kaliña and Lokono indigenous communities’ territory in Suriname.
The IACHR ruled that the state of Suriname must “delimit, demarcate,
a n d t i t l e ” t h e i n d i g e n o u s l a n d o n t h e b a s i s o f a n A m e r i c a n Convention
of Human Rights violation (“Indigenous Peoples in Latin America”). In recent
years, renowned and respected legal institutions such as IACHR have evolved
their jurisprudence to include indigenous rights, which has set a precedent for how
state governments must interact with indigenous communities. However,
multilateral institutions and civil society organizations of Eurocentric origin
must be aware of their approach to assisting indigenous communities as they
risk being “influenced by the culture and political climate in which they [are
based]” and unknowingly perpetuating postcolonial attitudes (Cosgrove,
“Leadership” 128). In order to justly approach the multifaceted dilemma
indigenous peoples face, these multilateral institutions and civil society
organizations mus t reflect on th e ir o w n p o s ition a lity, n o t o n ly on th e i r
ori gi ns in metrop ole s tates , bu t a ls o on th e ir o w n p os itio n of p o w e r a s
i nt erna t i on a l representatives of indigenous movements.
These international actors endanger indigenous peoples if they authenticate
the exclusion and marginalization of indigenous peoples in their actions and
court rulings, effectively dismantling the intent of the top-down strategy.
Additionally, international organizations that claim to represent indigenous
interests abroad may misinterpret the indigenous struggle. For example,
Western-educated individuals tend to share the belief that indigenous communities
wish t o remain in s tas is an d a re n o t in te re s te d in d e v e lop me n t. I t is n ’ t
“b ack wa rdn ess, ” however, that makes many tribal peoples reject mega-development
proj ects an d oth er Euroc en t ric n otion s of d e v e lop me n ta l p rog re s s , but
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rat her a collective historical fear of forced dependency on powerful elites
and continued marginalization (Corry). Such misinterpretations demonstrate
that international organizations operating across periphery and metropole
borders must remain aware of how they present both themselves and the
exploited peoples they represent and empower. When international institutions
and civil societies consciously avoid postcolonial bias, they can be crucial allies
in the struggle for indigenous recognition and rights in the international arena.

Conclusion: Bottom-Up and Top-Down: Pathways to Indigenous
Empowerment and the Rule of Law
As demonstrated in Chile, the loss of their land forces indigenous communities
to surrender their traditional ways of life. The ENDESA Relocation Plan for
the Pehuenche devastated their cultural wealth through forced relocation and
i nt roduction in to a Eurocen tric life s ty le . De s p ite th e ris k of d e p le ting
i ndi g en ou s cultural wealth and natural resources, Chile and Nicaragua have
continued to pursue destructive mega-development projects. The Nicaraguan
Interoceanic Canal has the potential to irreparably affect Rama land as well
as a multitude of other indigenous and Afro-descendant communities, all of
which possess distinct cultural wealth. These mega-development projects all
market an illusion of progress wherein communities who do not conform become
byproducts of neoliberal economic development. Discourses that challenge dominant
Eurocentric development paradigms should encourage greater respect for
indigenous peoples. This empowerment and acknowledgement would constitute a
bottom-up strategy to combat future marginalization and confront normalized
neoliberal development structures.
		
Bottom-up indigenous empowerment can only be achieved with
support from top-down international multilateral institutions and civil society
organizations. These institutions and organizations are crucial in creating a space,
domestically and internationally, in which indigenous empowerment can occur
without government interference. In addition to providing a governable
space for indigenous communities such as the Rama and Pehuenche, these
multilateral institutions and civil society organizations may also grant indigenous
movements a wider audience through international advocacy.
International legal institutions in particular have the ability to evolve
jurisprudence in favor of indigenous rights. Should international human rights
courts rule that the Nicaraguan Interoceanic Canal violates the rights of indigenous
peoples, it could force Nicaragua to terminate the project or find a way to
appease indigenous demands. This ruling could also send a clear message
that infrastructure projects must abide by national and international laws,
including laws regarding indigenous rights.
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I n d i g e n o u s e m p o w e r m e n t m u s t b e re a l i z e d f ro m t h e b o t t o m - u p .
I n i t i a l reac tion s to s tates ci rcu mv e n tin g la w s te n d to ju mp s tra ig h t t o
de ma nds of indigenous political representation. However, as seen with the
Mapuche legal en tity, CON A DI , p o litica l re p re s e n ta tion is in e ffe ctiv e i f
i ndi g en ou s p eop l es lack outside support from fellow citizens, the state, and
the international community. Instituting indigenous political representation
without th is bottom-up fou n d a tio n ris k s e n g a g in g in mu lticu ltu ra lis m
wherein i n di g en ous representatives become puppets for indigenous public
appeasement with no real power. This support begins with creating a strong foundation
that utilizes indigenous knowledge as a vehicle for empowerment and recognition.
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Notes
1

Only 23 fluent Rama speakers remain (Paija).
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Introduction
Second-hand objects are a complex raw material. On the one hand, the objects
and clothing are anonymous and, on the other, they carry the mark and memory
of those who used or wore them, of the societies that created them, of the events
they have witnessed. They thus lie somewhere between anonymity, souvenir and
fetish.
			— Laurence Fontaine, Alternative Exchanges: Second-Hand
			

Circulations from the Sixteenth Century to the Present

Affectionately known as “thrifting,” the secondhand clothing trade has
become a wildly popular mode of fashion in our modern day and age.
However, the concept of thrifting has its roots in the fashion economy as
early as the twelfth century in England. In its nacent stage, the secondhand clothing
trade resembled the practice of hand-me-downs more closely than thrifting. The
g i ft i n g a n d refa sh i on i n g of old clothes is part of the circulating gift exchange
that dates back well before the fourteenth century in the form of handing down
clothing in wills and testaments. The secondhand clothing trade expanded
beyond passing down clothing; instead of circulating clothing among personal
relations, people began circulating clothing into a public market of buyers who
had the demand and desire for fashionable clothes on the cheap. As the epigraph
by Fontaine hints, the donning of secondhand clothing is a complex topic, one
that conjoins economic and social history to fashion history.
When the dominant masculine narrative of history is disrupted, it
becomes c lear th at fas h ion d e s e rv e s a p la ce in th e h is to ry o f e con o mics . 1
A look at prominent works of economic English history will reveal works by
men, 2 who approach the study of clothing in an economic context through the
function of textiles in England’s economic history. 3 A large part of England’s
early economy was based on the woolen textile trade, which in turn relied on
t he ag r i cul t ur a l economy. This deep connection makes the lack of textile and clothing
history in the economic history of England especially questionable, particularly since
clothing was entirely handmade and all households participated in the making of
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garments. To begin to access the time period that I am examining (post-plague
England, c. 1349-1500), and the intersection of fashion and the changing social
structure of England after 1349, I targeted the few sources that address the
problem of the plague in conjuncture with economic history (Hatcher, Thrupp
101-19). This paper explores the nature of secondhand clothing with reference
to the intersection of supply and demand in a period where there was a rising
surplus of wealth, more cash in the hands of more people, and an increase in
unclaimed clothes left behind by those killed by the Black Death.
Although this paper explores the economic aspect of all the occurrences
that coincided to create this unique event in time, it is more accurate to label this paper a history of the mundane. Economic histories have primarily focused on the financial interactions of the wealthy, international shipments of
goods, and other grandiose transactions. However, this topic requires that we
reach down to the classes who were able to access commercial material goods
and experience materialism for the first time. Since this topic largely deals with
those who are historically neglected and considered the “little people,” when
considered at all, I embrace the label “mundane.” Topics centering around
domesticity and other feminine realms have been rapidly garnering attention
in the past decades, and prove to be fascinating areas of history.

Methods
However, the scarcity of sources on the topic of secondhand clothes
necessitates somewhat finicky research methods. Since very few scholars
examine the late medieval English secondhand clothing trade, locating what
scholarship does exist provided guidelines for the types of primary sources necessary
to advance the research. Locating primary sources proved exceptionally challenging.
Firstly, the time period I am examining (c. 1349–1500) puts researchers of the
per i od at a dis tin c t dis adva n ta g e s imp ly d u e to th e fra g ility of te x til e
art i f act s, and therefore the natural degradation of documents that would aid
in my research. If any existed previously, they have been rendered unusable
or otherwise lost. Secondly, written records on the clothing trade are simply
not there, for reasons that I will delve into soon. Thirdly, if direct evidence
of the secondhand clothing trade in late medieval England does survive in
a legible or recognizable form, it has not been made available via print or
digital publication. One source that I suspect would help reveal information
on the secondhand clothing trade would be in law court records, which are
unfortunately currently purely archival. Working without access to archives
is a challenge to the undergraduate researcher. However, what I unearthed has
proven important and relevant. What has not turned up is almost as interesting
as what has, and the historical implications of this are fascinating.
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Most of what the internet offers as digital artifacts concerning clothing
and its sales from 1349¬–1520 are documents concerning professional, formal,
and regulated sectors of the market. Within these categories exist documentation
of types of craftsmen in local areas, lists of wages, prices, guild agreements,
etc. Unfortunately, the secondhand trade had no guilds to speak of. The
secondhand clothing trade was the reverse of these documented trades:
casual, informal, and unregulated. Much of my research and analysis of this
t i m e p e r i o d a n d i t s c o n s e q u e n c e s h a v e b e e n c o m p l e t e d w i t h o u t d i re c t
c o m m e n t a r y from primary or secondary s ou rce s , bu t ra th e r h a v e be e n d o ne
t hrou gh “s ideways ” ex amin a tion o f e v id e n ce and documentation. After
months of research I gleaned three sources. The first is a legislative source, a
statute from the Rolls of Parliament (October 1363) that implements sumptuary
legislation. The second is the last will and testament (c. 1439-1440) of Isabel le
Despenser, Countess of Warwick. The third is a bit of doggerel verse, “London
Lickpenny,” a ditty by an unknown author presumed to be the poet and monk,
John Lydgate (c. 1370–c. 1451). Each of these shed light on actual practices of
the secondhand clothing trade. However, each has drawbacks.
The statute from the Rolls of Parliament is a legal document setting out
ideals for societal reform but it does not state what is happening in the society,
leaving the question of “why” unspecific. Still, it has been immensely useful
in discerning what problems have risen around the sartorial markets and the
use of clothing in a social context during the time period. The will of Isabel le
Despenser (c. 1439–1440) is a fairly standard list of items bequeathed, in this
case primarily to the Church. A headdress is just one of many sartorial items
to appear in her will. Her headdress stands out as the only non-jewelry accessory,
and it is clear that it is intended for resale. The verse recalls a man’s trying
journey in London from the mid-1400s. The man loses his hood (presumably
from his cloak) and later discovers it being sold at a market in Cornhill, but
cannot afford to buy it back (Lydgate). Verses such as this were commonly known
and spread widely, and thus are valuable sources for defining attitudes toward
second-hand clothing.
An example of this “sideways” examination can be seen in my work
with feminist economic history and the role women have had in the functioning of
the secondhand clothing market. While gathering sources, I noticed a distinct
lack of feminist scholars of English economic history, with certain notable
exceptions (Power and Postan). The remarkable absence of feminist economic
historians is, in my experience, a deprivation to the study of history. While
feminist scholars such as Barbara Hanawalt and Judith Bennett study medieval
peasantry and women’s lives and livelihoods, more often than not these
topics focus on household economies and any circumstantial outpouring of
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household work into the mainstream market, rather than a tight examination
of women in the medieval public market (Bennet and Karras; Hanawalt).

Reasons for a Medieval Secondhand Clothing Trade
Before diving into the secondhand clothing market, it is useful to
consider why a secondhand market was desirable. In order for a market to
develop, th ere mus t be a de ma n d fo r th e s e rv ice . A p a rt o f th e d e ma n d
may ha ve der i ved from a lower-class anxiety to assume the appearance of a
higher class, and this might have prompted them to obtain clothes of a certain
quality and to present as higher class. In addition to an underlying class anxiety
that created a demand for secondhand clothes, there is also an unexplored
psychological element in the wearing of another person’s clothing and the
assumption of a new identity through their outward presentation.
One such source of anxiety and psychological stress may stem from
having to pretend to be of a higher class by purchasing used clothes through
a cheap and possibly underground source, as well as an added stress of the
fear of being caught “dressing up.” The question of psychological impact
on the lower classes in their struggle to assume a new identity is one that
has not, to my knowledge, been addressed. Additionally, the question of an
impact on the psyche of lower classes feeling pressure to rise in station has
similarly been neglected.
		
Answers to the evolution of a secondhand market lie not only in various
interrelated theories, but also in an examination of the longer history surrounding the
plague and its after-effects. Finding out how the secondhand market evolved and the
pathways it took to evolve will begin to help explain the circumstance of the market
and what prompted its rise in post-plague England. Is it possible that after society got
back on track, class and fashion began to matter again? Or did post-plague England
transcend previous societal beliefs and begin a new cultural movement in which social
status gained unprecedented importance? Did the secondhand market evolve after the
plague simply because looters were more prevalent and found a surplus of clothing
that no one was using anymore? The use of historical theory, including economic,
feminist, and cultural theory, allows for many gateways in, but ultimately generates
more questions than answers.
As fashion was evolving and the social situation in England was changing
alongside it, the rising middling class needed to keep up with fashions to be able
to participate in newly-accessible upper-class activities. Despite having newfound
wealth, it is plausible that these middling people would not have been able to afford
the tailors of the elites, nor would they necessarily have the skill to create these more
complex fashions at home, as was possible with past fashions.4
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Although the creation of the secondhand trade is a remarkable event
in socioeconomic history, the wearing of used clothing was not unusual
in medieval England. My interests lie in the development and purpose of
the secondhand market, including the gender implications of the secondhand
trade and the cultural and personal effects of adopting secondhand clothing
from strangers. Economic theory is vital to gaining an understanding of the
history and background of the secondhand market, and to begin to question
why a secondhand market developed in the first place. For example, the
ability to purchase clothes pre-made, even if they were pre-owned, would
have taken some amount of excess wealth. With a little extra money, the lower
or middling classes would not have been able to invest in tailored clothes, but
may have had enough to not have to make their own clothing. Looking at the
situation through a historical economic lens is necessary to find out what was
happening in the economy of medieval England that created a cash flow in the
lower social strata.
Economics plays an important role in examining the sale of secondhand
clothing since a secondhand market marks the transition from used clothing
as part of a gift economy into used clothing as part of a commercial economy. In
the gift economy, clothing was passed down in wills and testaments between
friends and family members for sentimental and status purposes, and supposedly
was worn by the receiver (Sylvester, Chambers, and Owen-Crocker 10). These
garments could be reworked and manipulated to suit the new owner (whether
they were altered for fit or for style), and effectively incorporated into the
owner ’s wardrobe (Burkholder 139). This passing down of clothing is fraught
with meaning: a symbol of sustaining status, an act of affection, or a plea from
the testator to not be forgotten. Willing clothing after death exemplifies that
the actual wearing or possession of used clothing was not radical. Instead,
it i s t h e man n er in wh ic h th e s e u s e d clo th e s w e re p rocu re d a n d h ow th e
g arme n t s took on new meaning that continue to pose problems for scholars of
medieval England.

Literature Review: What We Know About Secondhand
Clothing in Medieval England
Of the books that discuss general life in the medieval age of Europe
and England, many contain only passing mention of a secondhand clothing
trade, a used clothing market, or a pawn business that deals in clothing.
Although usually no more than a couple of lines are devoted to the topic of
secondhand clothing, the inclusion of this information indicates that the existence
of a secondhand clothing market is a commonly accepted fact in academic and
popular history. Although these mentions are exciting and serve to confirm
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the existence of a trade which is scarce in primary documents, the question
still arises: where does the secondhand clothing trade come from?
There is underwhelming primary evidence for these types of markets,
aside from brief, singular mentions. Existing scholarship on the topic of
secondhand markets (not secondhand clothing specifically) is largely limited
to Beverly Lemire, Kate Kelsey Staples, and James Davis. Lemire is an excellent
source for exploring the secondhand clothing market in England, but unfortunately
was an unusable source for me as she tends to work with the early modern
period beginning in the 1600s. Staples’ work provided a wonderful basis for
my work concerning the existence of a secondhand clothing trade. Her work
guided me to the place and time of my research, leading me to center on
London after 1350. James Davis’s work centers on the economic aspect of the
secondhand market and the methods of sale, and although Davis is not
focused on the sales of whole garments, his work was very useful for my examination
of the economics of the secondhand market and its practical workings.
		
Ann Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass offer an intriguing
insight: “The value of clothes, then, [was] on one hand, they materialized
social status and indebtedness; on the other, they were circulating commodities”
(Jones and Stallybrass 11). The wealthy may have willed clothes to one another
in a show of social standing. During the later part of the medieval period, these
same higher classes began to fear the advancement—or even the appearance of
advancement—of the lower classes. To the nobles’ horror and the commoners’
delight, “clothes are detachable . . . they can move from body to body. That is
precisely their da nger a nd t hei r va lue: t hey a r e b ea r er s of ide nt it y, r it ua l,
a nd s o c ia l memor y ”(Jones and Stallybrass 5). The importance of secondhand
clothes in the study of higher-class emulation during the medieval period is
highlighted by Burns’ observation that “consumer goods . . . can be ‘resocialized’” (Burns 4).
There is a distinct lack of research done on the field of secondhand
goods in medieval England, largely because the secondhand market operated
outside of the regulated market and thus left very little evidence for historians
to use. The secondhand trade primarily targeted the lower classes, but offered
promise to those who aspired to a higher class (Davis 270). Davis proposes
that the secondhand trade operated largely in “’hidden’ or informal market
sites,” perhaps hinting at a silent economy comprised of women (Davis 271).
Staples echoes Davis’s suggestion that the secondhand trade was dominated
by women, briefly expressing interest in “the extent to which [the secondhand
trade] was a woman’s trade” (Staples 300).
Luckily for historians, Staples speaks to the fact that “tracing girdles
through debt cases and in inventories, clothing as gifts . . . could shed light on
the f low of secondhand items in t he marketplace and might also provide an
access point for understanding the value of these sartorial and domestic items”
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(Staples 303). It is logical to query the source of clothes for the secondhand trade,
and luckily Staples and Davis both investigate this issue. While Staples names items
taken from debt, Davis names three specific sources of secondhand c lot h i ng:
“c ra f t smen…who had a supply of wasted, old a nd substa nda rd mater ia l,”
“a r istoc rat ic a nd ecc lesiast ica l i n st it ut ion s,” a nd upper c lass people who
used pawnbrokers to release commodities into the secondhand market (Davis 276).
Davis provides an example of goods released to a pawnbroker from an
aristocratic household: “in 1432–1433, Dame Alianor Hilton pawned her velvet and
damask gowns furred with marten for £12”; Davis hypothesizes that poorer people,
such as peasants, may also have utilized pawnbrokers to get cash to pay off debts or
make payments (Davis 276). Davis names an additional source that put luxury goods
into the market, the “disposal of goods after inheritance” (Davis 277). By releasing
pre-owned and worn clothes into the secondhand market, the lower classes emulated
higher social standing in ways more complicated than simply wearing clothes above
their stations. By wearing pre-owned clothing, the wearer takes on the memory and
meaning that the discarded clothes of the higher classes evoke.
Wearing pre-owned clothing amplifies emulation; it is an attempt to literally
fill the shoes of a higher class.In order to see the more human reasons for causal
patterns and changes in the emergence of a secondhand market, it is important to
examine the patterns of human behavior that prompted the need for secondhand
clothing. These patterns include both the rising importance of fashion and the
changing significance of clothing for those in lower classes, as inferred from
sumptuary legislation that tells us the lower class was the main consumer
group for secondhand clothing (Ormrod). Focusing on post-plague England,
it is important to examine possible societal c h a nge s t h at may h ave prompted
com moner s to plac e new emph a si s on app ea ra nc e s a nd “s o c ia l c l i mbi ng.”
Feminist theory is vital to any discussion of textiles and fashion because
these topics are so often coded as feminine. However, men were not impervious
to fashion trends, and the entire concept of fashion arguably began with men,
although this idea can be lost in the medieval setting when sumptuary laws
were of ten d i rec ted towa rds a g row i ng va r iet y of ga r ment s i n women’s
fash ion s. The d i s c u s sion of who ra n s e cond h a nd t rade s of a l l k i nd s i s a
cont rover sia l one; scholars such as Staples and Davis contest that women were
the driving force behind the secondhand market. This theory is intriguing for
many reasons, but most importantly because secondhand markets were often
suppressed or acted against by authorities due to the threat they posed to
guild profits and activity.
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Investigation of the Primary Sources: Frippery and Social Climbing
The possibility of a secondhand trade is evident in sumptuary legislation
from the Rolls of Parliament in October of 1363 (Ormrod). Sumptuary legislation
from that period indicates that one impact of the plague, spreading wealth
among the lower classes, caused unease among the wealthy. This effect was
considered disruptive and subversive enough for authorities to put forward
an act that restricted “liberties being taken with appearances.” Furthermore,
t he social sig n if iers associated wit h clot h ing betray an upheaval of class
presentat ion and pat terns of consumer behavior (Sylvester et al. 200 –202).
Edward III’s legislation enacted a hierarchy of appearances that put restrictions
on the clothing allowed for different social ranks. These pieces of sumptuary
legislation are extremely valuable for modern-day scholars because the legislation lists
social ranks that lay outside of the realm of the elite and otherwise may not appear in
surviving documents. Along with the listing of varying social ranks, a variety of
garments are listed that are associated with those particular ranks (Sylvester et al. 202).
A hint of what prompted sumptuary legislation appears within the
opening paragraph of the act itself:
Also, the commons declare: that whereas the prices of various victuals within
the realm are greatly increased because various people of various conditions
wear various apparel not appropriate to their estate . . . Thus the aforesaid merchandises

are at a much greater price than they should be, and the treasure of land is
destroyed to the great damage of the lords and the commonality. Wherefore they
pray remedy, if it the opinion of the lords of the council.

Answer. As regards the petition put forward by the commons concerning the
excess of dress of people beyond their estate, to the very great destruction and
impoverishment of the land, for which reason all the wealth of the realm is on

the point of being consumed and destroyed, it is ordained in the manner that
follows (Ormrod).

The opening passage reveals the main motivation behind the implementation
of sumptuary laws: social climbers were causing moral degradation and their
spending habits were inflating the costs of material items. The Rolls of Parliament
address those who don clothing to socially climb by gaining the appearance
of a higher status. It can be assumed that one way these “social climbers”
obtained high-status clothes could have been through the secondhand trade.
However, we have no record of actual transactions within the secondhand
trade to confirm this claim, likely because these transactions would have
been small-scale and local. The longevity and even the creation of documents
depended on a couple of different aspects of the subject’s identity, such as
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wealth, proximity to the king, gender, and location (for trade records, this
depended on location in terms of local, regional, or international trade). The
sumptuary legislation in the Rolls of Parliament also complains that “grooms
wear the apparel of craftsman, and craftsman wear the apparel of gentlemen,
and gentlemen wear the apparel of esquires” (Ormrod). This detail provides
context and examples of what was happening to cause the implementation of the
sumptuary legislation, but does not address how this was practically accomplished.
This leaves us to presume that some of these socially upscale items were
being procured through nontraditional venues, such as the secondhand market.
The foregoing passage emphasizes the main motivation behind the implementation of
sumptuary laws: social climbers causing moral degradation and their spending
habits inflating the costs of sartorial items. From these items, two problems
a re c lea r. Fi rst, t hat a m iddl i ng c lass of people was emerg i ng i n Engl ish
soc iet y in the years following the end of the Black Death in 1349 and was
attempting social mobility by making motions to rise in society through the
symbolic donning of clothing. Second, that this middling class was beginning
to a f ford a nd pu rc h a s e t he produc e of ma i n st r ea m text i le work er s who
t rad it ion a l ly work ed for t he el ite c la s s e s.
Wi t h t h e s e t w o p ro b l e m s i n m i n d , i t i s c l e a r t h a t t h e e m e rg i n g
m i d d l i n g ranks were not afraid to show their uptick in wealth (Britnell 165).
This new influx of wealth is not surprising: people providing services that
had become scarce during the plague demanded wage increase, and the
resulting rise in wages was so massive that it caused inflation throughout the
English economy. The prices of goods increased to such an extent that Edward
III at tempted to cont rol the spike in wages by enacting the Ordinance of
Labourers during t he Blac k Deat h i n 13 49. Th i s ord i n a nc e u lt i mately fa i led
a nd labor i ng wage s cont i nued to grow (“Ordinance of Labourers, 1349”). The
rise in wages allowed laborers to accrue wealth and eventually gain social
standing after the plague had pa s s ed. The a n a lysi s of t he ac t of su mpt ua r y
leg i slat ion i n t he Rol l s of Pa rl ia me nt implies that product inflation caused
a cascade of effects: the wage increases in 1349 were still impacting the
English economy, the blame for this was pinned on the middling classes who
had gained wealth during the labor shortage, and the middling class was
apparently spending a portion of its new wealth on sartorial goods.
Th i s a f fec t s t he st udy of s e cond h a nd c lot h i ng i n t wo ways. Fi r st,
t he s e m idd l i ng people were beginning to move upward in society through
very public means—through appearances and spending habits. This appears
to be an immediate react ion to t he post-plag ue climate in England in wh ich
t he reduced population freed up space for social movement from the lower
ranks upward. Second, it reveals that these middling classes were wealthy
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enough to begin to afford sartorial services traditionally only afforded by
e l it e s, wh ic h c au s e d pr ic e i n f l at io n for t h e s e s e r v ic e s. Th i s me a n s t h at
a lt ho ug h the middling classes were moving to a point where they could afford
mainstream market services, there was still a group of people who needed the
services provided by the secondhand clothing trade. This group would have
previously belonged to the lower classes and then acquired enough wealth to
attempt to appear of a higher social rank. Yet, this group would still not have
enough money to purchase sartorial goods from the main market, but rather would
purchase pre-made clothing from the secondhand clothing dealers, called fripperers.
One document that provides a clearer example of the existence and impact
of the secondhand clothing trade is the will of Isabel le Despenser, Countess
of Warwick. A port ion of her will dictates t hat her “great head-dress wit h
t he r ubies be sold for the highest price and delivered to the said abbot and
the house of Tewkesbury so that they will not complain about my burial . . .
Also I wish all my jewels and pearls to be sold to fulfill the terms of my will”
(Sylvester et al. 52). Her wish to have her headdress sold to offset burial costs
implies that the headdress will be sold to a pawnbroker or a secondhand
vendor. Although it is possible that the headdress was intended to be broken
down and separated into metal, gems, and fabric, it is peculiar that she would
then specify that the headdress be sold separately from her jewels and pearls.
Then, too, other questions arise: who would physically sell the headdress to
the buyer? Would it be a trusted member of the Countess’s household? To
whom, specifically was the headdress was sold, and for what price? Did the
profit covered the burial costs? What happened to the headdress after it was
procured by a pawnbroker or other seller? Records that would give answers
to such questions are simply inaccessible to me at this point in time.
“London Lickpenny,” a ditty purportedly written by John Lydgate (c.
1370–c. 1451), recalls the tale of a man who loses his hood (presumably from
his cloak), later discovers it being sold at a market in Cornhill, but then cannot
afford to buy it back: “Then into Corn-Hyll anon I yode,/Where was mutch
stolen gere amonge;/I saw where honge myne owne hoode,/That I had lost
amonge the thronge;/To by my own hood I thought it wronge,/I knew it well
as I dyd my crede,/ But for lack of mony I could not spede” (Lydgate). The
mention of the hood being discovered during the man’s unfortunate journey
promises to reveal some details of the secondhand trade, in London specifically.
In the ditty, the man tours around London’s various neighborhoods and recounts
the name of the district and the goods that were being hawked there. The
verse names Cornhill a thriving community of secondhand traders in medieval
urban London, as the place where the hood was taken for resale. Staples also gives
evidence that fripperers were associated with Cornhill in their wills (Staples 151–171).
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This distinction between the market districts and their wares is intriguing,
indicating a marked territory of specific occupations within certain areas.
The ditty differentiates the drapers and hawkers of textiles, which were “the
fynest i n t he la nd,” f rom t he s e cond h a nd ve ndor s (Lydgate). The d rap er s,
who b elonged to an established guild, were separate from those who, without
a g roup na me, hawked f i ne c lot h i n Cheapside. These c lot h vendors were
sepa rated from those in Cornhill, where stolen gear was resold. Lydgate’s
careful geographic differentiation among textile vendors suggests that medieval
react ions to t he secondhand clot h ing trade may have been similar to t he
modern-day disdain for the phrase “used clothing.” Furthermore, it seems
that different branches of the textile trade were divided to keep guild activity and
non-guild activity, such as secondhand clothing vendors, separated. Along
with hints of the politics of the textile trade, “London Lickpenny” ultimately
reinforces the possibility that stolen goods infiltrated secondhand markets.

Tentative Conclusions: the Post-Plague Economic Landscape
and the Gendered Market
G i v e n t h e a p p a re n t l a c k o f p re s t i g e , a u t h o r i t y e n d o r s e m e n t , o r
re g u l a t i o n in the secondhand market, it is not surprising that no quantification
of secondhand clothing transactions remain. Unfortunately for this project,
and the study of h istor y at la rge, t he lac k of for ma l ev idence of t ra n sac t ion s
w it h i n t he second ha nd market limits our understanding of the workings and
functions of the secondhand trade in medieval England. However, this lack
of evidence, which is typical of alternative market activity, is evidence in itself.
Considering circumstances that would affect the lifestyle of a medieval person,
such as variables of wealt h, proximit y to t he k ing, gender, and location, some
assumptions can be made about the secondhand market and its purveyors.
First, it can be assumed that people of substantial wealth, such as well-established
merchants, did not conduct t he secondhand trade. Staples notes t hat fripper y,
or t he selling of used clothing, was a side occupation for many vendors rather
than their main profession (Staples 168–169). The undertaking of two jobs indicates
that f r ipp er er s l i k ely d id not hold luc rat ive o cc upat ion s a s t hei r pr i ma r y
profe s sion. This assumption leads to another: that these clothing vendors
were not were not associated with the Crown, which implies that they were
of a lower status, and thus were not keeping the scrupulous records common
a mong h ig her-ra n k i ng merc h a nt s. Th i rd, ma ny ve ndor s of s e cond h a nd
c lot h i ng may h ave b e e n wome n.
Economic historian Richard H. Britnell notes that after the Black Death
women had better employment prospects simply due to the scarcity of labor
available. These women often did not specialize in a single occupation the way
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that men did, but rather became “jacks-of-all-trades” (Britnell 165). Staples’
article “Fripperers in Late Medieval London” indicates that frippery existed
in the medieval London market as a side business for some and a primary
occupation for others (Staples 168). Staples also notes that frippery may have
appealed to women in particular; this suggestion is based on quantitative
data from other medieval scholars who have examined women’s roles in cloth
t rades aroun d Europ e p rior to th e s ix te e n th ce n tu ry (S ta p le s 1 6 8 – 1 6 9 ) .
Addi t i on a l l y, evidence from Britnell supports the involvement of women in
the secondhand clothing trade, as he notes that “opportunities for female
employment were better after the Black Death as a result of the general scarcity of
labour . . . [and] women were less likely than men to be specialized in a single
occupation”(Britnell 165).
Given both Britnell’s statement that women were more likely to be
involved in multiple trades and Staples’ evidence that frippery was a side
business for some families, it is reasonable to assume that women made up
at least some of the population of fripperers. If this is true, and if women were
only beginning to be a larger part of the work force after the Black Death, it
makes sense that women’s work was not being regularly documented. Finally, lack
of documentation may be due to location. Since most documents concerning
trade came from regional and international interactions, largely from guilds,
it can be assumed that the secondhand market did not operate internationally
or even regionally, but instead was a purely local transaction.
The unfortunate lack of documentation for the secondhand clothing
trade puts h istorians of t he mundane at a dist inct disadvantage. However,
t he unglamorous everyday life is every bit as rich in historical significance as
military and political events—perhaps even more so. In the past, historians
have routinely put clothes and fashion on the back burner, and only recently
has fashion been acknowledged (at times begrudgingly) as an integral part
of history. The study of cultural and economic history benefits greatly from
the recognition of clothing as an important aspect of history. The particular
importance of secondhand clothing is that it documents the massive change
in social structure that occurred in England after the Black Death. However,
exa m i n i ng t he second ha nd t rade proves to be a d i f f ic u lt task g iven t he
sca rc it y of sou rces ava i lable to contempora r y sc hola rs.
		
Ther e a r e ma ny hole s i n t he stor y of s e cond h a nd c lot h i ng i n
med ieva l Eng la nd waiting to be researched. Some knowledge may simply be
inaccessible because of the lack of evidence or the natural degradation of material
history. Topics that will enrich the study of the secondhand clothing trade
include t h iever y a nd r e s ea rc h on t he fate s of stole n item s i n t he M idd le
Ages. Pawning items was not unusual during the late medieval period, and
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examining records kept by pawnbrokers would also benefit this study (Sylvester et
al. 52). To better understand both how the secondhand market operated and
what was being bought and sold through the market, it is necessary to examine
how clothing was released into the trade.
The topic of goods introduced to the secondhand market has been partially examined by Davis but needs a more thorough tracking of materials,
although the scarcity of records from the late medieval period may prevent this. Nevertheless, it is reasonably safe to assume that these transactions
were taking place and impacting lives. The wearing of purchased secondhand clothes (as opposed to the clothes which wo u ld h ave b e e n d i s t r i b ut e d
t h r o ug h t h e pr e e x i s t i ng c i r c u l at i n g g i f t e c o nomy) w o u l d h a v e b e e n n e w
t o t h e m e d i e v a l E n g l i s h , a n d m a k e s f o r a n i n t r i g u i n g s t u d y o f t h e c u l t u ral and social impact of fashion.
The complexities of donning secondhand materials are difficult to
fully articulate and comprehend. Fontaine, who is quoted in the epigraph
that prefaced this paper, begins to express the difficulties of speaking about
secondhand clothing as symbols, noting that they “lie somewhere between
anonymity, souvenir and fetish” (Fontaine 9). Breaking his categories down,
the idea of anonymity is especially relevant in the discussion of secondhand
clothing. Articles of secondhand clothing began their lives in the hands of
those whose existence matched the symbolic meaning of the garment in terms
of gender, age, social status, and personal taste, as well as through physical
traits such as height and weight. However, as the garments move out of their
original owner ’s hands and into their second owner ’s possession, the garment
becomes a costume. The symbolism of the clothing’s qualities may literally
cover up the new wearer, transforming them, or conversely betraying them
as poor, aged, fat, plain, or gaudy. In this way, secondhand clothing becomes
souvenir. The garment is a souvenir of wealth. It is a souvenir of the life of one
who could afford bespoke clothing. In this way, secondhand clothing can also
become fetish—a material symbol of wealth. Wearing the clothing of someone
else allows one to take on a different life while still retaining the realities of
one’s own, much like Cinderella donning her magic ball gown. Although the
possibility of purchasing secondhand clothes was novel and exciting at the
time, the extent of its effect would have been limited. The gown may fool the
prince at the royal ball, but Cinderella is still Cinderella, and has all the
responsibilities that being Cinderella carries with it.
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Notes
It is important to note that fashion history has experienced an uptick in interest from scholars in
the past few decades. There is a wealth of new research and information on fashion history surfacing for many periods of history. The history of the medieval period, however, is still lacking in
information on fashion theory and its impact on the medieval world. The marginalization of fashion in medieval studies is slowly easing up, largely in part due to an increase in feminist scholars
working with medieval history, such as Bennett and Karras, and Power and Postan. Scholars who
have worked on the study of medieval fashion include Scott and Koslin and Snyder. For an excellent
overview of the evolution of fashion and its history in the Western world, refer to Tortora and Eubank.
1

See, for instance Bolton, Dyer, Epstein, Lipson, and Postan and Habakkuk. These works have set
a precedent in the study of English economic history, and are excellent references, but forego the
topic of not only fashion but of clothing in general.
2

3

See, for example, Britnell, Carus-Wilson, Koweleski, Mate, Miller, and Thrupp.

Keeping up with contemporary fashions would have been difficult for women who had previously
been making their own clothing, as fashions began to become more form-fitting, which required more
skill in sewing and complex patterning. For a visual of the progression of fashionable silhouettes
during the medieval period, refer to Tortora and Eubank.
4
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Introduction
Emergin g adulth ood i s a p e riod o f life ch a ra cte riz e d by id e n tit y
expl or ation an d ch an g e as y o u n g a d u lts e x a min e my ria d p o s s ibilitie s i n
l ove, work , an d worldviews (A rn e tt, 2 0 0 0 ). T h is s ta g e con v e y s a p e rio d
of t i me in wh ic h y oun g adults e x p lore th e ir id e n titie s by fin d in g p u rp ose
and personal meaning as they balance various financial, academic, and
c a re e r p res s ures (Arn ett, 200 0 ). C u rre n t e me rg in g a d u lts , o fte n re fe rre d
t o a s t h e “ m i l l e n n i a l ” g e n e r a t i o n , a re e x p e r i e n c i n g u n i q u e s o c i a l a n d
e c o n o m i c p res s ures . For ex am p le , th e comp e titiv e job ma rk e t n o w e x p e c t s
prospec tive emp loy ees to obta in bo th a fou r-y e a r d e g re e a n d e x p e rie n c e
i n t hei r field of in teres t in ord e r to be con s id e re d a qu a lifie d ca n d id a te fo r
j obs previous ly viewed as en t ry -le v e l p os itio n s . E me rg in g a d u lts n o w fa c e
t he pres s ure of balan cin g jobs , in te rn s h ip s , a n d v o lu n te e r p os itio n s on to p
of f u l l cours e loads .
Furth ermore, th e c os t o f tu itio n h a s s te a d ily in cre a s e d a n d a d d e d
t o t h e f i n a n c i a l w e i g h t o f p u r s u i n g a f o u r- y e a r d e g re e . T h e s e v a r i o u s
p re s s u re s h ave brough t to li g h t th e n e e d to e x a min e th e imp a ct o f s tre s s
and t he ability to cop e with s tre s s in th e co lle g e e n v iron me n t, e s p e cia ll y
when emerg in g adulth ood is con s id e re d a cru cia l p e riod of d e v e lo p me nt
f or est a blis h in g h ealth y h abits a n d life s ty le p a tte rn s (A rn e tt, 2 0 0 0 ; L i &
Li ndsey, 2013).

Definitions
Stress is defined as a physiological and emotional response to the
environment or events that an organism experiences, either in the presence
of or by recalling a psychological or physical stressor (Rabkin & Struening,
1976). In the current college environment, emerging adults are experiencing
higher than average levels of stress, yet lack access to resources to properly cope with
these experiences ( B r o u g h a m , Z a i l , M e n d o z e , & M i l l e r, 2 0 0 9 ; Wi c h i a n s o n ,
B u g h i , U n g e r, Spruijt-Metz, & Nguyen-Rodriguez, 2009). Although stress i s a
healthy way for our bodies to adapt to specific events in our lives, frequent
chronic psychological stressors are causing physical and mental health problems
in emerging adults (Beiter et al., 2015; Zaleski, Levey-Thors, & Schiaffino, 1998).
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Coping mechanisms have become well understood through previous research

and are des cribed as th e be h a v iora l a d a p ta tion to ma n a g in g s tre s s or s
(Brougham et al., 2009). These behavioral adaptations are a part of development

and are learned from modeling, social expectations, and personal experiences
( Brou g h am et al., 2009). Rese a rch in d ica te s th a t co p in g me ch a n is ms can
di rect l y imp act p h y s ical an d me n ta l h e a lth . W h e n u n d e r s tre s s , p e opl e

revert back to cop in g mech a n is ms th a t h a v e be e n le a rn e d from p re v io us
e x p e r i e n c e s t o b e s t d e a l w i t h t h e i r s t re s s o r s ( B ro u g h a m e t a l . , 2 0 0 9 ) .

C o p i n g s trategies are eith er p o s itiv e o r n e g a tiv e , w h ich d e s cribe s h o w th e
behavior reduc es s tres s (Li & L in d s e y, 2 0 1 3 ).

Pos itive cop in g mec h a n is ms a re be h a v io rs th a t d e cre a s e s tre s s b y

breaki n g th e s tres s or in to m a n a g e a ble p ie ce s (p la n n in g , s o cia l s u p p o r t ,

and exerc is e) wh ereas n eg a tiv e co p in g me ch a n is ms a re be h a v iors th at
avoi d or dis mis s th e s tres sor (d e n ia l, ov e re a tin g , a n d p rocra s tin a tio n)
( Carver, 1997).

It h as been s h o w n in s e v e ra l s tu d ie s th a t s tu d e n ts w ho

experi e n c e h igh levels of s tre s s a re more p ro n e to con s u me ju n k fo o d ,
l ess l i k ely to ex ercis e, an d inclin e d to s le e p le s s th a n th e ir p e e rs w h o h a d

l ow er levels of s tres s (Brough a m e t a l. , 2 0 0 9 ). A d d itio n a lly, re ce n t s tu d ie s
have indicated that spirituality may be an effective positive coping behavior

i n respon s e to s tres s an d h av e a ls o a s s ocia te d s p iritu a lity w ith h ig h e r li f e
satisfaction (Anand, Jones, & Gill, 2015; Nagel & Sgoutas-Emch, 2007;
Z u l l i g , Wa rd , & H o r n , 2 0 0 6 ) .

Current literature often distinguishes between spirituality and

r e l i g i o s i t y. H o w e v e r, t h e d e f i n i t i o n s o f s p i r i t u a l i t y v a r y. I t s h o u l d b e
n o t e d th at wh ile s p irituality a n d re lig ios ity a re o fte n in te rtw in e d , th e y do

not necessarily co-occur; religiosity is not always indicative of spirituality
(Koenig, 2010; Zullig et al., 2006). Religiosity, generally, refers to participation

i n an o rg an ized belief s ys te m w ith d e fin e d ritu a ls a n d p ra ctice s a n d a
central place of worship. Spirituality, meanwhile, has been defined as connectedness

t o sel f , th e en viron men t, a h ig h e r p ow e r, or a u n ify in g fo rce th a t p rov id e s

a sense of mean in g or p urp o s e in life (A n a n d , e t a l. , 2 0 1 5 ; E llis on , 1 9 91 ;
Koeni g, 2010; Nagel & Sgout a s -E mch , 2 0 0 7 ; Z u llig e t a l. , 2 0 0 6 ).

In all of th e literature , s p iritu a lity h a s be e n p o s itiv e ly corre la te d

wi t h l ife s atis faction an d h a s a ls o a p p e a re d a s a p ote n tia l me d ia to r fo r

st ress, well-bein g, an d p os iti v e h e a lth be h a v iors (A n a n d , e t a l. , 2 0 1 5 ; K i m
& Seidlitz, 2002; Nagel & Sgoutas-Emch, 2007; Zullig et al., 2006). However, fe w
st u di es h ave ex amin ed th es e v a ria ble s d is tin ctly in th e e me rg in g a d ul t

population. A recent study conducted by Anand et al. (2015) that examined
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spi r i t uality in a s amp le of e me rg in g a d u lts fro m th e U K y ie ld e d mix e d
resu l t s as it did n ot fin d a s ig n ifica n t re la tion s h ip w ith life s a tis fa ctio n

and indicated a positive relationship with positive health behaviors. Additional
studies examining spirituality in relation to coping mechanisms have also

supported spirituality’s relationship with positive health behaviors as well

as its potential role as a mediator for positive coping behaviors and coping
mechanisms in response to stress.

Researchers have concluded that these

findings suggest spirituality could lead to students utilizing effective way s

t o m anag e s tres s (An an d et a l. , 2 0 1 5 ; H a y ma n e t a l. , 2 0 0 7 ; K im & S e id litz ,
2002; Z ullig et al., 2006).

Current Study
R e c o g n i z i n g t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n s p i r i t u a l i t y, s t r e s s , a n d

c o p i n g is essential for understanding the current coping behaviors of students

and possible stress buffers. As emerging adults experience persistent chronic
st ress, th ey ris k develop in g u n h e a lth y co p in g me ch a n is ms th a t ma y lim i t

t he emotion al an d ac ademic p o te n tia l o f a n in d iv id u a l (B rou g h a m e t a l . ,

2009; Coh en , K amarck, & M e rme ls te in , 1 9 8 3 ; L i & L in d s e y, 2 0 1 3 ). W h il e
t hese s tudies addres s s tres s o rs w ith in th e e me rg in g a d u lt p op u la tion a nd

possi ble h ealth imp acts , th e y d o n o t cla rify p o s s ible s ou rce s o f cop ing
that may be helpful in treating the various stressors identified by emerging
adults. Furthermore, few studies acknowledge how non-academic commitments,

su ch as emp loymen t, may influ e n ce th e s tre s s le v e ls of s tu d e n ts a n d h o w
su ch commitmen ts affec t copin g me ch a n is ms a n d h e a lth be h a v iors .

Th e c urren t s tudy, th e re fo re , firs t e x a min e s a s a mp le of e me rg ing

adu l t s an d th e relation s h ip s be tw e e n p e rce iv e d s tre s s , cop in g be h a v io r s ,
and work s tatus to reveal wh ich cop in g to o ls s tu d e n ts u s e to ma n a g e

st ress. Secon d, th e s tudy ass e s s e s th e re la tio n s h ip be tw e e n s p iritu a lit y,

stress, and coping methods as a means of bridging a specific coping
b e h a v i o r and stressor. We hypothesize that (1) students who are employed

wi l l rep ort h ig h er levels of p e rce iv e d s tre s s a n d u tiliz e more p os itiv e
copi ng mech an is ms ; (2) h ig h e r le v e ls of p e rce iv e d s tre s s w ill u tiliz e more
negat i v e cop in g beh aviors ; a n d (3 ) s tu d e n ts w ith h ig h e r s p iritu a lity s co re s
will demonstrate more life satisfaction and more engagement with positive
copi ng mech an is ms th an s tud e n ts w ith lo w e r s p iritu a lity s co re s .
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Table 1 Participant Reported Racial Background

Race

Percent (%)

African American

2.2

Asian

8.8

Native American

5.5

Hispanic/Latino

7.7

Native Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander

2.2

Caucasian

58.2

Multiracial

9.9

Not Reported

5.5

Methods
Participants: The pilot study used a sample of 90 emerging adults (23%
male, 68% female, 2.4% non-binary) attending Seattle University which is a
private, Jesuit Catholic- affiliated university. All participants were 18 to 34
years of age and completed the survey either online or via hard copy. The
survey used scales and qualitative response questions.
This sample represented six racial groups (Table 1 below). Additionally,
a majority of participants identified with Christian spiritual practices
( Ta b l e 2 below) an d th e majo rity (3 5 . 1 %) w e re o f ju n io r a ca d e mic s ta n d in g
( f re s h m a n 23.1%, sophomore 11.0%, senior 30.8%). Students were also mostly
part-time employed (48.4%) and worked 21 hours or less (full-time 6.6%,
volunteer 7.7%, unemployed 35.2%).

Measures
Employment Status: Employment status was categorized in four ways:
full-time work (21 hours or more compensated work per week), part-time (less
than 21 hours of compensated work per week), volunteer (uncompensated
work), and unemployed. This variable was used to capture a common time
commitment students have outside of their academics that can relieve financial
stress, but also recognizes that many students are committed to internships
where they may or may not be financially compensated for their work. This
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Table 2 Participant Reported Religious Affiliation

Religion

Percent (%)

Christian

31.9

Jewish

1.1

Roman Catholic

8.8

Mormon

1.1

Buddhist

2.2

Hindu

1.1

Agnostic

14.3

Atheist

12.1

Spiritual Not Religious

19.8

Other

5.5

Not Reported

2.2

variable was listed in the demographics section where students could self-report
which category described their employment. This variable was correlated t o t h e
cumulative Perceived Stress Scale to determine a potential relationship between
employment status and perceived stress.
Religiosity: Participants were also split into religious and nonreligious
groups a s a m e a n s o f m e a s u r i n g re l i g i o s i t y a s a p o s s i b l e c o n f o u n d i n g
v a r i a b l e . R e l i g i o u s p a r t i c i p a n t s w e re d e f i n e d a s t h o s e w h o i d e n t i f i e d
as one of the following: Christian, Jewish, Roman Catholic, Mormon,
B u d d h i s t , o r H i n d u . N o n re l i g i o u s participants were defined as those who
identified as either Agnostic, Atheist, Spiritual Not Religious, or other.
Perceived Stress Scale: The Perceived Stress Scale is a brief self-report to
measure current life stress (Cohen et al., 1983). This measure includes 10
questions that asked about emotional well-being and how stressed the participant
felt in the last month using a five-point Likert scale (1 = never to 5 = very
often), where higher scores indicate a higher level of perceived stress. Sample items
include: “In the last month, how often have you felt nervous or stressed?” and
“In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way?”
The value of each response is added together to calculate a score to be used in
the analyses. The Cronbach’s alpha in previous studies has been 0.85 (p<0.05),
which is consistent with what we found for this study (0.84).
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Brief COPE: Coping mechanisms were measured using the Brief COPE
(Carver, 1997). The Brief COPE scale includes 28 questions that ask the participant
to indicate which of the 14 coping mechanisms they use with their most impactful
stressor using a five-point Likert scale (1 = I have not been doing this to 5 =
I have been doing this a lot) (Carver, 1997). Sample items include: “I’ve been
saying to myself ‘this isn’t real’”; “I’ve been praying or meditating”; and “I’ve
been using alcohol or other drugs to help me get through it.” The fourteen
coping mechanisms can be broken into a binary subscale to measure positive
and negative coping mechanisms. Previous studies have reported the internal
consistency of this scale to have a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.78 (Brougham et al.,
2009). This study found the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient to be 0.66.
Spirituality Scale: Spirituality was assessed using the Spirituality Scale,
which specifically assesses how spiritual one views one’s life and practices
to be (Lindeman & Takada, 2012). This scale includes eight items that asked
about personal spirituality and spiritual practices using a five-point Likert
scale (1 = strongly agree to 5 = strongly disagree). Sample items include: “The
universe is ultimately spiritual” and “My outlook on life is spiritual.” Higher scores
from this scale indicate higher levels of spirituality and spiritual practice.
According to Diener, Emmons, Larsen, and Griffin (1993), this scale generally
has a Cronbach’s alpha between 0.820.87. Cronbach’s alpha of the Spirituality
Scale for this study was 0.90.
Satisfaction with Life Scale: Life satisfaction was measured with the
Satisfaction with Life Scale (Diener, Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985). This
scale includes five questions assessing life satisfaction on a seven-point Likert
scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree). Sample items include: “I am
satisfied with my life” and “In most ways, my life is close to ideal.” Higher
scores from this scale would indicate higher levels of satisfaction. Cronbach’s
alpha for this scale for this study was 0.86, but other studies found it to be
0.93 (p<0.05) (Lindeman, Blomqvist, & Takada, 2012).
Qualitative Response: In addition to completing the scales, participants
were as ked a s up p lemen tary qu e s tio n w ith a s ma ll, fre e -form s p a ce fo r
respon se. This question asked, “how does your spirituality affect your day-today life?” Responses were then assessed for consistent motifs and themes.

Results
Data was submitted anonymously through Qualtrics Survey system or
hard copy surveys. The scales were scored for each individual and qualitative responses
were categorized. Preliminary analyses were performed to ensure no violation
of the assumptions of normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity occurred.
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Figure 1 This bivariate correlation above compares participants’ scores on the Perceived
Stress Scale with their use of negative coping mechanisms. The positive correlation
found explains 42.7% of the variance.

Perceived Stress, Employment, and Coping Behaviors: A one-way, between-groups
analysis of variance was conducted to explore the relationship between employment
and levels of perceived stress measured by the Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen, et al.,
1983). Participants were separated into the four categorical levels of employment
(full-time, part-time, volunteer, unemployed). There were no statistical differences
between groups on the self-reported measure of stress: F (3, 80) = 0.112, p = 0.953.
The relationship between perceived stress and the composite scores of negative
coping behaviors was evaluated using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient.
There was a strong, positive correlation between negative coping behaviors and
perceived stress (r(90) = 0.67, p<.0005) with high levels of perceived stress associated
with increased negative coping behaviors (Figure 1).
Spirituality, Life Satisfaction, and Coping Behaviors: For the following analyses,

participants were divided into the following three groups according to their total scores

on the Spirituality Scale: low spirituality (<10), medium spirituality (11-19), and high
spirituality (20+). Cutoffs were made to ensure that each group contained a similar
number of individuals.
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One-way analysis of variance then assessed differences between each

group according to their average scores on both the Life Satisfaction Scale and

the positive coping mechanisms scale within the Brief COPE. As seen in Table
3, the assessment of spirituality and life satisfaction demonstrated a small,

significant difference between low spirituality (Group 1; M =15.00, SD = 9.70)
and high spirituality (Group 3; M = 18.67, SD = 5.47). One-way analysis of
variance also examined differences between low spirituality and high spirituality

wi t h regard to p os itive c op in g be h a v io rs . T h e re w a s a s ig n ifica n t me a n
di fferen ce between low spirituality (M = 19.32, SD = 10.71) and high spirituality
(M = 29.00, SD = 7.18). The Tukey HSD post-hoc test also indicated a large
effect size of 0.19 eta squared.

Table 3 Psychological Predictors of Spirituality

Spirituality M (SD)
Group 1
(<10)
Positive
19.32
Coping
(10.71)
Mechanisms
Life
Satisfaction

15.00
(9.70)

Note: *p <0.05,

**p<.005

Group 2
(11-19)
24.83 (5.67)

Group 3
(20+)
29.00
(7.19)

18.56 (6.57)

18.67
(5.47)

F

p

eta²

14.12

0.00**

0.19*

3.08

0.05*

0.05

A one-way analysis of variance was also conducted to explore the difference
in positive coping behaviors between high- and low-spirituality groups. The
same aforementioned groups were used for this analysis. There was a significant
mean difference between low spirituality (M = 19.32, SD = 10.71) and high
spirituality (M = 29.00, SD = 7.18), as demonstrated by the Tukey HSD
post-hoc test. The Tukey test also calculated a large effect size of 0.19 eta
squared, indicating that those with higher spirituality generally engaged in
more positive health behaviors than those with lower spirituality.
Spirituality and Religiosity: Finally, subjects were split into religious
and nonreligious categories and were closely studied through independent
t-tests. Analysis did not reveal any significant differences between religious a n d
nonrel i g i ou s participants with regard to life satisfaction or positive health
behaviors. An independent t-test examining total spirituality revealed a
significant mean difference of 5.57, with religious participants demonstrating
a higher spirituality mean.
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Qualitative Responses: Qualitative responses were generally short
and indicated the following theme: “It doesn’t” and positive reframing. “It
doesn’t” or answers explaining that spirituality was not incorporated into
a participant’s day-to-day life appeared as a consistent motif throughout
responses and appeared t o c o r r e s p o n d w i t h p a r t i c i p a n t s w h o d i d n o t
i d e n t i f y w i t h a r e l i g i o n . Positive reframing encompasses descriptions that
explain how spirituality allowed participants to see stressful situations or
interactions with other people in a more positive perspective. For example, one
participant stated, “It causes me to look at the big picture and not get [caught
up] in the unnecessary little dramas of life.” Another participant explained that
spirituality affects the way that she sees others as she thinks, “how do I see it
from their perspective?”

Discussion
The goal of this study was to evaluate relationships between
s t r e s s , e m p l o y m e n t , spirituality, and life satisfaction. While many of our
results revealed significant relationships, the absence of a difference in levels of
perceived stress between employed students and unemployed students was
an unexpected discovery. While previous research has suggested that employment
contributes to stress in college students, it is possible that the relief of financial
stress due to working outweighs the time commitment. These results could
indicate that employment may be a stress reliever that drastically affects how
people report levels of stress when they are employed. Another point to be
c o n s i d e re d i s t h a t t h o s e w h o a re e m p l o y e d m a y n o t s e e k o u t a s m a n y
o b l i g a t i o n s as those who volunteer or are unemployed. Many students may
also have other unrepresented obligations on the survey; such as participating
in clubs or activities on campus, looking after a child, or commuting to and
from school (Brougham et al., 2009).
The hypothesis that greater negative coping behaviors would be related
to greater perceived stress was supported. By breaking the Brief COPE scale
into subscales, it was evident that negative coping mechanisms are used
more frequently than positive coping behaviors by all students, but those
with higher stress levels did report using negative coping behaviors more
f req u ently th an th os e with l ow e r s tre s s le v e ls . T h is p os itiv e corre la tio n
between negative coping behaviors and perceived levels of stress is
supported by previous studies (Oswalt & Riddock, 2007; Sherina et
a l . , 2 0 0 4 ; Z a l e s k i et al., 1998). The positive relationship also indicates that
t hose wh o are h ig h ly s tres s e d ma y n ot be s e e k in g o u t re cu p e ra tiv e o r
hel p f u l resources to best manage their stress. Our third hypothesis assumed
that participants with higher spirituality scores would also present higher life
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satisfaction scores, and this was supported in our study, remaining consistent
w i t h p re v i o u s re s e a rc h ( K i m & S e i d l i t z , 2 0 0 2 ; N a g e l & S g o u t a s - E m c h ,
2 0 0 7 ; Z u l l i g et al., 2006). Additionally, results supported the hypothesis
that participants w i t h h i g h s p i r i t u a l i t y s c o re s w o u l d p r a c t i c e p o s i t i v e
c o p i n g b e h a v i o r s m o re frequently. These results suggest that spirituality may
act as a buffer for stress or a specific method of positive coping in emerging
adults. The development of spiritual engagement and this aspect of identity
may be useful in forming positive coping mechanisms as habits that carry into
adulthood, yet further research is needed to learn more about the nature of
this relationship (Arnett, 2000; Hayman et al., 2007; Zullig et al., 2006).
The relationship between spirituality and positive coping behaviors
was also supported by the appearance of positive reframing in qualitative
responses, as participants explained that their spirituality allows them to
cope with some situations by finding a more meaningful outlook on events
and others. These results and responses signal the need for future studies
to continue to examine the possibility that spirituality may serve as a buffer
against stress. Future studies should also consider exploring the relationship
between spirituality and coping through deeper, more insightful qualitative
methods. Qualitative research around spirituality may further improve and
clarify the language aroun d th is top ic a n d d is tin g u is h it fro m re lig io s it y.
Finally, a t-test was conducted to assess religious and nonreligious participants.
The t-test demonstrated no significant between these groups with regard t o l i f e
s a t i s f a c t i o n and positive coping behaviors. However, religious participants

did score significantly higher on the Spirituality Scale. These results may be
indicative of the “None” zone of the United States, as the Pacific Northwest has

the highest number of individuals who identify as “spiritual but not religious”

(Killen, 2006). This is reflected in our sample as 19.8% of our participants
identified as “spiritual but not religious” while nearly half of participants did

not indicate a religious affiliation. The scale used to assess spirituality in this

study sought to address the population that identified as “None” by avoiding
language that suggests a religious affiliation; such as saying, “spirituality is a

connection to a greater force” rather than “my God is very important to me.”

However, it is possible that religiously-affiliated participants demonstrated
higher spirituality compared to nonreligious counterparts because religious
participants may tend to interact with communities, rituals, and materials

that offer a language around their spirituality and also encourage a more
consistent p res en ce of s p irit u a lity in th e ir liv e s . F u tu re s tu d ie s s h ou l d

con t i n u e to explore possible differences between spirituality and religiosity
in emerging adults and in definition.
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Limitations
This study had several limitations that could be improved upon. First,
the small sample had an over-representation of students who identified with a
Caucasian racial background. Students were also only surveyed during a midterm
week, which may have reflected a period of increased stress. Unfortunately,
unequal variances prevented the use of two-way analysis of variance, which
could have been used to compare perceived stress levels between those who
identified as religious versus nonreligious. Additional qualitative work could
be done to help identify what resources students need from their universities
to help manage stressors. Researchers should also ask about specific coping
behaviors to deepen the understanding of the relationship to spirituality.

Conclusion
This research attempted to understand several factors that may be related
to stress in emerging adults, including employment, coping mechanisms, and
spirituality. Our results revealed the following: employment status may not
have a relationship with stress; those who report high levels of stress are more
inclined to use negative coping mechanisms; there is a positive relationship
between positive coping mechanisms, life satisfaction, and spirituality. Because
there is very little research in this area, future studies should continue to
explore the relationship between spirituality and stress. While our research
has built on prior knowledge about college students’ employment, perceived
stress, spirituality, and life satisfaction, it also exposed areas that need further
research to holistically understand and support emerging adults.
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Chief Faculty Editor
Molly Clark Hillard, PhD , is an associate professor of English, and chief

faculty editor for SUURJ. She is thrilled to be launching this project, and is
grateful for and proud of her collaborators. When she is not launching journals,
Dr. Hillard can be found teaching and writing on Victorian literature and
culture for the English Department, University Honors, the University Core,
and Women and Gender Studies. She is the author of Spellbound: the Fairy
Tale and the Victorians (Ohio State University Press, 2014), has published
widely in peer-reviewed journals and books in her field. Dr. Hillard regularly
moonlights as a technical writer and copyeditor for various non-profit and
for-profit organizations, where her subjects are as various as snow leopards,
u l t r asoun d tech n ology, an d bla ck h o le s . I n h e r oth e r w a k in g h ou rs , D r.
Hi l l ard is an avid runner, and parent to two small kids and two large cats.

Journal Design
Juliana Hamp is a Senior Digital Design major who designed the typography

and visual appearance of SUURJ, having joined the team at the beginning of
spring quarter of 2017. Once she graduates Juliana hopes to find a workspace
that allows for her to be creatively fluid with her designs and artwork, though
she is keeping her options open for just how she may accomplish this goal.
She is currently on the search for an internship that will help her get started
on a design career.

Student Editors
Julia Borello is a third year History major with minors in English and Writing

Studies. She has been involved with SUURJ since fall quarter of 2016. She is
currently working on SUURJ’s design team and hopes to graduate at the end
of Spring Quarter of 2018. Although she is not sure how she will apply her
degree after graduating, she knows that she hopes to be working with books
in the future.

Emily Boyton is a Sophomore English Literature major with a Psychology
minor. She is a copyeditor for this year ’s edition of SUURJ, and worked with
Kasey’s Deems on her article. Next year, she plans to study abroad in Prague
and hopes to be a part of English Honors. After graduation, she would love
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to travel on her own or through the Peace Corps. Ultimately, she wants to go
to grad school in Counseling, and eventually go on to open her own practice.

Carlos Cervantes is a junior studying creative writing and strategic communication.

He was among the editors responsible for selecting entries for SUURJ. Along
wi t h t h e oth er s taff membe rs , h e le a rn e d th e fu n d a me n ta ls o f e d itin g
t echn i que and philosophy, as well as the unique dynamics that exist between
writers, editors and the works they collaborate on. Carlos plans to use the
skills he learned through this position to strengthen his own writing and
better navigate the editorial world after graduation. He has his sights set on being
a Spanish-language content creator for Pero Like, the Latinx branch of Buzzfeed.

G a b r i e l A n d r e s F e r r i i s a f o u r t h y e a r Wo m e n a n d G e n d e r S t u d i e s a n d

E n g l i s h / C re a t i v e Writing double major. Gabriel worked with the SUURJ
editing team in the fall submissions phase. After working with the startup of
SUURJ, Gabriel is interested in a career in editing for research journals that
prioritize and spotlight research of Feminist ethics with institutions that hold
and practice values of decolonization. Gabriel is interested in programs that
provide space for students to practice and engage in decolonizing methods in
their undergraduate career and their professional development. Undergraduate
research magazines help make research in Feminist ethics more accessible—
allowing for more ethical and inclusive research practices.

Emma Foster is a fourth year English Lit and Women & Gender studies double

major who will graduate from Seattle University this June. She has worked as
an editor for SUURJ since fall quarter of 2016. She has worked with her team
of student authors and our faculty content editors to develop an interdisciplinary
journal of which she is incredibly proud. In the future, she plans to pursue
graduate study in information science or feminist studies.

Azra Hadzic is a senior Political Science and International Studies major, with

a minor in Philosophy. Azra was a member of the fall quarter 2016 editorial
team for SUURJ, helping to select the finalists from the first ever pool of
submissions to the journal. Upon graduation in Fall 2017, she will pursue
her law school aspiration in the hopes of one day becoming a Judge Advocate
General for the United States Air Force. She is intrigued by constitutional law,
individual rights, and free speech advocacy. She also hopes one day to work
alongside organizations such as the Foundation of Individual Rights in Education.
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Taylor Johnson is a senior English major. She will receive her bachelor ’s degree
in June, with a minor in writing studies. In the future, Johnson will be attending
Dallas Theological Seminary, to receive a master ’s degree in Christian Leadership,
in hopes of one day working in Youth Ministry.
Jane Kidder is a fourth year English major and writing studies minor. She
has been involved with SUURJ since fall quarter of 2016, working to envision
the j o u r n a l ’ s v a l u e s a n d m i s s i o n . A d d i t i o n a l l y, s h e h a s b e e n i n v o l v e d
in copyediting the accepted papers and collaborating on the marketing
c a m p a i g n f o r the journal’s first launch. She is interested in pursuing a graduate
program in rhetoric and composition and a career in journalism or editing.

Wiley Martin is a junior studying English literature and minoring in entrepreneurial

business. His experience with SUURJ as a copyeditor has been both educational
and memorable. He is extremely grateful for all that both professor Hillard
and the wonderful SUURJ student editors have taught him. While the
c o p y e d i t i n g experience has spiked his interest in the copyediting world, Wiley
has no set plans for how he will apply his major. Whether it be working as an
editor, a teacher, or opening a restaurant in Seattle, he keeps telling himself
he’s got time to figure it out. Besides copyediting, Wiley spends his time doing plenty
of research on Seattle’s restaurant scene, bouldering at the Seattle Bouldering
Project, and seeing friends and family.

Taylor Martino is a 4th year student in the College of Nursing. Originally

from Southern California, Taylor has a newfound love for Washington, and
enjoys hikes and photography. Taylor currently works as a nursing aid at a
major hospital in Seattle and spends a majority of her time caring for those
in need. After working on the project for three years, Taylor is excited to see
SUURJ in action. The journal has enabled Taylor to combine her passion for
research, writing, and nursing to provide readers evidenced based practices.
When not preparing for her nursing license or working as an aid, Taylor is
spending time with friends, reading, or endlessly watching Gilmore Girls and
Rom-Com movies. She is very excited for what SUURJ can offer SU students
and looks forward to reading the journal as an alumna!

Julia McGee is a fourth-year nursing student. She began working on the Seattle
University Undergraduate Research Journal with Anya, Hannah, and Taylor in
winter 2014. Julia hopes to continue her work with SUURJ throughout her last
year and is excited to see the final product of SUURJ. In her free time, Julia
enjoys walking and exploring the greater Seattle area.
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Hannah Rips is a senior English Literature major with a double minor in
Writing Studies and Accounting. Originally from Pasadena, California,
Hannah transferred to Seattle University in the winter of her freshman year.
Throughout her time at SU Hannah has been active in both scholarship and
leadership roles. She has worked as a Writing Center Consultant and has
tutored e n t r y - l e v e l a c c o u n t i n g . S h e i s a c t i v e i n s e v e r a l c l u b s , s u c h a s
i n n o v a t i o n club Enactus and accounting fraternity Beta Alpha Psi. In her
spare time, she enjoys reading—it is her bucket list item to read a novel from
every country—cooking, rooting for the Seahawks, and watching The Office.
She is currently in the process of applying to law school to pursue her dream
of becoming an attorney.

Melissa Schade is a fourth year senior at Seattle U. She double majors in

English Literature and Philosophy and has minors in Writing Studies and
Medieval Studies. She has been an editor for SUURJ since fall of 2016. Since
then, she has worked collaboratively with the small editorial team to create an
interdisciplinary, diverse journal of student research that reflects the mission
and values of Seattle U.

Ashley Smith is a part of the graduating class of 2017. She will graduate

in June with an English Literature degree with a Writing Studies minor. She
served as the student editor for Courtney Yotter and Marisa Swank’s piece,
“The Impact of Spirituality and Stress on the Health of Emerging Adults.” She
is extremely proud of the first edition of SUURJ and has enjoyed the learning
about the publication process. In the future, she is interested in a career in
journalism and editing.

C h l o e Trayn or is an alumn a of th e E n g lis h L ite ra tu re / C re a tiv e Writing

p rog r am. She proudly completed an undergraduate thesis paper that focused
on her literary passion, Gothic horror fiction and studies of sexuality in texts
from the 19th century. Chloe worked with the seminal group of SUURJ founders
in the spring of 2016. She realized that her fascination with educational
techniques, pedagogy development, and cultivating student’s academic voice
could help guide her in finding a vocation, and she decided to start her career
in teaching. She is currently attending the Masters in Education program at
Seattle University with the intention of teaching 12th grade English Literature. Chloe
is developing a teaching and counseling method that will utilize creative
writing, reading analysis and artistic expression as a method of socio-emotional
student restoration and healing. She has an interest in political activism,
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advocating for LGBTQ rights, and writing essays for fun.

Anya Vindla is a senior with majors in Political Science and Spanish and a

minor in Economics. She has worked as a consultant at the Seattle U Writing
Center for three years, which solidified her love for tutoring and appreciation
of writing in all disciplines. Seeing SUURJ grow from an idea to its first
publication this June has for her been a testament to effective student-faculty
c o l l a b o r a t i o n , a n d S U U R J i t s e l f re f l e c t s t h e i m p o r t a n c e o f s h o w c a s i n g
u n d e rg r a d u a t e work. After graduating this June, Anya will be starting a new
adventure in L.A. working for Disney. The effort that went into the development
of SUURJ will remain an important part of her four years at Seattle U, and she
is glad to have contributed to something that can provide opportunities for
SU students in years to come!

Student Authors
Kasey Deems is a recently graduated Creative Writing and History major who

greatly enjoyed her time at SU. Her research paper on Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland began as a vague idea of wanting to study children’s literature,
continued as a vague idea of wanting to study fantastical elements, and
finally focused on the theme of mental illness in the Victorian era. Kasey
was fascinated by the similarities and the differences of able-bodied people’s
impressions of mental illness both today and in the Victorian era, as well as
how Carroll used those connotations as a conduit for social critique. Kasey
recently won a Fulbright scholarship, and will be the Fulbright Scholar to the
University of East Anglia, where she will pursue Medieval studies.

Wesley Ganz is a third-year student from Phoenix, Arizona, and is pursuing a

BS in psychology and a minor in biology. His current interests within psychology
are behavioral neuroscience and the applications of electricity and circuits for
the treatment of neuronal dysfunction, specifically in regard to physical
disabilities. Ian and Wesley began looking into the disparity between attitudinal
and behavioral gender bias during their statistics and research methods class.
They were curious whether or not individuals would show disparity between
their self-reported attitudes about societal gender bias and their hypothetical
behaviors in a professional setting. Creating an experiment to test this potential
cognitive dissonance was challenging. Ultimately, they used self-assessment
scales of gender bias against men and women along with participant evaluations
of male and female resumes.
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Jesse Goncalves is a second-year student studying Applied Mathematics with

a minor in Writing Studies. He chose to investigate the media coverage of
Bernie Sanders in his campaign for president because he supported much of
his platform and was interested to see whether the senator ’s portrayal in the
mainstream media gave voters the opportunity to fairly assess his candidacy.
To narrow the focus of his research, he specifically looked for status quo bias
in the coverage of Sanders, as he was particularly interested in the media’s
characterization of the more revolutionary aspects of Sanders’s campaign,
such as his self-proclaimed socialist political ideology. He hopes you enjoy
reading about the results of his research!

Ian Hajnosz is a fourth-year psychology student at Seattle University who will

be graduating in the spring of 2017. Though most of his research experience has
thus far encompassed implicit association research and alcohol identity at the
Center for the Study of Health and Risk Behaviors, Ian is primarily interested
in social psychological phenomena. This project arose from a fascination by
how the rise of feminist social values and perspectives have also been accompanied
by fierce resistance. Considering their changing position in society, do men
hol d dis p arag in g attitudes o f w o me n bu t ou tw a rd ly be h a v e in s ocia ll y
accept ab l e wa y s? Are attitudes of gender bias, on both sides of the gender
binary, changing? And are their respective behaviors changing in tandem with
those attitudes? Such questions prompted more in-depth investigation, which
culminated in this paper topic.

Tyler Hartje graduated from Seattle University in the spring of 2016 with a
Bachelor ’s degree in Computer Science and a minor in Biology. He is currently
studying for his master ’s degree in Computer Science, also at Seattle University. As
a w i l d l i f e p h o t o g r a p h e r a n d n a t u r a l i s t , h e w a s i n t e re s t e d i n s t u d y i n g
t h e e ff e c t s of urbanization on the birds he sees in and around Seattle, so he
jumped at the opportunity to study them in an undergraduate research class
last year. He hopes to be able to combine his passion for birds and wildlife
with his expertise in computing to benefit conservation.

Cilia Jurdy graduated from Seattle University in 2016. She majored

i n I n t e r n a t i o n a l Studies with a focus on the Middle East and minored in
International Economic Development and Art History. During the summer
of 2015, Jurdy studied abroad in Amman, Jordan, which is where she became
concerned with the lack of attention paid to mental health care in refugee
populations. After researching the United States’ high amount of aid to Jordan
she became curious about how aid, Jordan’s large refugee population, and the
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higher risk for mental health conditions in refugees connected, and what the
implications for a country with such high risk for mental health conditions
within their population might be. Jurdy will be returning to Jordan and several
other countries the summer of 2017 to meet with refugees and organizations
that serve them in order to further her research.

Emily Kawahigashi is an International Studies major. She studied abroad in

Valparaiso, Chile for five months in 2015. In Chile, she had the opportunity to
witness Mapuche marches on Santiago, the capital of Chile. She was surprised
to see indigenous peoples openly opposing the Chilean government when so
many Native Americans have been made invisible by our US government for
decades. While researching indigenous rights in Chile, she stumbled across
articles regarding the controversial hydroelectric Ralco Dam from 2003. It was
the story behind the Ralco Dam that she saw echoed in the approval of the
Nicaraguan Interoceanic Canal which led her to write a thesis about the similarities
between the two mega-projects. She graduated in December and got a degree in
International Studies and two minors in Spanish and Latin American Studies.

Erin Kwan is a graduating senior history major with departmental honors.

Her research project on the secondhand clothing trade was born out of an
independent research project on cotton as a fashion fabric in early modern
England in which she came across the concept of the accessibility of newer
fashions and finery through secondhand clothing. This piqued her interest,
as the demand for secondhand clothing is such a prominent feature in our modern
fashion industry, and she began to investigate the possible origins of the secondhand clothing trade in the English Middle Ages. Luckily, her investigations
yielded some interesting results, which turned into a fascinating study in
fashion, supply and demand, cultural attitudes, and socioeconomic evolution.

Lauren Lau is a senior biology major with a minor in chemistry, interested

in pursuing dentistry after graduation in the spring. After hearing of how
certain spice components have antibacterial properties, she was interested
in investigating whether store bought household spices have an effect on
the growth of a specific oral bacterium, Streptococcus mutans, responsible for
cavity formation. Lauren is interested in seeing if common household spices
can inhibit the growth and biofilm formation of these bacteria. She has been
studying these effects for the past two and a half years with the mentorship of
Dr. Dan Smith. She hopes her studies can be applicable and viewed as a possible
supplement to dental care in the future as an aid in the prevention of dental caries.
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Dian Meakin (D.D.) is a junior transfer student from Seattle Central College.

While at SCC, D.D.’s major in social and human service shaped her interest in
the power dynamic affecting America’s social identity. Her time at SCC served
as the foundation for D.D.’s interest and scholarship in the areas of the social,
economic and academic advancement of marginalized groups in the current
political climate. At Seattle University, D.D. studies the relationship between
external social control(s) and human consequence. She is predominantly interested
in the politics of knowledge access and the intersectionality of her role in social
justice as a white, cis-gendered female. D.D. shapes her evolution of white
consciousness by drawing from historical, philosophical and sociological texts.
By illuminating the post-colonial realities of American exceptionalism and
systemic dominance, D.D. confronts questions relating to the problematic nature
of navigating social activism and challenging power in the modern world.

Marisa Swank graduated from Seattle University in June 2016 with a Bachelors

of Arts in Psychology and two minors in English and Spanish. Throughout
her time at SU she explored a variety of spiritual paths and expressions across
a diverse spectrum of Western and traditional practices. It is through these
experiences that she became interested in exploring how spirituality plays
a role in psychological health and healing. When she begins her graduate
studies at University of Essex in October 2017, she will continue to research
spirituality and experiences of transcendence through qualitative methods to
further understand how these moments allow those in suffering to move towards
wholeness and health.

Courtney N. Yotter and Marisa Swank’s project was shaped by their understanding

o f n e u ro s c i e n c e , d e v e l o p m e n t a l , a n d h e a l t h p s y c h o l o g y. C o u r t n e y w a s
c u r i o u s to see what variables caused stress for Seattle University students
and how they coped with them, since these factors can shape health in adulthood.
Seattle University has many resources that educate students about self-care,
so she was h op in g to s ee a s ig n ifica n t d iffe re n ce be tw e e n ou r s tu d e n t
p opu l at i on s ability to positively cope with stress compared to populations
studied previously. While this was not her finding, these findings are relevant
to her interest in stress and psychoneuroimmunology. Looking forward, she
would like to eventually obtain a doctorate degree in clinical psychology so
she can work with patients with neurodegenerative disorders and conduct her
own research in psychoneuroimmunology. This year, she has applied to University
of Texas master ’s program in clinical psychology with an emphasis in neuroscience.
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Faculty Content Editors
Serena Cosgrove, PhD , teaches in International Studies. She is an anthropologist

and sociologist. Her current research interests focus on women’s leadership
in post-conflict settings in Central America and the Democratic Republic of
Congo as well as indigenous rights and constructions of indigeneity in Nicaragua.
Dr. Cosgrove is the author of Leadership from the Margins: Women and Civil
Society Organizations in Argentina, Chile, and El Salvador (Rutgers 2010) and
co-author of the forthcoming book, Understanding Global Poverty: Causes,
Capabilities, and Human Development (Routledge 2017). Dr. Cosgrove served
as Emily Kawahigashi’s professor for her capstone project and honors thesis
courses, and as faculty content editor for Cilia Jurdy’s essay.

H. Hazel Hahn, PhD, is a professor of History. She teaches modern European history
with an emphasis on cultural and urban history, European imperialism, senior
synthesis on historical narrative, historiography and theory, cultural heritage
and cultural exchange, Southeast Asian history, film and history, Asia in the
Wo r l d , a n d w o m e n ’ s h i s t o r y. S h e i s t h e a u t h o r o f S c e n e s o f P a r i s i a n
M o d e r n i t y : C u l t u re a n d C o n s u m p t i o n i n t h e N i n e t e e n t h C e n t u r y ( 2 0 0 9 )
a n d c o - e d i t o r of Architecturalized Asia: Mapping a Continent through History
(2013), which was selected by Choice as an Outstanding Academic Title of
2014. She is writing a book titled “Travel Cultures: Envisioning the World, 18201930” and another book on urban planning, urban history, architecture, and history
of tourism in French Indochina. She served as Erin Kwan’s faculty content editor.

Kristin Hultgren, PhD , is assistant professor of biology. She graduated with

a B.A. in biology from Brown University, and received her PhD from University
of California-Davis, where she studied phylogenetics and behavior of crabs in
Japan, California, and Oregon. She then went on to a postdoctoral fellowship
with the Smithsonian Institution in Panama and Washington, D.C., studying evolution
and behavior of eusocial sponge-dwelling snapping shrimp across the Caribbean.
She taught at Vassar College and Bard College in New York, before starting at
Seattle University in 2012. She has published over 25 peer-reviewed journal
articles and book chapters, and her interests include evolutionary biology of
crustaceans, specifically the evolution of camouflage behavior in crabs and isopods
and the evolution of social behavior in snapping shrimp. She serves on the SUURJ
Advisory Board and was the faculty content editor for Tyler Hartje’s essay.
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June Johnson Bube, PhD , is an associate professor in the English Department,
Director of Writing Studies, and Writing Consultant to the University Core.
As a nineteenth-century Americanist, she has published articles on women’s
writing about the American West. As a rhetoric and composition teacher-scholar,
she has authored Global issues, Local Arguments (3rd edition), an argument reader
and rhetoric focused on civic literacy and a cross-curricular introduction to global
problems. She is also co-author of two nationally-used writing textbooks: The
Allyn and Bacon Guide to Writing (8th edition), a writing-across-the-curriculum
rhetoric, and Writing Arguments (10th edition), a leading argument text. Her
current teaching and research areas include global studies, argumentation,
Rogerian communication, first-year composition, writing transfer, reflective
writing, and writing for civic engagement. She serves on the SUURJ Advisory
Board and was the faculty content editor for Jesse Goncalves’ essay.

Allison Machlis Meyer, PhD , is assistant professor of English. She teaches
courses in early British literature, including Shakespeare and Renaissance
drama, as well as an introductory Literary Studies course. She also teaches
Renaissance and Reformation literature in the University Honors Program.
Her research focuses on gender and politics in Renaissance historiography
and historical drama, and she has just completed a book on intertextuality
and royal women’s political participation in English history writing of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Professor Meyer served as faculty content
editor for Kasey Deems’ article.

Katherine Raichle, PhD , is associate professor of Psychology. She is a Clinical

Health Psychologist who teaches Introduction to Psychology, Statistics and
Research Methods, Senior Seminar, and a survey course in Health Psychology. Her
research interests include examining psychosocial interventions to enhance
the quality of life of persons living with chronic pain secondary to disability.
She served as faculty content editor for Courtney Yotter and Marisa Swank’s essay.

Nova Robinson, PhD , is assistant professor of History. She is an historian

whose work bridges the fields of Middle Eastern history, women’s history,
and the history of international governance. She is working on a book project,
“For All the World’s Women”: Transnational Women’s Movements in Syria
and Lebanon, 1910-1960. She advised Cilia Jurdy’s senior thesis, and served
as faculty content editor for Emily Kawahigashi’s essay.

Daniel Smith, PhD, is associate Professor of Biology and has taught at SU for

19 years. His teaching interests include lab/research classes that focus o n
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s t u d e n t s l e a r n i n g h o w t o g e n e r a t e n e w d a t a r a t h e r t h a n re p ro d u c i n g
p re v i o u s re s u l t s . Dr. Smith teaches introductory cell and molecular biology
and microbiology courses. His research lab is studying the role of extracellular
polysaccharide and protein on social interactions in the developmental prokaryote
Myxococcus xanthus. The main focus is a protein that is associated with the
extracellular fibrils of M. xanthus that is auto ADP-ribosylated. The lab is also
actively studying competitive interactions and delineation of territories by
different strains of myxobacteria using both genetic and biochemical analysis.
Lauren Lau has worked in the Smith lab for over two years and has been the
recipient of summer funding for her work; Dr. Smith served as Lauren’s
faculty content editor for her essay.

Michael Spinetta, PhD , is an associate professor at Seattle University. He served

as Ian Hajnosz and Wesley Ganz’s faculty content editor and has taught both
students in various psychology classes and is Wesley’s academic advisor. Dr.
Spinetta has a PhD in Behavioral Neuroscience. He is particularly interested
in learning and memory and psychopharmacology, with an emphasis on the
consolidation and reconsolidation of emotionally salient events and the effects
that drugs of abuse and therapeutic drugs have on the learning process, including
the formation, storage and retrieval of memories.

Faculty Advisory Board
Marc A. Cohen, PhD , is an Associate Professor with a shared appointment
in the Department of Management and the Department of Philosophy. He
earned a doctorate in philosophy from the University of Pennsylvania and,
prior to joining Seattle University, worked in the banking and management
consulting industries. His research concerns trust, moral psychology (emotions, decision-making, and rational agency), management theory, and questions in social/
political philosophy about what makes society more than an accidental crowd.

Serena Cosgrove : Bio included above
Lynn Deeken, MLIS , is the Director of Public Services and Coordinator of
the Learning Commons Partnership at the Lemieux Library and McGoldrick
Learning Commons. As a member of the library faculty, her areas of responsibility
i n c l u d e C i rc u l a t i o n , R e s e a rc h & I n f o r m a t i o n S e r v i c e s , I n s t r u c t i o n a n d
c o l l a b o r a t i n g with the Learning Commons Partners. She is the liaison to the
English Department (Literature, Creative Writing, Film Studies) and the Cul-
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ture and Language Bridge Program. Her teaching focuses on the development of
both interdisciplinary and discipline-focused information literacy. Research
interests include assessing the Library and Learning Common’s impact on
student learning, success, and persistence. Lynn served on SUURJ’s Faculty
Advisory Board to help read, review, discuss, and vote on paper submissions.

Kristin Hultgren : Bio included above
June Johnson : Bio included above
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